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purpose of studying for the Christian ministry, and that he would graciously add to
their number ? I want you to be a little
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voted

to

man, whose abilities, devotion, und Chris-

ness.

The afternoon was set apart for a

tian gifts lead you to think he ought to
prepare for the ministry? I do not ask
whether you imagine such to be scattered

religious experience
conference, and
many improved theeprivilege in recounting God’s gracious acts of goodness toward them, *and expressing their purpose
to serve him the remainder of life.
Saturday evening was the time for their
Educational Society to hold its annual
meeting. This was a season also of marked interest.
They adopetd resolutions,

2.

To whom all letters on business, remittances of
money, &c., should be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
All communications designed for publication
ohn be addressed to the on
Edi
Terms :—$3.00 Jon year; if paid strictly
IN ADVANCE, $2.50. See the Sth page of

3.

Has your church offered

that his parents are in

Oh futile boast! Oh haughty lips, be dumb!"
Unheralded by boisterous trump or drum,
How oft mid silent eves - and midnight
chimes,
Vainly to us our pleading Lord hath come-—

hn:

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION.
BY PROF. 3.F
J. FUL LONTON.

Qur schools generally are settling down
to their accustomed work for the incoming
year, and looking up material for their
annual exhibit by way of catalogues, circulars, &e. To one branch of our educational
work, I wish to call especial attention at

this time.
In reporting the condition of the’ Theological School so far as numbers are con-

ex-

The

the School thus far for the present year, is
middle, and seven to the
All of them are well pre-

pared to enter upon the courses of study
assigned them, and give promise of even
added
strength
and interest to the school.
I have of late taken more than usual
pains to ascertain the prospect for the future supply of ‘suitably educated ministers
to meet the wants of our churches. Dur-

ing the last six months, I have received
schools,

the teach-

pastors’ and

others,

bearing on this question of school and min-

isterial supply. I find a goodly number of
our.pastors who are manifesting a very

commendable interest in

this

matter.

They have an eye to the rising young men
in their respective churches, and are

showing

All things

now

giv-

ing them wholesome advice and encouragement, in the way of preparing themselves for the ministry. T have also lean.

ed of seveinl Young imei, tho ate Intendnpr> enter on a course of Theological

And

that case; -Heitow,

onere-

are do-:

half of them could not remain long without embarrassment.
The times are a bit

voters,

over to lady teachers.
While the object here presented is most
pressing, and vital to the welfare and suc-

cess of the denomination .in all its other
en-

considered, we

know

not follow what seems to be

Ea me

profess to have

just elosed ant aig
annual

‘General

held at Canning.

gestion bf thet

Conference.

The

place

It was

for

the

well arranged.

of no

purposs of preparing for this work is als
together inadequate to meet the present
and prospéctive wants

of our

churches. |

The limited number in the schools cettainly most painfully indicates ‘this “stete
of things.

But I also find a classy of! pastors and

laymen, who not only express

asfonish-

ment, but who complain of somebody and
something in view of the siiall number of
students,

especially in otir Theological
This leads me to propound a
schools.
few plain practical questions to such,
and see if we can not get a clue at least to
one cause of this state of things.

1.

Harriet Newell and Ann Hasseltine Judson
were the first American women who gave
themselves for work arhong heathen women.
Driven from India, by the East India Company, Harriet Newell soon yielded her life.
But what an inspiration has her devotion te

MISSION. WORK.

of

CONDUCTED

BY

REY. G.
G
—

Co. WATERMAN,

‘THE REINFORCEMENT.

religion. Let us hope

It is now expected that on Saturday,
Oct. 5, a party of seven will sail from

France

New York to join our missionaries

has been built by a Russian nobleman as

a

funeral morument

It

to a deceased son.

‘contains a beautiful portrait of the boy,
with an inseription in French too simple

and touching to be translated, so you will
pardon
me
for giving it just
as it
reads :
‘‘ Le Prince Michel Stourdza, ne le 381
Xbre 1846, a rendu sa belle ame_a Diy le 30
Juin 1863.”

Over how many graves can this be
- truthfully written?
‘¢ He gave his beautiful soul back to God.”

“The Falls 6fthe
are very pretty,

Rliine, near Schathausen,
and to one

who

has

not

the niissionary cause impgrted to Christian
women. . Her early death has, perhaps, done: -

in In-

and substantial addition to our forées and
shall expect to hkar of aggressive work
against the strongholds of heathenism.

gospel light penetrated,

A WORD MORE.

‘compared to’ the

American

Centennial, for the conditions are

ferent. In! some
the department

so

dif-

respects, especially in
‘of fine arts, it is far

superior, as was to be expected. The
great day for visitors at the Exhibition is

rebuke which can not be altogether un-

partment standing motionless amid the
surrounding din and bustle, gives a silent
heeded. The admirable means of conveyance with which Paris is furnished
affords every facility to visitors. One ‘of

been

Her people struggle hard for & livelihood.
But all things

have

their

compensations.

Here the nations come. to commune

with

Nature in her wildest manifestations. The

German, the

Russian,

the

Itallan, the

Englishman,and the American meet among
the Alps, and forget their differences in a
common feeling of awe and reverence,
while the gold and sil ver which they leave
behind them send @ sunshine and comrort
into many a mountain ho me.
B
AL. H
EES
fi di ih 0 (OF
RGEE
REED.
PUNE

lish to the world his

multitudinous

A FAREWELL

tive received a tract which among other
truths told of the Christian Sabbath... He read
it, and set apart one day
. ously enough, the day set

bath day.

pli that the pe

there are times when I can

not control

self.

Rhode Island is my home.

mothers, India will be saved. Yowhave yet:
to learn how much you can do to cary for
ward this object. "I leave with you

hid with. Christ in ,God,” second, ‘In honor
preferring
one

and

my-

will work.

a railway

of

There is Mt. Everest, the highest peak
Himalayas, the world’s pinnacle, and

of gesture, intonation,

deepest
debasement by heathenism, Ga back
eighty years.
Then, widows were burned

sidering the very small number of his
ideas, it 18 a remavkabie Proof of the ora-

torical talents of Whitefield that his sermons Wer'é Hever charged with monotony..

steps, for such a thing is not allowed in
Paris, The police force seems to be ad- | pasrages with anecdotes or illustrations.
mirably organized. I think it numbers | fle sometimes even relieved them by a
He fré¢quently interspersed the more serious

beautiful

Man alone is

cordially

re-

a suocess, one of the best T ever "attended.

Mow long has it been since the last. The reports

showed £reat

ability, and

prayer was offered in your pulpit, or pray- | zealous and efficient work" in this imporer room, for, our Theological schools and | tant, cause. Such women are a power for
colleges, especially that God would bless good in‘a Christisn Body.
Stirring rethe young men therein converded for the marks followed.
The evening was de-

deserves

much

sympathy

from

America

in her efforts to maintain self-government. {am sure that she gets very little from across the chamnel, a fact of
which Ihave sometimes ‘heen’ made pain-

a

smooth ‘sea

before

a

Itis not all sunshine in

India.
There are rainy days,—dark days.
Letters often banish the gloom.
Pray for your

new missionary, and write to her.
holding the ropes while she descends
Nr
pit.

You are
into the

[It is but justice to Mig. Phillips to say that
the foregoing is a very brief and meager sketch,
of her thrilling speech, and conveys a very
imperfect idea of its ability and power.—M. Mi.
H. HiLLs.]
WORD

ONE

t A Member”

MORE,

says © I can hot before

#ive the five dollars to tie 1. M.

God

Society, if

that is just the reason why

-the Thugs,

the Ganges

an organized Body, betamitted

murder and robbery ‘4s religious rites—the
Khunds, with ¢ruel 968 fnhuman ceremonies,
offered childicn andl Youths in sacrifice to their

light

breeze, and we soon shall lose sight of
land.
But what-méans this sudden low-

and encourage us.

they send’ new missionaries at this time.”—But

ing before seamen at New' York, he adoptover

Get the children to work, and

mothers tossed their children into

who ‘was.g Christian. ‘His heart was deeply

ed a nautical tone. ‘Well, my boys, we poe by the miseries and degradation into
have a clear sky, anttare making fine head- which heathenism had plunged the people; so
way

‘Some

with their dead husbands, on the funeral pite—

some seven thousand men. , T have ¥en

to participate in the services were severly
censured by the Parisian press. France

Push

You cannot do it always.

vile and sunk in the

jest. Often, when the audience had been! vile goddess. "AR these, the, gospel, through |
| its influénce dh the government, has now sup| ceived, the committees were appointed no city, not even London, Where such strung to the highest pitch of excitement, presséd, Tide hosts of pilgrims which then
he would suddenly make a long, solemn,
‘#tdl some reports were acted on, In the perfect order seems to reigh. And yet and dramatic pause. He painted scenes crowded ‘Cae great pilgrim road to Pooree, the |
seat ofthe famous idol, J uggernaut, ate How |
“afternoon, the delegates to and from oth= the dally average of ‘arrests for all causes
as if they were visibly preseut to the eye,
greetly diminished, I seem to see therh' now,
erbodies reported and other business was is only little more than three hundred, with all the fire and the animation of the as'they used to stregm, a countless trong,
most
perfect
actor,
Om
one
occasion,
transacted. - In the evening Rev. Bro. while in London the average is about when illustrating the peril of sinners, he: wlong that road, some of them ‘to threw
‘Porter preached the annual sermon from one thousand.
described with such an admirable power, themselves as sacrifices to be crush to death
the text, * Not by might nor by power,
The Republid seems to be well estab- an old blind man deserted by his dog, tot- under the wheels of the idols tir. ‘There
feebly over the Fork
moor, “en- came to India some white men who were idolbut by my spirit saith the Lord.”
It was lished, and deeply seated in the hearts tering
deavoring tu vain to feel his way with his aters. They worshiped a god ‘Whosemame
was
a clear and forcible presentation of truth, of the Fretich people. On the recent an- ota, and gradually drawing nearer and
Mammon.
They came'to gather 'the gold and
nearer
to
the
verge
of
a
dizzy
precipice,
followed by the hearty emdorsément of nivérkary of the death of Ex. Pres. |
when he arrived at the final*tatastro- precious things of India,'but cared for naught
iChier, the church of Notre Dame was that
several brethren.
phe, no less a person than “Lord Chester- else. In onder more successfully to accumuFriday niorning was devoted to bligi- | draped most beautifully, and the mag- field lost all self-possession, and was late wealth, the East India Company gave
ness. The afternoon Was set ‘apart for nates of the Romish Church who refused heard audibly exclaiming, * Good Gad ! thousands ‘of dollars to support idolatry.
There twas jone in their number, John Thomas,
he is gone.”
On unother* dccasion, preach.
the Woman's Mission meeting and it was

iting detogates were most

are

keep them at work. Let those in their prime
work. Prime doesn’t last long. I hope, when
we get to India, that white messages will oft.en come to us. Letters from home heartem

thence to Cape Comorin, the ¢limate is continually varying, and the scenery is wondrously

Cons

workers

work, and spend, and aYe spent, right at home.
“You can not get them to see any further. Well,
let them work at heme, if they will onlyavork.
Some can see as far as Harper's Ferry, Others see further. Get all at work where ‘they

I am not sor-

geography

. Some

ders success. No matter about honor.

the work.

nificent scenery of northern New Hampshire,
I could only here and there catch glimpses of a
few prominent points, and their wonderful
grandeur made me wish the train would pause
for a longer gaze. So, in glancing rapidly, as
I must do, at the progress of the gospel in India, I can only present to you, a few promi-

Study the map

another.”

jealous of the honor of others, and. this hin-

train I was whirling through the grand, mag-

nent facts,

two texts; =

that will enable you to! know! just how to
guide yourselves in this work. First;
Life:

to go, but

on

“which iis at Fusing

Women wield a terrible power in India.
They are the strong hold of ridolatry.
Very
early they teach and train their children in the
worship of their gods.
When we teach the

1 dm usked to Pann of what the gospel has
When

Christ, and

the tract, instead of by one person.

ry that I. feel the’ pain of separation.
Iam
not ashamed of ears: They ure’ not tears of
SOrrowW,:
already done for India.

to

was built by the little church gathered Wrongh

nary. remarks, said: I am gratified in meet~
ing so, many here this morning, and that I

glad

It led them

afterwards they were found by missionaries.
The man who obtained the tract buill a chapel,

MEETING.

sacrifice to go to India. I am

in keven, and curiapart was the Sab-

He gathered others on that day to-

read it with him.

The effect of this style of preaching was
greatly enhanced by an extreme variety
manner.

°

power in India. Ifyou can’t go there, send
Bibles, send tracts.
The latter will some-times go where Bibles are forbidden.
A na-

rea-

sons for not giving to the Foreign Mission Society, and we trust he has not forgotten to give it somewhere.
Meanwhile we call the attention of our
friends to the gratifying length of the
list of receipts in this issue.

India.
of the

'WHITEFIELD'S PREACHING.

and

heaven

to-day, we can send God’s blessed word right
into their homes. The light already begins to

have the privilege of speaking to you. I see
‘among you many dear friends. [Her emotions
the sides’ the here choked her:utterance.] ' To me, itis no

accomplished
but twice before I am told.:
Switzerland is an inhospitable country.

be

of

the four new missionaries do not cost the enter, and there are some who say to us, “I
Foreign Mission Society anything, one do pray. If I should die, I hope to go to
being supported by the Woman's Society heaven.” Besides the zenana women, is the
and the other by friends in New Bruns- encouraging work of the native Christian’
Caste! High caste women have come to
wick. This may help to reconcile
A girls.
sit at the feet of low caste women to learn of
Member,” and others, to the policy of the the'true God.
How wonderfully the tables
Board at this time.
It is certainly for- are turned. Outcasts sitting by those of low
tunate that there is no lack of ways in caste. Proud Brahmins and others of high caste
which to use five dollars to good advan- would rather die than be saved by those of low
tage in the Master's work, and ¢ A Mem- caste. In Calcutta, I saw eighty high caste
children gathered into a school taught by low
ber” has the undoubted right to choose caste Christian women.
among them all that channel for his gifts
Eighty years ago, missionaries gave away
which best accords with his idea of duty. Bibles; now they sell them, and the natives
Ithardly seems necessary that he should read them instead of using them as formerly
have taken such elaborate pains to pub- for gun-wadding. The Bible is becoming &

‘irregular

hardly

and ship-

Rev. Bro. Weston, Moderator, and Rev.
Bro. Sturgis, ssistant; also Rev. J. M.
Lowdon #ssistant clerk. The several vis-

to consist of a ‘small

hope

But Miss Brittan.entered the door opened by
Mrs. Mullen’s slipper, others followed, and

snow-drift. They report the weather quite
mild at the top, while along
cold was intense.’ This feat has

building isi an important business feature.
There are. four churches in the place.
The Free Baptist house is a good one and

village is accessible by water,

summit

no

.

cheered the hearts of these imprisoned women.

It may be proper to state that two of

Blanc without a guide.’ They found ‘the

highly eteditable tothe nations exhibiting, * and especially so t0 }'rance. It can

The Ministers’ Conference met on
Wednesday afternoon, and at an adjournsome way to prepare themsclves for the ed meeting adopted a constitution fora the fist things which a stranger notices is
work, to which they feel the Lord is call- permanent organization. ~~ Wednesday ‘the oxtrenmie cleanliness of the city. If
the
by ,
ing them. = This class is one of special in- ‘evening we had a very intervstilg ser- there is a shower In the night
terest to all of 4s who know the embar- mon from Rev. Bro. Babcock, followed time one gets out next morning the
ragsments attending such, and who see by earnest remarks from #éveral minis- streets will have been swept clean and
the absolute need of some literary qualifi- ters, Thursday morning the yearly Con- dry, No reckless chamber-maid dares
cations preparatory to entering upon the ference met and onfanized by choosing to shake a dusty hall mat on the front

men among us, who have the pronounced

no

ment.

4-0-6

had on exhibition in the afteruoon.
At the Russian church ~4 found two
priests conducting service in the Greek
and Russian languages, without a solitary
worshiper to take part in it: This church

the fashion,

Sunday, the number usually exceeding
one hundred thousand, but the machinery of the English and American de-

of discovering

the impression, that the number of young

half millions

in Edinburgh Review.

may yet find a better faith.

1 the Whole. the Exhibition seems to be

a still larger number, who have had but
very limited advantages by way of ed-

On the whole, however, T en not resist

a

that under a better government,

and attempt to point out its defects. © On

NOVA Septis OORRESPONDENCE.

two miles from the North Mountain,
which is one of nature's grand dikes divinely arranged between this fertile valley and the restless Bay of Fundy.
The

higher studies of Theology.

and

¢“ The long boat, take to the long

ere
—Alayge and deeply interesting m
couraging o
A
ation | bath. And surely. ‘her giant mountains; {8
isa Loni
Rr
The Lake 5 at was held about two weeks since, at i
with
their
fretted
outlines
fringed
with
again the lively interest felt in it by some
your feet, with the town, sitting like a Roger Williams church in Providence,
of our pastors, the fact that our young purest snow, holding her placid lakes like
laurel crown upon its head; to the right is R. L, to give the friends of Rev. Dr.
men are so generally inclined to patronize jewels'in a royal setting, form a temple
Mount Pilatus more than 6,000 feet in Phillips and family a fitting opportunity
fit
for
the
worship
of
a
world.
our own schools, if any,
the increasing
hight; with a summit strangely wild and,
We found the French Capital very. entoexchange farewells with them,and to exnumber of churches that are adopting the
jagged; to the left the Righi rises to abont
system of giving above named; and the joyable. Many prejudices and miseon- the same hight; in front and stretching to press their interest in the work of evangelBy the kindpromptness with which several churches ceptions found correction, and gave | the dim’ Bistance isa panorama of mount izing the people of India.
have responded to the demand for supply< place to a juster appreciation of things ' ains, many of which’ are fringed with ness of Mrs. Hills, who was present, we
ing furniture for the rooms of the Theo- before only half understood. Parisian ‘snow. ‘In the valleys the heat is still are able to give an abstract of the address
logical building. A statement of this last life must be, seen in order to be appre- quite intense." ~The whole country is tour- given on that occasion by Mrs. Philitem of enterprise will soon Sppar in the ciated. Of course. just now the Exhibi- ist-haunted. ' Two gentlemen have recent.’ Hips
tion is the center of attraction. I will ly climbed to the very summit’ of Mount
Mrs. JamesL. Phillips, among her prelimiStar.

teaching or preaching, with the view to
securing means for this purpose. Several
of these are college,or academy graduates.
And we pray that the Lord would prosper them in this commendable purpose,
and give them an answer to their expressed desires to complete a full course of
study for the ministry. There is perhaps

desirous

seven

joy became go great and fntense that it made
him insane. We speak of Cirey, and Marshman, and Ward, as the first missionaries to
Bengal, but Thomas was before them, and his
convert the first fruit. The East India Company would not allow Carey and his brethren
to remain on soil under English rule, so they
had to plant their mission in a Danish se.tle-

boat !” shouted his excited hearers.—Lecky

' seen Niagara, they probably appear grand.
To me they are simply pretty and pict“ Star” will do all that they properly can
to bring it to the attention of such per= ‘uresque. Lecerne is beautifully situated
on the Lake of the Four Cantons, and has
SONS.
Shi
a 20 CHE
I
some 15,000 inhabitants.
Many tourists
come and go without even seeing the rare
EUROPEAN CORRESPONDENCE.
LUCERNE, SWITZERLAND,
| beauties of the region. For three weeks,
Sept. 13.
I am told it has been wet and foggy; yesAfter two weeks in Paris, the quiet of terday the fog lifted and gave us a gloSwitzerland suggests a perpetual Sab- Fious day.
Prom
fe glee Jdndent;

study at no very distant day, several it is meeting was well chosen. It is a beautito be hoped next year, but who are now ful village in the Cornwallis valley,
in a course of preparation, or engaged in about eight miles from the railroad and

ucation, and are

next?”

whom, according to the statement of the
Sec. of the Evangelical Soc. of France,

reading matter to take during the coming
year. We trust that the friends of the

to our
off. I
winter
passed

various enterprises, there are several

she have

the sympathies and prayers of the free
everywhere ! Indeed she needs prayer
most sadly. France has nine millions of

other paper of its class that offers so
stFong—an—inducement-as-this. Many 4
persons are doubtless now deciding what

that ~one={

stringent, and one source of aid
students has been measurably cut
refer to opportunities of teaching
schools, these having been largely

May

Hark ! don’t you hear distant thunder ?
Don’t you see those flashes: of lightning ?
There is a storm gathering!
Every man
to hisduty!
How the waves arise and
dash against the ship! The air is dark!
The tempest rages! Our masts are gone!
The ship:is on her heam-ends!
What

that

are doing for their students, would be

But

amount

duced to one-fourth of what they

number thus properly included, is less
than 20, not exceeding 17 or 18, as at
present advised.
The number added to

from forty to fifty letters from

discussion,

half as much as some other denominations

the

failure

of means to prosecute their studies.

earnest

$2.20 between
now and the
first of
January next, we will send:the ‘“Morn=
ing Star” till Jan. 1, 1880.
The sooner
this offer is accepted the more papers
will the subscriber get for his money.

we all.

in that case, remember, that

are absent

either on account of sickness, or a

the cata-

dents doubled, and so would

Hing

present

a wife

If this be the

appropriated to each, which is

cerned, Wwe include the students in actual attendance, and a few who have near-

have

frowning imperialism.

logue of Bates college, one of the colleges, the most moderate in expenses, of
any in New England. These are not airy,’
flighty questions, but they come down
pretty near to\yard pan, at least this is
felt-to be so
bx" those in whose interest
they are asked.
Again, if you are one. of
the complainers because there are no
more students in our Theological schools, ed niuch to the interest of the occasion.
In the evening a Bro. Miller, from the
here is another and most vital question :
5. Has your church adopted the week- Methodists, was ordained to the work of
ly system of giving? Ispeak of this in the ministry. A collection of $18.65 was
this connection, because when that plan taken to aid a young man preparing for
was devised, it was especially provided, the ministry, and then closeda session
that a portion of the sums raised should of harmonious and profitable action, nevbe devoted to educational purposes, and er to be forgotten by your correspondJ. MARINER.
because at present it is largely our reli- ent:
ee.
ance for means in this direction. You
Ize To any new subscriber sending us
would be glad to see the number of stu-

— Paul H, Hayne.

and

circum-

I take the figures from

Foreign

they occupieda eorrect position in regard

and expend at school from £155 to $206 a

year?

annual

I have been spending several days in dia. Of this company, Dr. J. I, Phillips, more than a long life could have accomplish
Germany.
The scenery along the Rivne | his wife and his sister, Miss Julia E. ed. Ann Hasseltine Judsen! What a wonderto a sanctified education, as a ministering | does not need another description. 'T am Phillips, are well known to our readers, ful life was hers! And now come voices from:
the Isle of France and from under the Hopia.
qualification in the great work.
sure it is very beautiful, The numerous and having had ten years’ experience in tree in Burmah, summoning woman to work
Sunday morning there was a prayer castles, ancient and modern, which crown the field, during which they have proven for woman.
meeting at 9 o'clock, and preaching at the summits of the wooded hills which
- In 1835, ‘we as a people were first made to
‘themselves efficient workers, will at once,
feel that we had a work to de in carrying the
11 o'clock, by Rev. Mr. Phillips, a young skirt the banks of the Rhine from Bonn to
on their arrival, take up active work and gospel to the heathen. Since that time, what
man from N. B.
He held the strict at- Mayence, afford a romantic charm which
be an immediate relief to our burdened changes have been wrought! Our: present:
tention of his audience to the well-ar- American river scenery does not possess.
brethren in that’ far-away land.
Of the missionaries have great reason for blessing
ranged truth of his spirited sermon. The From the castle of Ehrenbreitstein, op“others, Miss Hattie Phillips, another God, that they are exempted from many of
writer occupied the pulpit in the after- posite the &onfluence of the Rhine and the
daughter of our beloved senior mission- the trials and privations our pioneer. missionnoon. In the eveningRev. David Oram
Moselle,
a
charming view of". both
Then it took a
ary, is quite as well known at the West aries were called to endure.
year to get an answer to a letter—six months
preached one of his pointed and powerful valleys is obtained.
as those already mentioned and is not for one to come to America and six months te
Everywhere in this region one meets the
sermous. It was followed by exhortations,
entirely a stranger to the Eastern friends. get areply. Now about a month suffices to
German soldier, and I have usually found
and many requested
prayers.
Revs.
Mr. Burkholder, of Harrisburg, Pa., and carry a letter to India. A very great encourhim a noble fellow, compactly built, graceBabcock, Downing, Royal, Lowdon and
the two ladies who ccmplete the party agement to our present workers is the openful in motion,
highly intelligent, every
Smith pccupied other pulpits:
0
aré comparatively strangers, but enjoy ing of the zenanas, where the high caste.
Monday was the last day of the feast. inch a soldier. I have spent a Sabbath at
women have for centuries been
kept in sethe confidence and esteem of those who ‘clusion. Look into those dark, windowless,
The forenoon was devoted to the business Baden-Baden, the great German watering
place, and as Saugre’s London circus was know them best and of the Board sending unfurnished homes with their smoke-blackened
of the Conference.
The Sunday-school
in town, one can easily imagine what kind them out.
We have every reason to be- walls festooned with cobwebs, and thank God
anniversary was observed in the after-of a Sunday it must have been. The ecir- lieve that they will in time prove a strong that such are not your homes. Inthese abodes
noon. The school in the place contribut- cus paraded the streets of the town and
of darkness and ignorance, for ages, no ray of
after

im-

case, can you devise some way by which
he can give up his present employment,

Faith still may bring, with blended shine and
shower;
If through warm tears a late remorse may
- shed,
Our awakened souls put forth one heavenly
flower!

the course,

moderate

and one child to care for?

Ah! well for us if some late spring-tide hour

erd in our

the pray-

came a Christian late, and so has

Knocked at our hearts,striven to enter there;
But we, poor slaves of mortal sin and care,
Sunk in deep sloth, or bound by spiritual
[
sleep,
Heard not the voice divine, the tender prayer!;

8, one
to the
junior class.

there

stances, so that he is dependent en his
own exertions for support, cr possibly be-

2

but who just for the

think

peratively enjoined, *‘ Pray ye the Lord of 4
the harvest” &e ?
4. If you have one such, is it not true,

Boldly we say, * Good brother! you norI,
So near the sacred Lord, the Christ, indeed,
Had dared His name and marvelous grace de-

ly completed

or

er, which Christ himself directly and

DENIAL.

J

churches,

such, then I want to ask,

22, 1878.

We look with scorn on Peter's thrice-told lie!

TE

in the

ought to be half a.dozen of this class
in some of our larger and more flourishing congregations, but whether there be
one in your church. Ifthere be no one

The WHorning Star,

ny

Have you in your church ‘a young

about

is paper.
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Mission J fully aware. It is not to be expected
meeting.
It was marked with much of that Germany will have much sympathy
the spirit of missions, and our brethren in for Republican institutions,and so France,
this province will no doubt do their duty ..| single handed and alone, holds up the
Saturday morning was devoted to busi- iden’ of free government in the face of

particular, and fix the date.

Publisher,

Rev. I. D, STEWART,

the

ering of the heavens, and that dark" cloud
arising from béneath the western horizon ? ||

their gifts, and why

many will increase

before

God”

they

will

feel an increased responsibility.

Debts are bad things.
Buf many business
men inciease their business, even though they
have ‘debts, and

do

it successfully.

oftén ‘the only way of success.

That

is

‘It may ba: so

with us now.

§ The Board may not adopt my policy;but that

is no reason which I shall wish to plead as I
stand * before God” and give account of my
use of property. With their better informatioix
and more extended view of the needs of the
cause the Board may

see better than we what

is useful, and it is pleasantto many of us to
trust their judgment and aid them in the
work as God prospers us,
Of all things it seems most

unreasonable for

a friend of missions to withhold support
cause those who hive the care of the work
planning to send more missionaries.
should be thoughtful * ** before God” lest
place a stumbling stone in. the way of:

beare
We
we
He

mission work.

It is a matter for

Which we ‘should bet

ful that there are those who: Have

ane

in God, and in his people also,. that they have
necessary to expreaching Christ to them.
He labored on both the means and the gr:
‘seventeen long years, before he saw his first | tend this work. Let us not faint nor fear too

he gave himself ito'the work,of teaching and
convert, and on

witnessing his

baptism,

his

much effort for God. -

y fin

I To W,

3
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Sabbath- School Lesson.--Oct. 13.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

Questions

THE

BY

see

GOSPEL

PROF.

Lesson

J. A.

duty to invite
pot

BY

Papers.)

thinking of the precious charge

FEAST.

ted to her care, none of whom

14:15.
14:15-24.

Notes and Hints.
:
« When one of them.”
One of the
guests of the Pharisee, at whose house
Christ was now eating bread.
* Sat at
meat.” The Jews ate, reclining on couch-

es. ‘* Blessed.” Happy.
*‘ Eat bread
en the kingdom of God.” The kingdom of

A WORD

commithad

given

their hearts to the Lord.
And as she
thought of the many and long-contiuned
prayers which she had offered for their
salvation, still apparently unanswered,
and of the years of hard study and earnest
labor which she had bestowed upon them,
all of which appeared froitless, she became quite discouraged and ‘exclaimed
aloud, “ Itis of no use, I must give my
class up to some one who can have better
success in leading them to the Saviour.”
Just then her eyes fell upon a little poem,

God meant to the Jews the kingdom of entitled ¢ To a Sabbath-school teacher.”
political power and glory to be set up by Upon reading it, she found it so full of
the Messiah.
This man meant happy
will he be who lives to see the kingdom
inaugurated and to enjoy its blessings;
or, as others think, he thought thut the
kingdom of God would be begun with a
great feast at which all Jews would be
guests. Taken in its higher sense, we
may all unite in the sentiment of this remark. ¢ Then said he.” Christ goes on
to show who will, and

who

will not,

eat

bread in the kingdom of God.

*‘ 4 cer-

tain man.”

is

Inthe parable, God

rep-

resented by this character. *‘ Great supper.” The gospel, with its newly revealed way of salvation is meant. ‘‘ Bade
many.” The announcement of salvation
by Christ to the scribes, lawyers and
leading men of the Jews.
They were
first bidden as the leaders of the nation.
‘ Sent his servant.” God sent Christ to
the Jews to call them unto life.
Christ
says he came to do the will of his Father
who sent him.
Come, for all things are now ready.”
In the East, two invitations
are sent to desired guests ; the first

gives notice of

day of the feast, and

obtains

FOR MINISTERS’
AND ORPHANS,

A. J.BROWN,

comfort and encouragement to the faithful teacher that she Immediately took
courage, and on bended knees consecrated herself anew to the work, asking pardon for her lack of faith and resolving
that she would,

with renewed

faith

and

zeal, labor on, believing that ‘in due
season” she should reap the reward of her

BY

THEIR

WIDOWS

FRIEND,

This friendly article affectionately asks
due notice from the churches,

wishers to religien.

and

Doubtless,

well-

some of

those thus addressed find it difficult, even

with important external aid, to raise a
sum adequate to their minister's support.
In such a case, it must be very plain, that
ordinarily, on the death of a faithful
minister, so imperfectly provided for,
but little can be left for the subsistence
of his bereaved family.
Yet, in many
other instances,

we

are

constrained

to

believe, that with wider views, a proper
system, and more efficiency, the pastor
could without difficulty, not only be supported comfortably, and be able to provide himself with facilities for ministerial
duty, which he now lacks ;—but might,

also, make a fair pyovision for his dear
ones, inthe event of his earlier decease.
Every considerate, humane husband and
father would wish to make such a provision.

Multitudes,

doubtless,

in

other

walks of life, submit to prolonged care
and
toil for this. - But a minister is prelabors, that in heaven the harvest would
appear. And now, behold the results. eluded by the duties and proprieties of
Nearly every one of those precious souls his oifice, and should be by the public
have recently given their hearts to Jesus, -sentiment,—unless in extreme cases,—
and are now very active in his service, from leaving his appropriate work to
and that teacher is rejoicing in a God who ‘ make money.” Indeed, a true minister would deem it a trial to be placed
is ¢* not slack concerning his promises.”
0-0-0
under such a necessity, if necessity it be.
Not that due diversion from severe,
SUNDAY-SCHOOL SEED IN .TEXAS
Toftier duties, for relaxation’s sake, would
AND LOUISIANA.
Oue of the missionaries of the Ameri- be undesirable ; but to make it a serious
can Sunday-school Unioh in Texas, dur- part of his business to pursue a secular
ing a tour of three and a half weeks, or- calling, in order to eke out his means of
ganized thirty Bible schools with over subsistence, is a course to be deprecated.
one hundred teachers and nearly fifteen Nor can a minister very reputably go
about, from store to store, and place to
hundred scholars, and distributed many
Bibles and much Christian literature. place, beating down the price of what he

the

a promise

Another,whose field is North-easternTexas and Western Louisiana, in six weeks

must

buy,

and

chaffering

about

OCTOBER

2,

1878.

correctly. I would keep my ignorance
outof sight if possible, and try to over-

Communications.

One day, not many months ago,a young
Sabbath-school teacher sat in her room

HOWE.

STAR,

Ob
+4044

A BIT OF EXPERIENCE.

||

id Blessed is_he that shall
GOLDEN TEXT:
eat bread in the kingdom of God.»—Luke
Eunke

It is our

his heart. (6)
to him.

S. 8. Department.

v
\

MORNING

a few

How dear are these young Christians Raphael? What is a square
piece of
to the minister's heart, * How dear areall, canvas to this scene of mountain and
comgfit. I would try to keep my heart: “who labored with him in the good work. valley, and winding river, that can
be
right with God, as of the greatest import- Providence calls him to another field, ‘but enjoyed by simply opening the ‘eyes!
ance. I would have an Index Rerum, he remembers them. How do they pros- People go into raptures over a piece of
and when I read anything I might wish to per?
They may have another pastor canvas, four feet by five, but here we
refer to, I would in some way make rec- over them in the Lovd.
Mis large soul have the original, spreading out as far as
ord of it, so that I could find it when I and good heartedness does not allow him the eye can reach, and God paints bétter
wanted it. I would say but little about to feel jealous that the one now in charge than they all. Who ever saw a sunset
will be more successful then he was, or till they saw it in the original on land.
myself, and much about Christ.
If I' had had all the culture the schools that there will not be much prosperity orsea? It ought to be easy for these
could give, I would try and profit by the there, unless he gets back. Some are country people to be content, for they
above suggestions. I would preach with- there that may have wished him to leave, have the original of all the masterpieces
out manuscript, fas well as with,
You indeed are the cause of it, and against in lands-cape painting,
may ask me if I did ‘these things when the wishes of the larger part. Such things
The man who has his eyes open, in the
young. I answer, No. But it was the happen, but he has no spite. He is not country,
may find ‘sermons in stones books
great mistake of my life. I did not see in secret league with his friends, receiv- in the running brooks, and good in everythe need of it, as I now do.
Such was ing presents from them, and fostering a thing,”
¢ Come,” 8saidmy friend, * let
the prejudice against formality,and favor spirit of division. One of the most hate- us go out and see the sun set.” It was
of spirituality that attending school to pre- ful things seen in a minister is to injure just over the brow of the hill, when we
pare for the ministry, would have closed a church that he once professedly labor- reached the point of observation. It had
many ears against the truth.
Bus that ed to beneiit, and that received and bene- already lost itsintense glare, so that we
day is past now. I might have adopted fited him. * How do they do?” A few .| could look at its deep red face without
a regular system of study, if only one may have fallenout by the way. Some injury. Slowly it settled to its rest. Half
hour each day, and made myself, under may have mistaken convictions, or im- ofit was gone out of sight. We could
Gqd,
an abler minister of the New Tes- pulse, or excited feelings for conversion.
see it move. Three-quarters gone ! Only
tatent and accomplished more for the So they say there is no reality in experi- a narrow rim! Now a star!
Now a
A few have left the twinkle ! Gone!
Master than I have. I see andregret my mental religion.
;
folly, and hope young men who have the prayer-meeting, and a few public worWe drew a sigh of relief, and looked
Some neglect important duties, aboutus, A grey shadow was stealing
ministry in view,or have entered it, will not ship.
..A few are up the mountain over yonder, a. coolness
repeat it. The advanced state of culture and grow worldly-minded.
was coming into the air, twilight was
in the common mind, demands a corres- light and trifling, attend vain amusements and sport with serious things. swiftly approaching. * Look,” said my
ponding culture in the ministry.
But there is,a class, often a large one,
patiently continuing in well-doing, seek-

OOo
*ro

SOWING.
BY

J. W.

BARKER.

‘ And some of the seed fell on good ground.”

Intelligent sowing implies careful and
wise watching, ready and efficient work.

Even the good seed may be scattered too

profusely as well as too sparsely. If the
good seed is sown extravagantly on good
soil the thick clusters will produce little
grain.
One precious grain of seed dropped into soil,well prepared, will produce
one stalk of luxuriant growth, while a
handful thrown at random has in it little
hope.

—

Practical Lessons.

The

blessings to

which God invites sinners are satisfying,
to the soul they are a
feast. Pardon, di-

vine love, peace, fellowsliip with the good,

each day, for study, and recite to some
teacher privately. I would give attendance to reading, especially history. I
tiny children, the big boys or girls, the would make a careful preparation for
young men or women, each requiring dif-*

In

planning, collecting

endless life, are the joys of the Lord to
"which all are invited. (2) God urges us ferent material or
to come to his love. (3) God cares noth- material collected.

ing for our condition in life, but every-

thing for our coming to his feast. (4)
Excuses displease God. They are not
reasonable,
|

(5)There is room

for us in

hour or more of John Knox,he said, ** Give me souls, or

and arranging

rhaterials the teacher will, of course, have
his own class before his mind—the little,
a different

use of the

Better still for the
teacher to individualize his class, and in
preparstion ‘to have before him’ the inner
ife and outer circumstances of those who
gather around him week by week.—8. 8.
hronicle.

every sermon, writing out at least a brief
plan. I would occasionally (at least)
write p full sermon. I would take lessons in elocution, from the best elocutionist
I could employ. I would learn how

to speak effectively, as well as to speak

I die.” © Secret

prayers.
cast

down,

places

witnessed

In public "labors
distressed,

his

semetimes

embarassed

and

having but little freedom.
Again and
again feeling ¢ The burden of the word
of the Lord,” and longing to speak to be
refreshed.

The Lord blessed,

believers

were strengthened and some of the unsav-

ed were induced to leave sin and walk in
the way of life.

shining up there.”
Sure enough it was.
A great cloud-castle, turret above turret,
walls, and battlements, and towers, was
builtover our heads, and the setting sun had
flung a glory of light around it. It was
a castle in the air. And there we stood
in the calm twilight, and watched it as it
faded, slowly faded from our sight.
:
“ Hands of angels, unseen by mortal

ing for life, eternal life. The good minister is in intense anxi®ty for those not do-

cents, here and there. It would inevitaOne thought dropped into the heart,
of attendance ; the second is the call to visited seventy-four families, made fifteen bly abate his influence for good.
Pri- one precious thought, into the heart alcome to the feast, when the day arrives. addresses,
organized
eight
Sunday- vate Christians, if they choose, may do ready prepared to receive it, has far
So God, by his prophets and priests, had schools, visited and aided two others,and- it, though it may be much the worse more hope in it, than the entire sermon
honored the Jews with the promise of three day schools. He gives the details for them, and the great cause which where the mind is not prepared.
I have
the gospel of Christ, and they had accept- thus :
they represent! And yet, the salaries of seen a spirit perfectly deluged with good
ed with joy the announcement of God's
The first place visited was Pine Tree many faithful ministers may be so mea- counsel, until the way of duty seemed
church, where was a good chureh build- ger, as to strongly tempt them to forget rather mystified than made light.
kind intentions, but when Christ came
Like the
they rejected him.
¢ With one consent.” ing, school-house, Masonic hall, religious the dignity becoming their sacred voca- castaway on a rock, mot very far from
service twice a month, but .no SundayAll alike, with one spirit.
school until I organized one “with about tion, and stoop to ignoble methods of shore, his feet becoming entangled in
“ Began to make excuse.”
They be- one hundred members.
the multitude of ropes thrown for his safeThe next place keeping the wolf from the door.
gan to invent excuses, for the excuses do was Bumpus school-house, 'where had
Putting these. and some other things ty, he is not sayed. He knows his dannot seem real.
These excuses show an never been a religious service nor Sunday- together, friends, you perceive, that the ger and longs for escape; but he is con)
——TFhenext
unwillingness to go to the Teast.
= sehool nowt
fused and knows not which way to jump.
was Glade Water, a town of several hun- case of a minister's widow and orphans
haps these persons thought they would dred people on the Texas and Pacific must often be hard. Ministers do not I have seen an anxious soul chased to
go at the eleventh hour; which they railroad. . Here was a meeting-house,but always marry rich wives. Perhaps they death by
well-intentioned, but very
might purpose, for these festive seasons noreligious meeting nor Sundayzsehool. would do well to, more frequently, since thoughtless persons. A gentle touch of
as
lasted a week or more. Since they knew Now they have both, an® the.”
one hundred and twenty-five inembeps. so many of the people are afflicted with a the hand, a cordial and kind salutation,
beforehand of the coming feast, their exNot all have is often better than a. multitude of words.
At Orange school-house, a thriving Bible spiritual heart-disease.
-euses for not being ready were really an school was organized; also at Hickory shriveled hearts, good friends; Oh, no. Personal and profuse exhortations are
insult to him who invited them. * I pray Grove chapel and Winterfield; and all All you that read this may count your- frequently a wanton waste of precious
‘thee ‘have me excused.”
Thus the leaders have gene to work.
selves exceptions. Ihope you are, and seed. * Talk is cheap,” says some la© of the Jews treated God when he sent his
that you are suitably thankful that you conic writer. We learn to talk.
Words
Son into the world, and invited them fo
FRUITS GATHERED FROM TREES
have
a large heart.
It is an excellent are easily acquired.
But the Spirit of
the privileges of the gospel.
So now
:
HE PLANTED.
gift.
brotherly kindness is born of ‘genuine
1€1
nes
nd
Ne
avion
waits
0
A el-1 missionary
A
of the American SundayBut since individual churches do not, love. Tt is true that ‘“ words fitly spoken
come them to forgiveness, divine love,the school Union in Minnesota has been makand some, perhaps, can not do what is are like apples of gold in pictures of
peace and hope of heaven, and they say, ing a two weeks’ tour among Sundayneedful for their pastors ;—what remains silver,” but not * fitly spoken,” they have
¢¢ I pray thee have me excused.”
Note schools organized by him; and here are’ but that the churches at large take up, not the slightest likeness to that most
- the wickedness of this plea.
They wish some of the findings:
and carry this burden?
And is it, ye\ precious metal.
wi
some of the seed
to sin more, otherwise they would go to
One school, maintained by the lady blood-bought disciples, so very heavy a fell on good ground.”
Good ground,
superintendent against much opposition burden ? None of you ever did, or can, even, may be overstocked. Do not preJesus.
.
¢* The master of the house being angry.” and who, when the stove pipe of their render an equivalent for a really faithful sume too far on its resources.
It is of
room was removed by enemies, transfer-.
The anger of God towards the leaders of red the school to her own house, is living ministry. Dollars and eagles, if piled up little use to sow on the fallow land. And
the Jews is meant.
But anger, strictly and thriving.
Another, held seven years to the skies, could never outweigh the it requires considerable experignce and
speaking, God does not feel. The word ago in a log hut dirt-daubed and ~dirt- temporal and eternal blessings of a long, discrimination to know just when the
only shows his disapproval. = « Into the floored, carried onin the face of man
ground may be called good.
And ifit
difficulties, is triumphantly successful. and faithful ministry. Will you not, my
streets and lanes.” Reason is hére shown There
isa church of one hundred mem- Christian friends, for Jesus sake, whom requires no small amount of knowledge
why Christ labored among the peorer bers in the vicinity, whose foundations you are wont to eulogize in exhortation to enable the husbandman to pursue his
classes of the Jews. The rulers rejected were laid in the Sunday-school. A school and song,in your meetings for prayer,— calling with suceess; if the business of:
the Werd of life; the common people organized last spring in a neighborhood in your * praise meetings,”—telling the sowing implies so many important conto sin that the superintendheard him gladly. So, too, the spiritually soent abandoned
determined to leave itunléss a Sun- scornful and the careless, how ardently ditions, how much greater the necessity
_ sick, helpless, blind, rather than those of day-school could be sustained there, is you love, and how joyfully you would do, of knowledge in the transcendently imPharisaie pride, were welcomed by our maintained with inereased interest, and for this peerless friend; will you not,each portant work of scattering the seed of eterwill doubtless renovate the neighborhood. of you, come speedily to the help of those nal life. Study well the soil. The mind
Lord to the benefits of the
gospel.
The next settlement visited has had two
*« Yet there is room.”
The provisions murders
of man is your field. Study its character,
committed by its members. Two poor, so beloved, of your and their Reof the gospel were not exhausted by any schools planted by him therelast spring ‘deemer? Can you not do more than you its special wants and desires, Begin and
class of the Jews. They were abundant are in a prosperous condition.
At Per- have heretofore done for those,—Christ’s end this important study with yourself.
and efficacious enough to satisfy ‘the spir- ham, where his temperance meeting was deserving poor,—who, through grace, The general make up of all minds is esitual hunger of the whole race. ‘We read, so seriously disturbed by rioters, two may have made many, perhaps some of sentially the same. Present God as our
months ago, the Sumday-school, planted.
¢¢ He tasted death for every man.”
Not- the next Sabbath after, is in a prosperous you, eternally rich? What if you should great and loving father, one who loves
withstanding the nunbers who have come state,and the temperance cause also. At set apart one cent a week for this very us tenderly and unfailingly, and then we
to tChrist and partaken of his bounty, Frazer, a * buzzing” little village on the purpose? One cent a week for the widows assume the attitude of confiding and lovthere yet is room. The coming of one is R. R., where the missionary held the .and orphans of Christ’s dear ministers! ing children. The greatest want of our
first religious meeting three years agoy|:
not at the expense of another.
There is and planted a Sunday-school, he found it ‘Whom would it impoverish? Yet, if every nature is its spiritual ,want.
We need
room for all.
‘“ Into the highways and flourishing, and the foundation of good in- member, of the Free Baptist churches in nothing so much as spiritual riches. We
hedges.” These werd places beyond the stitutions. A vigorous temperance socie- New England would do but this, what a are exceedingly poor when the heart is
We look upon the phecity limits,out in the suburbs. The Gen- ty was organized last spring. He visited goodly sum would be raised, at no sacri- unsatisfied.
tiles who lived beyond the country of the Detroit, a flourishing town of 600 people fice, for a cause which the blessed Christ, nomenon of human life and are puzzled
and three churches, where he planted the
and perplexed amid a multitude of quesJews, and who were, in Jewish eyes, the
first Sunday-school, six years ago. . In and all heaven approve.
-0-O-0-0
lowest of the race, are meant.
Paul Becker county,
tions . which science can not answer.
where he organized a
showed that the reason of his tarning school last summer,there has been a genWhence came we? Whetherare we tendIF I WERE A YOUNG MINISTER.
Such
from the Jews to the Gentiles was the re- eral revival with abiding results.
(ing? What is to be our final destiny?
BY REV,D. WATERMAN.
Why is this life so hedged in? Why is
fusal of the former to receive his gospel. are some of the results realized.
ee
The Jews never dreamed of God’s admitour
ambition so much circumscribed by
A few weeks since, there was an artiSunday is observed in the British and
ting to his feast, on an equality with American
departments of the Paris Ex- cle in the Star, from the pen of an old seeming impossibilities? Why this batthem, the Gentile nations.
ositionas at the former Exposition of minister, telling what he would not do, tle, this conflict? Nothing else can give
¢ Compel them to come in.” The mesus a satisfactory answer to these quesaris and Vienna.
The machinery is
if he were a young minister.
Now an. sengers of God were to ‘‘compel” by mor- stopped, the attendants, with rare exceptions, but an intelligent exposition of
other old minister wants to tell some
al means alone. To preach with warmth tions, are dismissed, and the exhibits in
that comforting expression—Our Heavenmany cases covered as they are at night.| things he would do if he were a young
and urgency, to persuade and so draw In the United States department this has
ly Father.
men to Christ is the duty of the minister, been brought about by mutual agreement, minister. And first let me say a word to
+o
“ Shall tasteof my supper.” They will to which all but a very few of our exhibit- those who have not had the advantage of
FORMER FIELDS OF LABOR.
'
come,
too late, with a wish to enter the orshave heartily ‘consented. This testi- the schools.
BY AN OLD MINISTER.
If
I
were
a
young
man,
and
had
the
‘mony
in
favor
of
an
institution
which
feast, Abthe seventh day, or the sixth has done so much for England and AmerThe ministers’s former field! = What
day, they may think fo accept the invita- ica, following as ityloes our own 'exam- ministry in view, I would get as thorough
There he
a preparation for that work, -as circum- interests cluster around it.
tion; but this verse shows the peril and ple in closing on
Sfinday the ' Centennial
labored
for
the
good
of
others.
He laborstances
would
allow.
I
would
attend
the
Tt is not so much
xhibition, is awakening increased attenfalsity of such a hope.
ed,
perhaps,
for
small
pecuniary
reward.
schools,
and
preach
or
use
my
gift
occa~
tion
to
the
question
of
Sunday
observance
as
heaven,
our Lord who shuts us out of
the Continent. The friends of the sionally, as opportlinity offered.
The language of his warm, feeling heart
-we who neglect, and so lose, the day of ‘on
Lord’s Day are endeavoring to make the
Like
If I could not attend the schools, I was, * I seek not; yours, but you.”
salvation.
;
:
most of this opportunity.

would set apart some

friend, pointing upward, ** the sun is still

ing well in his fornier field.

He * tray-

ails in birth the

till

second

time

Christ.

be formed inthem.” But to those living in
the Spirit and walking in newness of life,
he says, ‘“ My dearly beloved,
my longedfor, my joy and my crown, so stand fast
in the Lord, my dearly beloved.”
Love to Christians with whom we have
been acquainted, and labored, love to the
churches, love
to all mankind, how
it binds hearts to hearts. Love is religion.
Hatred is its opposite.
Love is
enjoyment. Love is Christ-like.
Love
to others, as felt in the heart, is worth
more than all the complicated hours of

the world.

eyes, shifted the scenery of the heavens,”

and almost before we were

It is 1aore valuable than vast {

revenues of wealth.
J
1

Love

is heaven.
Se

Ub

L

|
|
|

REV. LOWELL PARKER.
BY

REV.J.

Bro. Lowell

ERSKINE,

Parkerdied

at

Attleboro’,

Mass., July 25, aged 66 years and 9 |
months, after a lingering sickness of |
nearly three years, from what, appeared |

aware

of it,

the lamplighters in the celestial regions
were abroad, and here and there a twinkling star came out, and laid a*long line
of light down to her far-off sister world.
And then in the calm hours of the early
evening we went into rest and pleasant
dreams.
That was yesterday. To-day I am in
tlle great, roaring, smoking, bustling
city. Everybody here is in a hurry. Drive,
push, crowd, that #s the motto here.
Let me sit at the window in this noisy
thoroughfare, and see what is going on
in the street.
re comes a man with a
large “burde
his back. He sets it
down upon
pavement, and I notice
that it is mad
up of small cages filled

to be a cancer
in the stomach. He suffered | With yellow canaries.

Poor things, how

much during the last sixteen months of weary they look, not a note can they sing
| now, they are so frightened. I wonder
his sickness.
;
He was born in Fayette, Me., expe- | how that robin-red-breast, that I listened:
rienced religion at the age of 19 and soon to so rapturously, as he sat on the treeunited with God's people. He began branchby my window, yesterday, and
preaching at thirty, and was ordained at poured out his soul in song, would feel
the June session of the Farmington Q. M.,, to be cooped up in one of these cages
holden at New Sharon. The early part where he conld scarcely turn. I am glad
of his ministry was spent in Maine. Sub- he is where he is, and T wish I could set
sequently he went to R. I. and about 25
years ago settled ‘at Rehoboth, Mass.,
where he remained about six

years, wit-

nessing prosperityin the churches.
then moved to

Portsmouth,

N.

He

H.,

and

took the pastoral care of the F. B, church
there for a while. He then went to Maine
again, and preached at Mechanic Falls,
and elsewhere. He ultimately returned
to Mass., and built him a house at Attle-

boro’, where for the past twelve years
he had lived, holding no regular

pasto-

rate.
3
:
His life was one of true” integrity and
uprightness.

He

was

sensitive

on

Christian character, loving the right and
abhoring the wrong. He was ardent in
his attachments, and very social in his
nature.
He was modest and retiring.
He was very neat in his person,and a lover

of order everywhere, and of Christian
propriety. He was a good economist,
managing with a scanty support, so as
to secure a competency for his family, a
valuable qualification in the ministry.

He labored mostly among feeble
churches for their upbuilding, nor was
his labor in vain. In his sickness he
was trustful, and his death

was

peaceful.

He would often say ‘“ I want to go to my

Father.”

¢ Pray the Lord

to take me

home,” &ec.
We take the following from the local
paper: ** Mr. Parker was a man of firm
principles, dealing honestly with all at
all times. He endeavored at all times
to do to othey§ as he would have them do
to him. He was naturally retiring and
modest,

waiting

to be

called out;

and

never seeking position. As a minister,
he labored successfully in the feeble
churches, churches that had become

bro-

ken down. To these he would go and
labor for their upbuilding.
He preached

much of the time for limited pay in order
that he

might

more materially

aid the

church with which he labored.”
S-B-0-b
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YESTERDAY AND TO-DAY.

these birds all in the same

delightful

freedom. But here come two people
who are evidently lovers; no, that can

not be, they are husband and wite.

They

are evideutly strangers in the city, for
they have that confused, bewildered look
which comes from unacquaintance with
city life. And I thought they were lovers, at first glance, for he

had

her hand

tightly clasped in his, as though afraid
some one would rush up and drag her

from him. That is right. They are literally going «own the hill of life hand
in hand, as the old minister said they
would when he joined their hands together, years and years ago. Some of those

young men who are giggling on the corner over there, and openly making fun
of this old couple would be vastly better
off, if they had a tithe of the love and

peace of these people they sneer at, Goodbye,old couple! May you continue to walk
side by side,and hand in hand. Together
on earth, may you be togetherin heaven.

Coming at lastto the gate of the city,
may you find it open.

Going up from a

poor house here,may you have a mansion

filled with light, and music and laughter.
May your children stand by your bed
in your last sickness, not one absent,save

the one, ten years ago, you
for the resurrection.
And

‘sometime

in

the

laid

away

distant

future,

may you kneel at the foot of the throne,
hand in hand, and
you exclaiming,

sideby
‘Here

side, each of
am I, Lord,

and the ‘children thou hast given me.”
4-0-4

A SENSIBLE SETTLEMENT.
Two
Illinois deacons turned some
calves loose in the same pasture. Two
of the calves happened to be so much
alike that no man could tell one from the
otlier. One of these two disappeared.
Each
deacon. thought the
“¥emaining
calf was his own, At last one of them
sold the calf, and the

other

one

insisted

that it was his calf, and that the proceeds
should be paid to him. There was *a

stormy dispute between these two deacons, and each threatened to go to law
. Yesterday, at this time, I was in the against the other. After letting the breeze
country. I sat at my friend’s door, and a blow for a while, they concluded to refer
BY. FE, DAVISON,

scene of wonderful beauty was spread
out before me.
;
The house in which I was stopping
was built fifty years before I was born,
and

there

has

scarcely

been

a change

made in it from the first; and yét, its
timbers seemed as sound as though they.

had not stood the wear and tear of ngar a
hundred years.
rg
They built houses to stand, in those
days. How cool it was sifting there in thas
doorway! And what clear, pure, invig-

orating air!
No malaria in that, no
stifling stench floated to us as we sat there
and enjoyed the beautiful scenery.
What
do we care if we have not the works of

the matter to the minister, with power
to make a satisfactory settlement. The
minister advised

them

to

put

which the calf had sold for into
sionary treasury, and assured

the

$16

the Misthem

that

if they had any doubt in their minds as
to which of them it was who was giving

the money,

the

Lord knew all about

it, and he would settle it most justly

equitably.

and

The Board of Missions got

the $16, and entered it, ** Calf-money. ”
The deacons were happy over it, and

the minister was pleased to have been
the means of, settling what might have

ripened into a' congregational
and split the church in pieces.

squabble,

\
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Selections.

constraining, and restraining

NO RIGHT.
BY _ ADELAIDE

STOUT.

ointment at

We have no right to pour our precious
unworthy feet.

at Christ’s dear feet

That Mary broke

Her box of ointment seemed meet,

_.But how do we
Give our best treasure? She is wise
with the soul’s pure eyes,
seeing
‘Who,
res worthily.
Alas, for her whose flowing

tress

Feet all unworthy press and press ;—
y

that but spurn

Feet

The tender hands that drip perfume;
See heart that doth its wealth consume

And who shall say
‘We have a right to ever take

silent prayer

guard with

we

Dear pi

The casket hid

By thine own hands. We hope some day
Our box of precious scent to lay
nd ope its lid

At thy dear feet. In hope of this
‘We dare not give our love amiss
As ’twere our own.

We dare not the fair casket break—
(Fair in-as-much as (tod did make)

:

And God alone.

That Mary broke the precious phial
Was meet and right; Thro’ earthly trial
We kéep God’s gift—
Sweet heart love! Not unworthily
We'd give what’s His most certainly.
:
Some day we’ll lift
:
These hands, athrill with pulses fine,
And take this gift of love divine—
But lent to us;
We’ll pour its fullness freely there
At Christ’s dear feet, so pure and fair,
Love tremulous.

Published by
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request of
)
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The term perseverance, in its primary
significance
and general acceptation,
means persistence in anything undertaken. It suggests the idea of one who undertakes a plan or purpose, beginsa piece

of work and * sticks to it”

tillit

is ac-

complished.
The term involves the idea of’ counter

influences, of opposing forces, which are
so many obstacles in the line of action
pursued,—hindrances in the performancesof the work to be wrought.
And

these

unfavorable

influences,

these opposing forces create the

necessi-

ty for perseverance, or, in other words,
call for persistent, continued effort, and

consequently largely augment the measaure of the work needful to be bestowed.
If there were no hindrances, if the skies
smiled propitiously always, no head
winds or delaying calms, no obstacles to
be removed from the chosen pathway,
then, indeed, perseverance would be an

ness in the experiences of human life.
The love for the work and interest centered in it, would be an inspiration to action,
a propulsive force increasing in momen-

tum, with no opposing element to check
or retard its progress. How easily, then,
the work which human hands and hearts
have taken up to do, might be accom-plished. The great undertakings which
have stirred the ages, which were born
in adversity and nurtured and developed

_ under the stern protest of opposing forces, would have had quite a different experience, though perhaps reached no
higher or grander results.
There is another idea involved in this
term,

perseverance,

viz.,

and

constrain

breadth

of

moral character, stability and solidity of
purpose, moral heroism, if you ‘please,
adhesiveness of disposition. We say of
some one, in relation to what they have
-done,it may be, they developed wonderful
perseverance, and an admirable spirit of

moral courage and determination under
peculiarly adverse circumstances.

In

meets

the

always

hopeful,

confi-

success of the issue.

And

they did succeed.
Inspired with this spirit of self-control,
self-poise, conscious

of right,

with

un-

in a state of grace

to

glory.”

It involves the idea of a begining in
the Christian life, the enjoyment of a
Christian life,

and

the

faithful,

patient,

persistent following out of that life,
through all its varied experience, to the
end—till that life is crowned with glory
immortal in heaven. This is frequently

termed * the final perseverance

of the

saints,” which means that the individual
commencing the Christian life, continues,
perseveres in his course, like the ancient
racer, till he reaches the goal.
That
God is deeply interested in the personal
welfare and success of every Christian,
and their final and complete salvation,

there need be no doubt.
The declarations of his Word are

elusive upon
promise,

this

point,

exhortation,

which

con-

include

. promises, and in al! those quickening,

2:

20, 21;

experiences of life, and crowns with com-

manhood--would{

of this salvation is, that it saves the
as a man—as a moral agent, saves

man
with

the cordial consent of the will, saves

the

eternal, alike to

saint

and

sinner— and.

this idea, this principle, runs through the
whole thread of divine teaching. God
has done nothing in the work of human
redemption, framed no enactment,

estab-

lished no principle or rule of government which in any manner conflicts with
the moral agency of the individual, or re-

linquishes in any degree or to any extent
the divine claims of obedience. Through
obedience

the

and through the

sinner

receives

Christian

inception to its close,

the

life, from

its
re-

main unchanged. All the success of that
life, victories achieved, fruits gathered,
hights of glory gain
has been
realized through a loyal ob
ind
this condition. . While in this| pathway
we are safe, it is the King’s highway to
holiness and heaven. We shall be in
God's care, enjoying that grace so helpful, so essential to success in spiritual
things, The life will be progressive, de-

grace which is secured only through actHuman experience, harGod,

unites

in the declaration of the fact that the
Christian life is an active one, full of
stirring experiences and invested with
weighty and solemn
responsibilities.
This thought runs through all the teaching of the Word, and rings out in every
appeal to human hearts, and call to
duty.

“ Go" is the keynote of almost every
command of our Saviour. ‘ Go work
to-day in my vineyard.”
¢ As ye go,
preach.” ¢* Go out into the byways and
hedges, streets. and lanes and compel
them to come in,” &e.

¢ Go ye

into

all

the world,” &ec, And coupled with the
comand was the statement of this fact,
that there would

be

adverse

The true, highest

individual wholly, with

glory

all the forees of

influences,

opposing forces, that the work for -self,
for humanity’s sake,for Christ's sake must
be wrought often in the face of discour-

have

learned

in the

school

heavenly precepts are to be taught; and
there ought to be few places and occasions which are not suitable to this blessed work of so teaching and training the
young that they may grow up into angels
of heaven. . . . Not from foreign sources
and by a mere conversion of men to faith
in true = doctrines will the main growth

of the church into superior states be effect-

ed; for the church is a life, and not a confession of faith , and life can not be produced instantaneously,
but it must be a regular and orderly growth.
Nor is the
strength of the church in the number
of

those

who

profess

in the measure
‘into her

from

her

faith,

but

of life which descends
God,

out of heaven.

As

¢ Education

knowledge of the dealings

for God and fellow men, we discover that

our highest efficiency and success has
been realized in the pathway of obedience.
When we have been loyal to God, he
bas not forsaken us.
When we "have
stood up nobly and bravely against the
wrong,
when we ' have
pressed . on
against + oposing influences, when we
‘have
cheerfully
carried
the = heavy
burden,

borne’ the

when

in

ourselves

consecrated

adversity
on

we

God,—in

a

cross,

have

staid

word,

when

we have
persevered in the way of
well doing through duty and trial, clinging ever to the eternal *‘ Rock of Ages,”
then the pathway has brightened, the
Divine Presence

has

been

real,

an

wun-

speakable joy, and oursuccess in a large
measure is augmented and satisfactory,
A passive Christian is a misnomer. The
idea of spiritual enjoyment and useful-

into something

on the

way,

will

be rolled

back

the church be

sedulously

cultivated,

Kirk, D. D.

understanding.”
prone and careworn, is now
turned
eavenward, and wears the beautiful illumination and earnestness of the children
energy for the

accomplishment

sively to that desired consummation. Of
this I am assured, if I realize any success
in Christian effort, if I rise to any alti.
tude of spiritual enjoyment, if I gain any
victories over sin, gather any

sheaves for

eternity, gain brighter and truer

concep-

tions of the infinite fullness of grace in
Christ, am Sustained

in trial,

comforted

Be

I think the influence of a good
a good

woman

teaching

children in a class is an
world and the world
man can measure, and
of which no man can
Bright.

ten

or

man

or

twelve

influence for this
tocome that no
‘the responsibility
caleulate.—Jokn
j

Pd

to

‘me

that

ye

¢ Whosoever

will,

let

ce

and

ness, and selfishness. - Here is the true
Christian status. ¢¢ Abide in Me and I in

you.” This is the heavenly style—the life
of God in the soul of man.—Zion's Herald.

are able,

as free

Ld

Not

lower,

until,

a Forgetful

it may

be,

There are many of you that are very
strongly tempted, but if you feel that it
is too hard for you to fight with every
temptation, Godis willing to open a door
of escape for you.
There are many of
you that are as hard as the quartz which
you mine, but there is a God who can
cause to descend upon you the melting
dews of his love.
There are many of
you that are beset by sinful appetites;
there is not one whom Christ can not
change into the beauty and dignity of the
highest spiritual condition.
ere is no
man so far gone in sin, so “wicked, so
forgetful of God, that God does not think
of him, is not willing

to bear

with

Him

and strive with him until he shall hecome
restored to peace, dignity and purity,—
Ward Beecher.
Serving

we seldom think of them, as well as when

icle.

When Parents

Stay at Home.

‘When parents themselves stay at home
on the Sabbath, owing to fatigue,

or

be-

cause they can not anticipate a very spicy
entertainment, and prefer the stupidity of
sleep, the vacuity of idle thoughts, or the

columns of the story-paper, they can not
wonder that their children are indifferent
to the house of God, and spend

the

Sab-

bath in play, or perhaps in roaming the
streets and learning the lessons of wickedness which are taught there.—Waichman.
;
Imward Voice.
| ~The

|

Ye bow to ghastly symbols,
To cross and scourge and thorn;

Ye seek his Syrian manger
Who in the heart is born.
|.

For the dead Christ, not the living,
Ye watch His empty grave,
‘Whose life alone within you
Hus power to bless and save.

Alone of Him shall know.
Hoon wy
— Whittier.

Love to our neighbor assumes divers
your church, but don’t carry it! If you
(1) Ina family, it is. tenderness
find meddlesome busybodies, give them forms:
Plenty to do; they hate real work as a and care; (2) in a neighborhood, courtesy; (3) in:friendship, sympathy; (4)
mosquito does smoke.
Your main business is to preach; but in business, integrity: (5) in distress,
to do this you must know your people and mercy; (6) to our country, patriotism ;
ascertain their wants. Don’t visit just to (7) to the world, benevolence; (8) to
please, but to help on your work. “Some pe church, brotherly kindness.— Pelonbet’s
otes.
i
:
families will need six visits to another's
one. Go where you can hurt the devil
Oh, help us, God, while it is day,
By kindly words and deeds,
most. Be governed by men’s wants; not |
To store good memories away,
For the last evening’s needs;

Preach not as others do, but as you and
God can best arrange it. Fill your hear-

ers with sound

reason,

then

cork

Give no
enough

But gladly face the falling night,

And hope for heaven’s eternal light
Through the Redeemer’s name.

The creed of the Phantasiasts!

Work when you can, retire

when

For
For
Was
And

whom no Man of Sorrows died,
whom the Tragedy Divine
but a symbol and a sign,
Christ a phantom crucified !

EY

|

ta. God

and

his

cause,

through hearty, self-forgetful service to
our fellow-men. Then there will be no”
room for morbid

introspection, ‘and

dis-

75

postage, 9 cents.

Treatise
containg a brief statement

of

the

doctrines

held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. If 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose

tage, 1 cent.

Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
sirable church covenant.
;
Minister's Manual.
;
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. If containg
Scripture Selections for more than thirty differen{
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozex
different estings: Formulas and Suggestions,
The Rules of Order are comprehensive, and yei
very concise and well auianged |; stating in fifteen
“pages
all the important parliamen itary
8
rules of de-—
i oeative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather; 75
cents;
Rules of Ocder.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents.
Sabbath School
tion Books
are for adults and children.
¥
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,02
STORY of Jesus,
2185
58
Ul:
€“
WoNDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
£02
Butler's

Commentary

tains

volumes, one

by the same author,—Prof. J. J. Butler, con.two

on the

Gospels,

and the *

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help
for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
i
The Register
contains, in addition to the usual Calendar, .
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and
Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ministers and their pos
ce addresses,
officers
of our benevolent societies, an account of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased ministers, &c., &c.:
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, cent per copy.
TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

*‘ search

an

!
excel-

the Scrip-

Tracts
¥
were not stereotyped till within thelast few
.years, and we can furnish only the following: 7
ots. per dozen ;50 cts. per hundred. ~~
Denominational,
j
which contains a - historical statemen
and
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,churce polily and institutions.
- Printin
stablishment
.
is a brief historical statement, &c. Published by order of the General Conference, and for
Jramitons distrib ution.
he above named books are sold 4 the dozen,
at 20 per cent. discount for cash with
the order,
or on ‘rece
_ the hooks.
Send your orders to.
:

‘I. D. STEWART, Dover. N, E.
For sale also by

Great Trunk

Line between

the East

can take. It is the fregiont and grandest Railway
organization in the United States. It owns or con-

2100 MILES of RAILWAY
PULLMAN

HOTEL

by

CARS

it through,

are run alone

between

The angels may have wider spheres of
action, may have nobler farms of duty,
but right with them and with us .is one
and the same thing.— Chapin.

No other road runs Pulman Hotel Cars, or any
ther form of Hotel Cars, through, between Chica.
go and the Missouri River.

- Fill up each hour with what will last,
Buy up the moments as they go;
The life above, when this is past,
;

.

u arantee,

as

an assurance,

that

© “Green Bay and Marquette Line

We

of Fairbanks’

APPLETON, GREEN BAY, ESCANABA, NEGAUNER,

UETTE, HOUGHTON, HANCOCK and the LAK,
SUPERIOR COUNTRY.
»

Ohiocago and Milwaukee Line

we loan not to

Scales have been

Is the old Lake Shore Route, and
is the only on(
asging between CHICAGO and EVANSTON, TAXI
'OREST, WAUKEGAN, RACINE, KENOSHA and M1g
‘WAUKEE.

i

PULLMAN PALACE HOTEL CARS
are run on all through trains of this road.
This is the ONLY LINE running
Pulman car
between Chie:
and St. Paul, C!
and Mik
waukee, or Chicago and Winona, or
Chicago ani.

Green

Bay.

,

New York Oflice No. 415, Broadway; Boston Of

fice. No, b State Street;

Omaha

Office,

245,

Farn.

ham Street; San Francisco Office,2 New Montgomery Street; Chicago Ticket Offices : 62 Clark Street
under Sherman
House; 75 Canal corner Madison Streets;

Scales for Sale.
Twe

Its

Is the only line between CHICAGO and JANESVILLE, WATERTOWN, FOND DU LAC, OSHKOSH,

aweek in your own town. Terms and a $4
pa
free. Address H. HALLETT & CO.
1y8 °
“rtland, Mainey,

thig office, one which we will
No. 8, on Trucks, will weigh
Or, No. 11%, will weigh 400
Dover, N, H.

Line

Is the shortest and best route between CHICAGO
and all points in NORTHERN TLLINOIS; IOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLORADO, UTAH,
NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, CHINA, JAPAN

'| Is the short line betweén CHICAGO and all points
in NORTHERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, and
for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DULUTH
and all points in the Great Northwest.

Kansas, Missour: and Iowa Improved Farm

Bonds guaranteed.

Omaha and Qaliforn

BLUFFS.

Chicago, St. Panl and Minneapolis Line

- Bonar.

{0PER CENT. NET.
First Mortgage Coupor

& COUNCIL

AND AUSTRALIA,

Is the ripe fruit of lite below.

exceed one third of the actual value. In over
8ix years’ business never lost a dollar; never
Thus his spirit will be imbibed more and delayed a day on interest or principal. No inmore, the soul will be gradually trans- vestor through us ever did or ever will get an acre
formed into his likeness, while there will qf land under foreclosure. Send for particylars
be a growing desire to *“ go about doing and references.
J. B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
good” as he did. . It is a sin to live int] 16,
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 2435 Broadway,
self-absorbed, “introspective state that New
1y49
.
York.

loyal ‘devotion

proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.

cents;

CHICAGO

ADVERTISEMENTS.

many do. Iiis but one form of selfishness. . Christian satisfaction does not
come in this way. It is not tobe found
by digging for it. ‘Tt is not to be sought
directly. It must come rather through a

the

Conference

form at the close

bound volumes embrace

him.— Lezghton.

0-0-0
>

The thing to be done is to get mind and
heart absorbed in something besides self
and the study of moods and frames of
mind. The thought should be centered
on Christ, in personal devotion to him.

General

are publishedin pamphlet

of every session, and the

It is the oldest, shortest, most direct, convenient,
comfortable and. in every respect the best line you

— Longfellow.

which all the blutsering winds could not
do, but only make him bind it closer to

when you will.—Congregationalist.
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all the questions

and the West.

es; as the sunbeams without any noise
will make the traveler cast off his cloak,
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him take the water of life freely.” Things
all serve their uses and never break out
of their place; they have no power to do

of good,

for all you want,

bear us pas-

Will

not come

might have life.”

of the Highest. The movement, once
sluggish and earthly, is now alive with

sovereign power which

will

will

telling them of our regards. Thus, if it
is the fixed purpose of ourlives to glorify
God—if we have given ourselves to him
with unreserved affections—the hours that
we give to diligence in business will be
hours in which we serve him, just as truly
as in our conscious worship; and in such
service we shall make constant progress
The countenanee;-onece Lin Christian experience.—Ez.-and--Chron-

things as any real success in life can be
when the essential requisites to success
are wanting.
yi
:
The path to heaven is not strewn with
flowers, or a quiet sea with ever favoring
breeze. Netther is there any mighty

Christ a living presence in the soul is as
absolutely inconsistent with the nature of

/
Whosoever

“Ye

we

hatred. It requires much love tp praise,
more to reprove.
Attack measures; “hit” people only
when they stand between you and the
devil.
:
You must begin in time, and not be too
long in uttering what you have to say—if
you would have this busy age stop and
listen. Ifyou would preach the best sermons, practice them faithfully beforehand.
Endeavor to be the greatest man in the
parish, and that by being the servant of
all. Be childish enough to think you
never can be left away from Christ. Run
to show him all you have, and ask him

ness without activity,
zeal, steadfastness, patience, faith, hope and the love of

of God with

wrath

continuously toward its infernal sources;
and finally, that battle shall end in the
glorious peace and everlasting rest of
the church triumphant.
If the good ground in the children of

’

all things through Christ which strengthneth me?” As we look down the pathwe
the years of which we have come,
and over the fields where we have toiled

of Ministers.”

It remains true that the church is called upon, by the providence of her Lord,
to secure a ministry profoundly learned,
and disciplined in all the higher range
of intellectual exertion. By the learning
of the ministry, we mean to describe
both knowledge and cultivation ; a knewledge of the
Bible, and of all that can
throw light upon its meaning; a knowledge of the various shades of error which
have misled men in past ages, and to
which they are still exposed. ; a knowledge of the human heart, as gained from
the study ofsthe Bible, of history, of our
contemporaries, and of ourselves; a
his church
in each period of her history ;
a Enowledge of whatever bears upon the
interests of man as a subject of God's
moral government; anda thorough discipline of mindyor the power of using the
mental faculties in the highest exercise
of which they are capable.—Egv. E. N.

beneficence where were formerly indifference and lack of all holy activities, and a
heavenly mind where were stark worldli-

we also learned to say with him, “I can do

Freewill Baptist Publications.

through countless generations of perversion our hereditary life comes to us
polluted by the channels through which
is
has flowed, so through many generations
of men who do good from a love of good,
or from a love of truth, must a purer
hereditary be derived. If the children of
parents who have fought manfully against
the enemy of souls continue ‘the war
through their lives, and (passing to their
rest) bequeath the legacy of conflict from
bleeding sire to faithful son, the successes of each generation will exceed those
of the preceding, and through the long
years of coming time the tide of battle,
which had come down Wrugh the past
ages, gathering volume-and
fierceness of

not fully the lesson of trust.
We have
learned to say ‘with Paul, perhaps in the
presence of holy duty, solemn responsibility or fierce conflicts and trials, Who
is sufficient for these things?” &c. - Have

is the watchword,

saints is stated, in these words of our
Lord the true basis is established. Endurance to the end, continued fidelity to
duty and God,
:

the

where was insensibility, trust where were

‘in_sorrow, kept from falling, and my
spirit feet at last tread the echoless shores
test of unholy agencies—that these ob- of eternal glory, it vill be through the
stacles must be. met,
these opposing power of the all-sufficient grace of God,
forces grappled with and conquered. conditioned upon an unfaltering trust and
The position of to-day must not be aban- loyal obedience to Him.
a

¢ Forward™

places,

of human

agements and hindrances, under the pro-

doned.

occasions, and in all suitable

away.

—Congregationalist.

body and mind unimpaired with every and zealous to sow, for this object, * beside all waters.” There is strength now
power of the soul intact.
It saves when where before was weakness, gentleness
the individual is willing to be saved. , where once was violence, patience where
There is a moral significance if not some was fretfulness, meekness where was angospel! truth in the sentiment, * God ger, love where was malice, humility
where was pride, kindness and pity where
helps those who help themselves.” We
before was a heart of stone, thankfulness

pardon, |

conditions

tressing doubts and fears will flee

Habitually, persistently, on all suitable

may reasonably hope for an abundant
plete’ and final victory at last. The increase ; but alas! do we not all know by
whole case was very concisely
put by the bitter experience, how hard it is to uneccentric Lorenzo Dow in his inimitable: learnfalse dogmas that are married to our
way. One day-while walking in the or- selfish desires ; to putaway evil states to
we, are hereditarily inclined, and
chard with « brother minister, discussing which
which have been confirmed by habit and
this question of final perseverance, &c., defended by error ? . . . Oh,heaven is imsuddenly he sprang upward and caught measurably high ! far, far up, through the
hold of a projecting limb above his head. pure, blue depths above; and we are
Looking down. upon his companion he. very low, sunken in the mire of sensualism, and yet the true life of the church is
said, ‘ Shall I fall?” ¢ Not if you hold the very life tof heaven. The men of the
on,” was the reply. ‘ Exactly,” replied church mustbe purified and exalted, till
Lorenzo, “that settles the entire ques- they reach the life of angels, before the
tion.” There would be but little glory church will be fully come—before the
bride will be fullv prepared for her husreflected upon the Divine character if band.— Good Tidings.
salvation or reprobation, good or evil
were arbitrarily enforced. If men were
DIVINE TRANSFORMATION.
brought inte the kingdom of grace on
Under this great and ‘divine transforearth, urged on through all the experience mation, the natural life indeed remains;
The carnal has
of life, and finally thrust through the 1 but oh, how: changed!
eternal portals into the glory beyond by become spiritual ; the earthly has been
transformed into the heavenly ; the grovthe power of irresistible grace, the sovereling has ascended above the stars and
eignty of God would appear rather clear.
dwells in the ‘‘ heavenly places;” the
His infinite compassion and love, and prodigal has returned and entered his
the glory of that salvation would be Father's house; the benighted sinner!
eclipsed by the éxhibition of his omnipo- walks among the angels of light. To the
troubled and desponding spirit has now
tent power, and the bright gem that now come the * peace of God that passeth all

and

with this assurance, ‘‘ he that endures
and warning, all evincing the deep con- "to the end shall be saved.” Here the
cern, the tender, unselfish interest and true condition of the perseverance of the

And in all the measureless reach of those

him

vital condition of salvation, present

encouragement,

. infinite desire which dwells in the heart
of the Divine Father for all his children.

he

shine no more.

monizing with the Word of

is ¢ continuance

him

Heb. 12: 15. These passages, with others of the same character, are in perfect
harmony with God's provisions of grace
and methods of dealing with
men.
Faith and obedience secures the all-sufficient grace needful for all the work and

-{-sparkles on the brow.of
fundamental

would put the invariable question, ¢¢

ance,” or its theological definition, which

then

to deterwho is a
the Word
upon this

the

the

ive obedience.

you hold?” Can you take up a line of - action, piece of work, and follow it out
steadily to the end? This was the idea.
We come now to notice the secondary
signification ' of ‘the word * Persever-

correct,

law,

Obedience is

shaken faith and unfaltering determination, and with the God above for his
hope and helper, one such soul is more
than a match for all the possible forces
which can be marshaled against him.
It is said that when any one applied to
Sir Christopher Wren for employment he
Can

be

Also Eze. 33:12, 13; 2 Peter

ga, promises unconditional happiness or
misery, salvation or punishment. Every
promise as well as interdiction is coupled
with a condition, is based upon some

veloping in breadth of Christian experi-

dent of the

If this view

he will be found of you, if ye forsake
him, he will forsake you.” 2 Chron. 15: 2.

God nowhere in all the scope of the
Divine Word, from its Alpha to its Ome-

ence, in the measure of efficiency and
success, in the clearness of spiritual perception and apprehension
of divine
things, and in the rich fullness of deep
and abiding peace. Out of the path of
obedience we are away from God. We
let go our hold upon him, our hand loses
the pressure of his divine, loving clasp.
‘We are out of the mercy sweep of his
helpful grace and fatherly care. There
can be no progress in this way, no spiritual upgrowth or success. There must
be backsliding, death. The success of
the Christian life rests upon the divine

the line of duty,

be

you while ye be with him, if ye seek

voices of. inviting and warning, of promise and entreaty which come echoing up
from the Book it speaks.
:

ordinary mental and moral

and abandoned the enterprise. Not so
with them, Steadily they pressed on in

can

will cast thee off forever.” 1 Chron. 28:9.
The Prophet to Asa: ¢ The Lord is with

the

caliber would have been appalled in the
presence of such opposing influences,

Men of

one

be found of thee, if thou forsake

and

In all

no

tions in the case.
!
The solemn charge of Moses to Israel,
the result of fidelity to God on one hand,
the consequences of disobedience on the
other. Deut. 28 chap. David's charge
to Solomon, ¢ If thou seek him, he will

unequivocal recognition of that attribute
or prerogative which gives to manhood its
true dignity and nobility, its crowning
grace,—moral agency, moral freedom,
moral independence. This prerogative of
the individual is everywhere recognized
in all the provisions®of grace.

believer

subject, setting forth the essential condi-

im-

full

ad-

salvation.

presses us, viz., the courteous and dignified manner, (if you will pardon the
use of these terms in this relation) in
which God treats men, and

the

in

it will be exceedingly difficult
mine this side of the judgment
Christian. The teachings of
seem to be sufficiently explicit

won-

and

but

considered a Christian really who does
not persevere to the end, and secure final

derful reach of the scheme of human
redemption, in all its provisions contemplating the moral and spiritual necessities of the race, one fact

untenable,

is but little

finally lost, and further,

the

all the

rience at last became

no true

TEACH THEM DILIGENTLY.

of

ever did or will so far apostatize as to be

;

men are not arbitrary.

Ministerial In-

his

position held to-day

vance of the old, viz.,

Yet they are to be recognized as means
only, not arbitrarily producing that result, The success of the Christian life
here,and the salvation of the soul present
and future, is not the result wholly and
exclusively of these means and agencies.
God's plans and methods of dealing with

PEP
++ Sa

BRAND,

restrain

fess.

PERSEVERANCE OF THE SAINTS,
BY REV. A. G.

interest'and solicitude unmistakably appears. But to what extent these divinely
appointed means may be eflicient, how
far they may be successful in securing
the end contemplated, or in other words,
the point where the agency of these God.
given means and the moral agency of
the individual meet, we may not be able
to determine.
To what extent the divine influence
may be, is brought to bear and exercised

not assume to answer. But we can not
be indifferent to the fact that these influences, means, are benevolent in purpose,
aiming to give a high moral and spiritual
uplift to the mind in its purposes and inspirations, to assist in securing the most
desirable and satisfactory results in the
personal experience of the Divine favor,
and the largest possible measure of success in * well-doing,” And as eminently helpful, also, every Christian: can not
fail to recognize and gratefully con-

of it here, or there?

An offering

and

a part of the race by the grace of election, in the light of revelation and expe-

of will and choice, is a question we do

This ointment of our love, and make
In a blind way

by Calvin

way of his children, the fact of his divine

individual without infringement upon the
free and full exercise of all the powérs

The perfume wherewith it is filled,

held

adherents, the unconditional salvation

to influence,

Without concern.
The heart is precious; God distilled

The position

influences,

with which he has surrounded the epath-

in
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are not helping.

‘We trust that there are a great many
young ministers prepared to follow the
advice given them on an inside page. It
means something when an aged minister,
who has had an experience that well fits
him to

speak,

matfers as are set forth in the article alluded to. To be sure the advice, some
of it, is of such a kind that it can be fol-

not felt, as we ought to

lowed only at the expense of great selfdenial, patience, and persistence. To get
an « adequate literary training for the

For

lack of

feel,

the

conse-

quences of leaving weak churches to die,
and

our educational

interests

to suffer,

and our missionary workin .the South,
the most important of all the home work

and

the slow

by

ministry, for instance,

Why?

money. The young men in our theological schools are not helped as they ought
tobe. Why? For lack of. money.
And
why are we not giving the money? For
lack of grace.
But perhaps it is not wholly for lack of
grace. It is also for lack of stimulus and
consequently lack of interest.
We have

such

to

attention

urges

crying

we have yet attained iff this direction.
But we must see to it that our home interests are no longer overlooked, if
indeed they have been overlooked.
We
are doing practically nothing for churchextension. Why? For lack of money.
There are many feeble interests that we

7 AA 11 communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money,

souls

out of the darkness there, will hold us,
we trust, to as much as and more than

paying one’s way by
is not the most agreeyoung man, unless he
in him that men are

that we now have on our hands, to be
feebly administered.
Brethren, will you

made of. But our word for it, there is
nothing so pleasant as the contemplation

have done, and not to leave the other un-

tedious process of
one’s own earning
able prospect for a
have the real stuff

be stirred up to the importance
these interests? ‘¢ These ought

of all
ye to

variety of the food.

This does “not seem

a very serious matter;

people

in

robust

health may endure it for a long
without great injury, but after a
digestion is impaired and the most
cate member or the family begins to
cumb.

out of joint, and will

most affectionate of the household.
She
can no longer eat the bread made of Indian meal which has been for some
months almost the sole article of food
which the house-mother can set before
her children. The kind family physician
comes in. He leaves a Simple ‘medicine,
and says the child ought to have nourish-

She

grows weaker; the neighbors learn that
she 1s sick; they send in some jellies and
other delicacies to tempt the appetite.
It is too late. ‘The little gr is gone, and
her father and mother
know the true
name for her disease ; but each hopes the
other does not know, and so they never
speak of it. They tell the neighbors that
she was a weakly child and went into a
decline.
Isn't

it

terrible?

Reader,

have

you

thought that perhaps there may be some
cases like this in your own neighborhood ?
The practical thing is to bring about
relief. Much might be gained if every
person who could do it, for

the time

‘¢ Noah,

and dying for the want of it, but never
complaining!
The essential thing about the story is
that it is true. * It is an almost word-forword report of a conversation between

in the very nature of the case the faithful minister has but little of this world’s
wealth to leave when he dies.
His life
has been devoted to other ends. - He has

sought souls, and not money.
been paid, as a

rule,

barely

comfortably support
dependent upon him.

He

the,

has

enough

the family that is
What should hin-

der, then, but that his death should leave

his wife and
gloomy earthly
whose
hearts
heavy at the
family in that

children in the midst of
prospects? You fathers,
would be inexpressibly
thought of leaving your
condition, think what a

consequenc-

es of leaving his loved caes thus unprovided
for? -A

contributor

case on an inside page.

—presents- “the

We are aware

that not only the minister,-but

and

his friend,

treatment at the hands

burden it must add to the minister's heart,
who loves his family as you love yours,

to contemplate the possible

author

the

latter a

skilled artisan, thrown out of employment, and searching almost in vain for
work that he was eager to do to keep his
family from starving. The record of his
¢ ramping” through the country after
work, his bitter disappointments, his

to

oftentimes

of

the law,

his

self-denial, his uncomplaining spirit, his
mind ever haunted by the knowledge of
his wife and children suffering at home,
the wife only needing, according to the
best medical opinion, comparative freedom from anxiety and suitable nourish_ing food to enable her to live and see
the dear boys into. manhood—that reecord, to speak quietly, is just heart-rend-

thus leaves an .ing. Moreover, the truthof the story is
empty purse at death. And the sense of vouched for by the editor of the magpersonal pain is likely to be as heavy in azine. And that adds a pang to it. That
rthe one case as in the other.
But the family will be found out, and saved from
, pastors life has been spent in a way that further suffering, or we mistake the
~especially precludes him from gaining Christian spirit of the ‘many readers of
money. ‘The object of these words is to Sunday Afternoon.
But, alas! there comes back the refleccall the attention of the churches to this
matter, with the hope that they may bear tion that this working-man and his family
«<itiin mind intheir relation to their pastor, are representatives of thousands in this
——and possibly withthe result
that
some | country equally deserving,
equally suf.means may be devised to lessen the fering, and each fighting the battle with
some of his parishioners,

« the times”

hardship that we have spoken of.

“THE DIVISION

OF GIFTS.

to the thinning-out process

In his ticle in last week’s Star, Prof.
"Fullonton called attention

te aa

in which multitudes must

inevitably yield. And the worst of itis
that those who yield, those who succumb
starvation, will

impor-

be

the true,

of gradual
ambitious,

gently-bred and finely-organized natures,
‘tant matter.
*¢ If,” he said, referring to
‘the relative amounts comtributed for our like the wife of this working-man, and
‘home and foreign missionary apd educa- ‘his studious Ralph, and the gentle Mary
‘tional work, ‘we make one channel of of that other family whom he mentioned

as actually dying of want—these will be

«our beneficence full even to. overflowing,

the ones to die—the ones whose maturity
of intelleet and quality of heart the country will sadly need by and by; while the

:and zt the same time allow others to run
ry, or even to suffer a corresponding

diminution, the gain will be more

appar-

survivors will be the rough, hard, brutal,
coarse natures, that subsist on starvation

ent than real.”

We take it for granted

that that was

written with tremendous emphasis on the

If,” and intended rather to convey a

caution than to state a fact.
understanding we

With that

repeat

the caution.

Whatever may be personal preferences
or convictions as tothe relative importance of this or that branch of our benevolent work, all must, we think, substan-

tially agree that either

branch of that

work could be left to languish only at the
expense of the other two.
If all our
gifts were to go to India we should soon
be without churches at home,

and

would

« eventually be obliged to recall the foreign
workers themselves. And if all were to
‘go to the home and foreign fields, leaving educational wants to be self-supplied,
then it would be only a question

of

time

when our pulpits, both at home
:abroad, would be but poorly filled.

and
On

‘those things we are

practically

agreed.

diet for years, and then

come. out good

for an ordinary life’s length of nselessness.
;
The story has a wide application. One
reading it comes at’ length to look beyond its merely personal bearing, and to
consider it as detailing the experience of
very many unemployed people in this
country to-day.
The observations especially of this working-man himself—a
person whose

candor, reliability and wis-

dom are vouched for—upon the condition
of the great body of unemployed, and
their relations to the state of public affairs, and the means of relief that might
be afforded, are worthy of serious con-

be-

have been omitting to urge our home’
and educationtil work.
There is no

looking

for such a

doubt about it..

Neither

have

complaint to make about it.

we

any

Neither has

_ anybody, who is in his right mind.
If
there was ever a time when it was both

having been driven to the. bad by the: in the United States will be invitedto take

and worthy class of unemployed, despair
that ends in suicide;

while the only pos-

sible escape for multitudes from the unendtirable difficulties” of their life, is
throngh beggary, crime or starvation.

graceful and Christian in these other So- Here is a point that ought to prick us all,
© ‘cieties to practically give way for a sea- if we love our country or society: * Givson and see if the foreign work ‘could be en human nature as it is, ad long-conput on an efficient basis, it has been dar tinued wans and suffering will inevitably
Jing these last two or three years.
: press many men into crime.”
"Phe timeis at hand for a slight change. | Among these, the class most worthy of

* But of what nature ? Not a cent less, not

a prayer less, not a struggle less for the
foreign work. We have not. gone so far
‘in that work that we can afford to yield

‘an jeta of interest or of effort.

The new
¢

AT

consideration is compused of those people
who can not beg, and will fight it out to
the end. That means starvation. But how
does it come? See:
~
It is first a reduction in the quality and

rising

from

his

It was evidently written
outside

writers of less repute.
4-8
*o-+»

debauch,

I-5~ The premiums that are offered
to
new subscribers by several religious
paepers, ranging all the way from a cheap
picture to an expensive dictionary, must

qf

the

by

church,

some

outside

one

be paid for in the course
subscribers. Of course

of the

of time by the
the ‘publishers

Christian religion, even, “else he would could not afford to give them away. The
have known more of tife facts that he has best inducement that we
can offer is the
misstated.
¢¢ Morning Star” itself. At the low price
The church is not{ perfect, of course. of $2.20
per year there is no margin left
Butit is not composed of hypocrites. The for
premiums. And when we offer the
men to judge religion by, are the faithful
paper free
for
the
remaining
three
ones who remain true, and not those
months of this year to all who will send
whose conduct proves that they were alus their names, with the intention of
ways frauds. The times are bad enough.
sending a year’s subscription ($2.20) the
Thoughtful men are sufficiently solicifirst of January, we are sure that
no
tous for the outcome of present tenden-more liberal terms could be desired. The
cies: But the ¢ certain dangerous tendencies in American life” that most troub- ¢¢ Star” ought to be in every Freewill
le sincere people are not always the ones Baptist family. Will net its friends make
that this author points out, nor are they a generous effort to put it there ?
really as dangerous as he imagines his

Denominational Hetos.

* 4044

i%

ing them to know and work with each

Review is earnestly

The gradual result is, among the better

just

magnify.

Five noted evangelists are among its contributors, besides a goodly number of religious

HowEVER

formidable it may

sionaries once in the field must be
fed and
clothed, as this is about all we do for
them.
N
It is too late, then, to take backward
steps, even if we were disposed to take
them.
The missionaries sail in a few

days.

They

are

going;

and

what

who remain at home need is stron
in God, kind words, and brave dee

we

faith
, and

our mission in the end will be a success—
the men and womenof India will worship
he, true God, a nation being born in pn
ay.
_ Tam glad that a father who hasa star.
ing child, or a husband who has a hard.
working wife, or a family that needs a

God-send,or a pastor's wife who has noth-

ing to do with sham needs, or a man who
is willing to work five days for five dollars, or a Reform Club, or a home for the
lame, the halt and the blind, or the
yellow fever stricken section of our common country, or a section desolated by
fire, wind and flood, or a city missionary’,
or a humble minister, or our grand cause
at Harper's Ferry is to receive five dol.

lars !--and hat our Foreign

Mission So-

ciety may suffer no loss Fil send five
dollars to its treasury.—o. 8. ¢. *
Lewiston, Sept. 26,

Secret Giving.
Some time since I received from an unknown friend in Lowell, Mass., a letter
containing ten dollars for Bates College.
The writer, so the letter stated, had saved
this money, for the College, but was willing
that it should be appropriated for another
object named in the letter if I thought
best. * Use it where with the *blessing
of God it will do good,” was the request. °

have

been for the compositor, we are devoutly To the Friends of the Central Association.
thankful for the length of the September
-At the beginning of another year of Aslist of receipts, which appears in another. sociational work, perhaps it will
not be
column. It shows that the churches and amiss to say a few words concernin
g our
individuals have been at work during the prospects and purposes.
In the report
past few weeks, and that the Foreign made at the late meeting at
Phenix, there
Mission especially has. not been forgot- were some things to sadden,
many to en- I' know not
the writer of this letter, but I
ten. The aggregates show what may be courage. The receipts
for the past year can assure
the readers of the Star that its
accomplished even by small gifts, if they | have not been as large as in former years.
are regularly contributed.
Please make The money received for the payment of receipt signified far more to me than the
mere sum of money that it contained. It was
a note of that feature of the report, for it the missionari
es sent out by the ~Associais-an unanswerable argument in favor of tion has not been sufficient for their sala- anindication to me that in these hard times
the card-system that is now before the ries, and the funds sadly needed for other there are those who are more intent
the times.
;
cliurches. Only a tenth or a twentieth of purposes have been drawn upon, that on becoming ‘‘ rich toward God” than on
This working-man is not a communist.
what is there reported, if regularly fol- those doing our work in India might not ‘‘ laying up treasure for themselves.”
He recognizes the dangerous tendencies
The College is in urgent need of all the
lowed up, would relieve our benevolent be crippled nor discouraged. No evanin present social movements.
We comgifts, small as well as large; that its
work ofembarrassment. . It also argues gelist has been employed, as the state
of
mend to the attention of honest, thinking
friends can bestow ; but it needs yet more
people a closing paragraph
from his faith in the management and prospects the finances would not warrant such an
| the prayers of those who are willing to
of our benevolent societies, and that is expenditure.
story :
:
the best of all.
.
But it must not be forgotten that the lose their lives that they may find life.
_ Ido not know thatany class is to blame
:
0. B. C.
—-4-0-+4
past year has been one of marked depresfor the state of the country.
But I am
:
EE
hi ih fi a
—
i# Tare Free Baptists of New Bruns- sion in all branches of business; that |
certain that things could be improved,
and that it would be far cheaper and wick will assemble at Hampstead, Queen's money has not circulated freely; and that
Missionary Meeting.
easier for the nation to make things bet- County; next Saturday, for their fortyThe ladies of the F. Baptist churches in
ter than to allow them to continue as sixth annual Conference. Among other although for our specific work, less has
been raised than in former years, yet for Rhode Island held a missionary meeting Sept.
they are. It is'will, spirit, life, that the
nation needs,—a conviction of the impera- things that will engage their attention the. other purposes, as the establishment of 18, in the Roger Williams church, Providence.
Religious Intelligencer mentions (1)
A
tive necessity of strenuous work for selfthe Bible School, and the liquidation of It was called, in part, to receive and formally
accept Miss Hattie Phillips, the late missionaplan by which the churchés may, all of
preservation on the part of the superior
the debtburdening the Foreign Missionary ry elect of the Free Baptist Woman's Missionand cultivated classes.
:
them, be better supplied with the regular
Society, thousands of dollars have been ary Society, as their missionary, whose salar:
oa
preaching of the word and pastoral overgiven
by those within the bounds of the they were not only to assume, but also the exSOUTHERN FREE BAPTISTS.
sight; (2)
The necessity of extending
pense of outfit and passage to India.
Association.
‘Based on nothing in the beginning the work of the Home Mission Society;
The exercises commenced at 10 o'clock,A. M.,
The people of New. York and Pennsylbut the correctness of a just and righteous
(3) An improvement of the system of
vania have responded nobly to the calls with a prayer meeting. Next the president.
cause, it has stood the stormy thus far and
Mise da-Ro—-Burlingame ,-gave—an—address—of——
raising funds —for-our—Foreign—Mission
upon them during the past twelve-month, welcome to the ladies assembled from the difwork; and (4) An immediate provision
hopes to live to see better days.”
and we believe God has blessed them for ferent churches. There were also present,
* That is what the Baptist Review says of for training candidates for the ministry,
it. But now,Bro. Phillips, whose plea for Mrs. Dr. J. L. Phillips, and Misses Julia E.
These are all important matters,
and we
itself,—the orgun of about ten thousand
India has stirred our hearts and loosened and Hattie Phillips. After listening to the
free-communion Baptists scattered through hope that our brethren may be divinely our purse-strings,is about returning to his District Secrotary’s report of the state of the
the South. What securer ha¥s could guided in considering them.
life-work. The call from the Foreign work in R, I., responses were called for in reT T en
gard to the sums the sisters were asked to
any cause rest upon? We bid our breth7 The departure of the foreign mis- Mission Society has been responded to, raise in their respective churches, These reren hail and Godspeed in their work.
and we are left with only our regular sponses, in the main, were very gratifying.
So long as they adhere closely to the prin- sionaries is alluded to on the first page.
work. How shall this work be done? I Mrs. Phillips then thrilled the sudience with
Let
our
prayers
go
with
them.
Also,
let
ciples of justice and righteousness they
believe every Christian heart is respond- an intensely interesting speech, a few points of
can not fail. We have observed their our money continue to flow into the ing, ‘ Better than ever before.”
which are briefly noticed in this issue of the
Star. After listening to an excellent congratprogress with great interest. They are a Treasury, that they may never be finan. It was decided at Phenix, that we must ulatory letter from Mrs. Prof, Hayes, of LewIt|
part of the great family of Baptists in this cially embarrassed in 'their work.
us great satisfaction -that they can cut down expenses. The times demand iston, Me., the meeting adjourned; and ‘ll
country who contend for the principles of ‘gives
it. Accordingly, the Treasurer—C. A. were invited to partake of a bountiful collatrue Christian liberty, and we cordially depart with so cheering a list of receipts Hilton—and the Cor. Secretary—L. A. tion, that had been provided by the Roger
extend to them the hand of fellowship. to sustain the work, as is reported fur- Crandall—are to receive nothing for their Williams and Olneyville churches.
At 2 o'clock, P. M., services axain opened
We are engaged in a common cause. ther on. That is a substantial token of services aside from actual
expenses.
We
with a season of prayer. Mrs. M. M, H. Hills,
They and the so-called “Genera! Bap- our interest in foreign missions.
There is to be no salaried officer, Credit of Dover, N. H., in giving. early reminiscentists” west of them, numbering perhaps should learn that the churches had forwill be given each month in the columns ces of our India Mission, spoke of the suffergotten
to
pray
for
the
missionaries
with
twenty thousand communicants, and repof
the Morning Star, for all money sent ings of our first missionaries at Sumbhulpore,
resented by the General Baptist Herald, nearly as much sadness as we should
soon after entering the field, when Mr. J. Philto
Bro. Hilton at No. Parma, N. Y.
are in a peculiar sense the custodians of learn that they had forgotten to give. It
Christian workers, let us come up to lips, our now veteran missionary, was called
free-communion Baptist principles in the is a blessed work that they go to engage
the belp of the Lord. Our churches need to commit to the earth the bediés of his wife
Southern country, and we pray that they in, but a work nevertheless’ of hardship help. Our missionaries must be support. and first child, digging their grave and. bury-.
ing them with his own hands. His colleague,
may have the needed grace and wisdom and self-denial, and one that the most of
ed. Our young men must be prepared Mr. Noyes, and also his wife, being down with
us,
probably,
would
undertake
only
with
to keep those principles above reproach.
a fearful fever, were unable to render the least
for the ministry. If the ten thousand men,
The day of their triumph is not far hence. the greatest reluctance. = Thank God for women and children of this Association assistance. Reference was also.made to their
the
missionary
spirit.
May
these
who
are
Christ prayed thatall his people might be
will rally to the work Christ has left us danger from starvation in consequence of a
long delay in receiving a remittance due them,
one. These Christian bodies, located in now going out in obedience to it always
to do, glorious success will be qurs.
from which danger they were only saved by
different seetions of the ¢ountry but hold- feel the presenee of the Divine Comforter,
L.A. CrANDALL, Cor. Secretary.
one of God's remarkable providences, Mrs.
ing up the same standard, are helping to and never miss the assurance of the heartilisnaesiohe dANTAOr GlntiS io
J. M. Brewster, in speaking of the progress of
felt,
genuine,
practical
sympathy
of
those
bring about that unity.
And in this work
the
woman’s missionary work «in. the State,
We join in the
They Are Going.
we have no doubt that these papers, the in whose stead they go.
said, “ How strange and unfamiliar, but a few
prayer
of
all
our
readers
that
their
pasReview and the Herald, are exereising a
This is the title of a communication re- years ago, sounded the words, ‘ woman's work ;
wholesome influence. They are helping sage out may be a prosperous one, that ceived just as we are making up the Star, for woman.” To-day they have to me, an in-°
to gather together and concentrate the health may be given them to labor long referring to an article in last week’s paper tensity of meaning, in which, judging from the
scattered-churches and. individuals hold- for the: Master, and that many souls may entitled « Shall They Go?” In order to expression of your counteénances, you also
share.” Mrs. B, congratulated the R, 1. sising this common faith, and unite them in be saved through their efforts.
make yoom for it in this already crowded ters on the degree of success with which God
more efficient service. There are doubtissue, we are sure that we shall have the ‘had blessed their combined local effort to seless thousands of these liberal Baptists in
author's consentto omit two or three in- cure support for a missionary whom they
BRIEF
NOTES.
the Seuth, unknown to each other, and
troductory
paragraphs. He continues as might have for their own to. care for hereThe attention of members of the Central
after, and added: “ We have with us to-day
missing the stimulus of association and Association, of New York and Pennsylvania, follows:
one who has left her work and position of useorganization. . These papers that we have is calledto notices in another column.
At the meeting of the Executive Board fulness in the West, to obey her Master's call.
mentioned may do a good work in bringEx-Governor Dingley, of Maine, is to ae- helda short time since in Boston, as a She has eminent qualifications for the service

other. Let the work go on. Eventually local
sideration.
¢‘ There are too many of us,”
says this man pathetically; ‘ but Nature feelings and prejudices will be laid aside.
And there will follow a practieal union
is wise; she knows what to. do with us,
of
alk liberal Baptists in this country, simand after a little while there will not be
‘ilar
to the Baptist Union of England. The
so many.” But it seems as though there

hard struggle during the last few’ years.

some slight measure to illustrate and

own to be.

The thing to do is, not to act as though was a mistake somewhere when Nature, consummation as this :
¢ wise” though she be called, disposes
we felt otherwise.
of,
that is, kills out, first, the men of * A national convention of free-communIt needs now to be said that the un<
ion Baptists will be called, and then withusual slimulus
to foreign missionary really fine and valuable qualities like this out the least difficulty the several parts
will be united in one, and a denomination
work and giving during the past two or working-man.
will be formed numbering its churches in
.The
men
on
the
road—the
“
tramps”—
ithree years has- been the result of
They are of every State and Territory of this Union.
an exigency. The mission was weaken: are like those at home...
And then to carry out the idea of the Baped and imperiled. There was need tMat many classes: There are the deserving tist Union of England, anether conven~ the minds of the people be stirred up to and the bad, a great many of the latter tion will be called, in which all Baptists

its needs, and their purses opened to its
relief. While that has been going on we

till ad-

sick, headachy and generally disgusted,
forgetting the rainbow and looking for
another flood.” It is a perfect jeremiad.

ing, would give employment to the greatnow.
est possible number of the unemployed,
of such early struggles, after they are done.” Do them 0-0-0
+0
or if towns and cities would furnish some
past and the aspirant, baffled at so many
OUT OF WORK.
points, has finally become victor. It was
« A Working-man’s Story” in Sunday kind of work, like repairing highways,
in the midst,of his roughest experiences Afternoon for October will bring to many digging drains, repairing dwellings, givthata hero in Virgil's’ Epic exclaimed, a new revelation of the actual condition ing only food and clothing for pay, if
“¢ It will be pleasant to remember these of a large number of people ‘out of em- nothing more can be given, till times are
things hereafter.” We would offer such ployment. It has haunted our thought better. For there is no doubt that the
consolation to the young men and wom- almost constantly, since reading it, as actual inability to get work on the part of
en all about us, siruggling for a position nothing else on that subject ever did. those who really want it, and the indifof usefulness, if we were not well aware We have not been able to quite forget ference of those who have wealth but are
that they consider these present hard- that beloved son Ralph, whois * starving |. unwilling to use it in employing workmen
ships as mere trifles compared with the to death,” nor the gentle, brave wife, suf- at business that brings no pibfit, stand in
the way of any present improvement of
honor that is sure to come to them in the fering for the lack of nourishing food,

service of truth.

so

justed by some means or other—the author cannot imagine what. We do not
wonder that the Independent speaks of
the article as though it were written by

time
time
delisuc-

It is a little girl, the gentlest and

ing food “to build up the system.”

remain

an interest.

This will lead to the

Baptist

Union of America, and in our opinion God
in his own appointed way will bring it" to
pass. |
ray whey
++

X

writes.

That

remark applies, in the present instance,
to the author of an article in the last A¢luntic Monthly on ‘‘ Certain dangerous

Tendencies in American Life.” The
writer has there undertaken to point out
| what seems to him to be the utter inad-

equacy of the Christian religion to’ satisfy the wants of the people or mieet the
demands of the times. Church members

Clergymen do not be-

lieve what they preach.

The

ries,

Ja

The twentieth annual report of the Washingtonian Home, Boston, suggests a long

line

of good work." Three hundred and thirty patients were admitted to the

Home

last year.

Its managers are still firm in their belief of the
efficiency of this manner
ates.

of

treating

inebri-.

By referring to the column of notices, New
Hampshire

clergymen

and request to which

spond.

will find a statement
they

may

Rev. Mr. Ketchum,

document, is a reliable gentleman,

trusted to make
biographical
hands.
Get the

honorable

notes

are
Lu

October

number

like

who

use

to

signs

re-

the

and may be

of whatever

committed
:
of The

to

his

Sunday-

School World (Philadelphia), if you want a
scholarly presentation of the object and character of the revision of our English Bible,now

It is well for a person to know what he

are hypocrites.

|.

going on.

A JEREMIAD.
is writing about when he

company President Cheney to Europe.
They
will sail next Saturday in the Circassia, the
same steamer that takes the foreign missiona-

times

are

All the pages of this

number, not

required for lesson helps, are given to this
subject, and the contributors comprise such
men as Ex-President Woolsey,
Dr. C. P.
Krauth, Prof. Ezra Abbot, Prof. Thayer,

Chancellor

Crosby,

Prof.

Strong, and

Dr.

Schaff.

The

Watchword

is the name

of the new

monthly paper which Rev. A. J, Gordon conducts and Eben Shute punlishés,
It intends
to advocate * the primitive faith,” which it
owns is proclaimed by a great multitude now-

a-days;‘ the primitive hope,”
lieves * is sadly
the great mass

obscured

and

which

it be-

neglected by

of Christians of our day,” and

the primitive charity,”

which

it hopes

in

member’of that Board, I voted to send out

‘to which she has now given herself. We can
take her as ours—to give to her our prayers,

bility.

Christian

the *“ new” missionaries; but I ought to
say in justice to myself“that I gave
vote under a feeling of térrible responsi-

We

have just taxed

ourselves

$25,000 towards endowing a school in In-

dia. We have a debt on our hands. We
must pay the salaries of the old missionaries in any event. All these points I seriously canvassed. On the other hand I
took into consideration the fact that the

very life of the mission is at stake, and
that the denomination can do nothing less

than send out new missionaries in order
to save that life. Then as a faithful representative of the General Conference that

placed me upon the Board, knowing well

its feeling and action upon the whole subJoo of Foreign Missions, I did not feel at

libe:

to shirk responsibility at such a

and

sympathies,

women

and

support.

Will these

thus take - her?’

point, the ladies rose as
pledge thus to do. Mrs.

"At this

expressive of their
B., in their behalf,

then extended to Miss Hattie: Phillips, the
hand of welcome,as a token, of their accep

tunce of the trust.

In most tender and. fitting

wards, she expressed the gratification felt for
the privilege accorded them in her assignment.
to their care, and

welcomed

and the joys too

of a

Phillips responded in a

her

to

missionary
very

happy

the

life,

toils

Miss

manner,

expressing her’ deep gratitude to the ladies
for thus receiving and adopting her. She said
that in no act of her life had she ever felt so
sure of the divine guidance,as in the step she
had now taken, and to-day this conviction was

timelas
this.
:
‘stronger than ever. Next, written questions
If our Foreign Mission work is to grow relating to India and Missionary work, were
weaker and weaker year after year—if by passed from the audience to the platform, and
reason of any action or want of action on as they were asked one by one,their angwers,by
our part we virtually say to our brethren Mrs. Puillips and Miss Julia Phillips, were lisin other denominations, We are not able tened to with intense interest. Then followed &
under God.to give the Christian religion to map éxercise by Miss Julia, who made us her
that part of India so courteously assigned voyaging companions, deseribing the points of

us, then for the first time in my life I shall

lose faith in a denomination of which" for
80 many years I have had the honor to be
a member.
I have more than once said, and I am
ready to say it again, that the Foreign
Mission interest is the most important of
all our interests, and that we must expect
our home work to prosper only as we
perform our duty in the foreign field.
What Dr. Bacheler and Miss Crawford
desire is the payment of the debt and an
addition to the

number

of ‘missionaries.

This is what we all desire ; and the

mis-

greatest interest as she traced, on a large map.
of the eastern hemisphere, the ship’s course
from Glasgow, Scotlund, down. the Atiantie, -

through the straits of Gibraltar and the

Mgd-

diterranean ses to Port Said, thence through
the Suez canal and Red Sea, the Indian

Ocean

and Bay of Benyal up to Calcutta, and thence
to her home at Midnapore. The meeting then
adjourned and the ladies were cordially wel:
comed to another ample collation.
The evening session was opened by prayer
by Rev. Mrs. J. M. Fenner, of the Western R.

I. Q. M., and was held in part for the benefit

you have provided something for this truly
denominational school. Frem all I could see
and hear during my week’s stay there, I con-

Whitestown Seminary, where she studied, livsome-

and

ing sometimes on 18 cts. per week,

times working in families for her board.

At

by

her

length, her teacher was

so

impressed

earnest piety “and singular devotion to the
cause of missions; that she proposed to her to
become herself a missionary. Sheat once ob-

tunes as a people.

Our church there is now out ot debt, and
since Bro. Smith has left for his new field of

the

young people from

chil

the

esting letter from Miss Ida Phillips,

Then followed the children’s missionary.
dren’s exercise, * All the world for Jesus,” in
which thirteen young girls took part, aequite

ting themselves

finely.

In their
teachers.
earnest and competent
midst, I could truly say, “It is good to be

of the

interest

The

with a corps of very

and supplied

officered,
here.”

audience was again absorbed in the replies of
Mrs. Phillips and Miss Julia to questions presented as in the afternoon session, some of
which we hope yet to present to the children’
Miss Hattie Phillips, in a very
in some form.

the

Ialso had

It was well

a most enjoyable

and

attended

house,

Durgin’s

Dr.

at

the church sociable

of attending

pleasure

time.
The new buildings are all up and well

in

occu-

pied, presenting an imposing appearance from

social,

2

and

religious

Institute feeling more courage and determined
to work out our salvation on this line, May
the good Lord give us grace to do our work

ment embracing hints on the Internatiomal lessons and notes. on general Sunday-

well

school work,

October.

Open

that church,

of

Sept. 27, in the evening, and Hague one to
gin Oct. 18, in the evening. All ‘the business
of the conference was in perfect harmony, and

the spirit of the Lord was with us, and visibly
covenant meeting,
manifested at the Saturday
where about eighty gave in their testimony as

CUMBERLAND

total abstinence
against Sabbath
Next session
ed., Oct. 30.
ceding, at 3, P.

J Prayer, by Rev. S. S. Barney; SerBrewster

mon, by Rev. A. Given; Installing Prayer, by
_ Rev. M. W. Burlingame; Charge to the candidate, by Rev. J. M. Brewster; Hand of Fel-

nning

the Sabbath.

over

Western.

much good.
Next session

with 1st

beginning Nov.

8,

Sabbath.

RUFUS MUNGER, clerk of the Scott church,

writes that the Scott and Boltonville (Wis.)
churches need a pastor. They keep up their

and

‘
Alexander

continuing

church;

the

over

W. H. MeNEAL, Clerk.

.chureh, in Olin, Iowa, reports that Rev. E. A.

The Russian Court invited Dr. Ayer and his
family to the A rchduke’s wedding in the Reyal
Palace. This distindtion was awarded him not
only because he was an American, but also because his name as a physician had become favorably known in Russia on its passage round

Howe has just closed a season of profitable
The divisions which exist~
labor among them.

Best Thread For Sewing Machines.

come,

Jessie FINCH, clerk of the Pleasant Hill

occurred

d

Ordination.

by Rev. T. E, Peden, Bro.

50,000 medals and

The

hand of fellowship was given by Rev. J. W.
Martin. The church then elected Rev. Cephas
J. Chase as its pastor. The congregation then
proceeded to the water and the ordinance of
administered to

by Bro. Chase.

eleven

In the evening, after

eonverts

a

ser-

mon by Rev. T, E. Peden, séveral others were

added to the church by letter and confession,
and others'again were received by Bro. Chase
at'a meeting on Monday evening following.
This church was organized Sept. 8th, and on
the 16th, nine days later, had a membership of
80. May the Lord’s work continue to prosper

through the labors of Bro. Chase who is young
in years as well as in the ministry.
L. O. Smith,

Clerk of Council.

a

resident

awards,

Exposition,

COMPANY, of

They
distinction,
a gold medal and

or

having any connection with local interests in
«that place. The
Minister's Institute” was
the occasion of my recent visit of a week or
more, and a very pleasant and ‘profitable time
we had.
The number of ministers from

thread

great

grand prizes, and, although

all the

manufacturerrs of the woMd

competed,

100

only

were

there

the WILL.

DIANTIC COMPANY alone receives the grand prize
for Spool Cotton. This action of the Paris jury
agrees with the opinion of the judges ‘at our Centennial Exposition, who decreed a medal, and
strongly commended the Willimantic thread for its
excellence. But’ perhaps the most
surpassing
gignificant indorsement of this Spool Cotton is
that by the Sewing-Machine manufacturers and
operators themaelves. More than fifty" of them,
after having used the Willimantic thread on their
‘machines during the Philadelphia and Paris Ex.
positions, on all kinds of work, have signed certificates declairing that the WILLIMANTIC is the
« best thread they have ever used on sewing machines, on account of its strength, evenness,

elastici-

ty, fintsh, and beautiful shades of color.”

The con.

thread is the best for sewing machines.

It

current opinion of so many experts ought no
longer to leave any room for doubt as to which

is not

of British or foreign manufacture, but an American product, and made at the Willimantic Mills.

PULVERMACHER
NigY.

theological

dence, the continuation
the

GALVANIC

all speThe Great South American Remedy for
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
the

nervous

and

vital

as a restore
recipe will
forces; its success is marvelous.For The
circular giving

be furnished free of charge.
pe to
full information, send self-addressed envelo
Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D., Bivle House,

£

.

enlargement

department,

and

the

reports in its

columns, and

will

advertisers

find

it a

desirable medium through which to reach
the public.
REDUCED

PRICE.

As showing our desire

to favor

those

who are struggling with the hard times
we have reduced the price of the Star to
the figures mentioned at the head of this
announcement.
This will necessarily
reduce our income. We could not safely
risk such a reduction but for the belief
that our offer will be appreciated,and that
many new subscribers will

our list.

be added

to

should

be

:

ly

ad-

Dover, N. H.

Hotices and Appointments.
ASSOCIATION will hold a’

3, at §, A. M,
meeting at-Lynuon Center Vt., Oct, H.
BOWEN, Sec.’
W.
2t

MASS. Q. M. will be held with the Boston church
Wednesday and Thursday,
(Freeman Place Chapel),
Itis
dnesday at9, A.M.
Out. 16,17 «
fog
expeeted that the session will be one ofdeep interest.
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11.83

11.82

3,00
1.50
1.00
13.60
8.10
12.00
5.00
8.00
2.00
8.00

5.00

8.00

GEO, S, RICKER, Clerk,

3.50
26.52
15.00
10.00

’

9,00

. 85
5,00
10,00

2.40

+

1B
«

10,00

Duplain Mich
Lafayette Q

10.00

5.00
2.72
5.00

+20,
HO

3.64

on debt
do
Ch Pleasant Hill Ill
do
ho
Ch Boston Mass
**
Me:
Charleston
Ch
of
44
Sangersille
Ch 1 No Berwick Me

4.00
2,06
3.00
21.00
3.15
; 815
a7

A Shepherd E Brookfield Vt

8 M Parsons Phoenx N Y

35.00
10.00
5.00

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

or
The term, however, i3 but a feeble aepressionpermy high appreciatiow of its value, based gupon
sonal observation. 1 have, while witnessin itstoposi=
the
tive resuls in the special diseases asincident
the ellmax or
of woman, singled it out
organism
career. On its merits,
crowning gem of my ma
for this class
as a positive, safe, anit effectual reinedy
and under
diseases, and one that will, at all times
am willing to stake
all circumstances, dct Kindly, I and
so conlident am
my reputation as a physician:
ine exmost san
1 that it will not disappoint the Sho
uses | t Pr any
ns of a single] juralid lady.
iit 1 offe:
I recommend
Iments for which
(For
'LVE GUARANTEE.
let wrapping Both 2)
those diseases in which
s worked cures, as if by
never before attained by
Exobssive Towing
i i
3H 5
any
fro
ons whén
Su
Periods,
Painful, Monthly
2
ern
the
Japsus, or IKalliug of
Sensations, Imternal
0
Rotrovarsion,
Heat, Nervous Depression,
, Chronic
Threatened Miscarr!
and Ulceration ot the Uterus, | mpotency,
flammation
Weakness.
Darrenness, or Sterility, and Female
cure-all,” but it
do not extol this medicine as a * purpases
a
being
of
s
singlcnes
a
fulfills
admirably
the
diseases of
most perfect specific in all chronic disappoint
, nor
1t will not
oral system of woman.
condition.
or
state
any
ln
harm,
do
it
will
subThose who desire further information on these
SENSE
octs can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S COMMON
sent,
900
aver
of
book
a
ADVISER,
EDICAL
ost-patd, on receipt of $1.50, It treats gives much
jar to Females, and
Hp diseases
agement of
valuable advice In regard to the
those affections.
Ni
vorite Jresesiption sold by Draggists
s Dispensary
CE, M. D., Prop’r, W¢
het

sy
3.05
24.00
13.00

. D0

}

°

Foreign Missions.
per I Allen
M col equal for debt

Chesterville

3.00

and

ail Sots cpus, WelkSS, 1

CHAUTAUQUA
;

5.50

o

Q

M-

School Assembly, is now published for

5.50
50
1.00
5.00

firmly boundin boards. ‘Is a ‘splendid
Song ‘Book for any School. Send 25
:
Cents for a Specimen copy.

general

14.00
7.00
Fe

SMITHNIGHT’S Asthma REMEDY
The only sure remedy. Is sold under a positive guate
antee. Price¥1 a package. Sample
pkgs free. Address

1.25

13.59

U18 SMITHNIGHT, Chemist,Cleveland, 0.

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Manchester, N. H. -

This compound of the
vegetable
alteratives,

In New Hampton, N. H., Aug. 20, by Rev. C. E,
Blake, Rev. Everett 8. Stackpole, of Kingfield, Me.,
and Miss Lizzie A. Blake, daughter of the officiating
clergyman.

In

:
-.

" FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Married

3.00

Sarsaparilla, Dock,

lingia,

Rutland, O., Sept. 19, by Rev. S. H. Baffett, Mr.

62

3
Sl
1.00

1.91

96

SE

1.00

9 series

Gi

expels these humors from the blood

The Grand Achievements of

ONLY $2.75.
3.64

1,82

By Hon. J. T. Headley, the Prince of descriptive
authors.. A full history of his explorations in
Africa and marvellous Rte
down the Congo. A
ristiing with wild

new exeiting book.

ad-

ventures and thrilling scemes of danger.
The Sbtie eagerly
Is profusely illustrated.
await it. If is selling wonderfully.
Beware of misstatements of interestG A Tl
ed patties, but send for proof of gen4
uineness and

a7

23

full

de-

seription of this work,

AG ENTS

HUBBARD
terms.
also
Springfield, Mass.

BROS.,

W

ANTED

Publishers,

2.00
441
9.89
1.62
6.26
£2

62

37

52

62

37

4.00
2.50
1.00

2.00
5,00

complaints

When

they

are gone, the disorders they produce disappear,
such as Ulcerations of the Liver, Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive Diseases of
Skin, St. Anthony’s Fire, Rosé or Erysipelas, Pimples, Pustules, Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter and
Salt Rheum, Scald Head, Ringworm, Ulcers and
Sores, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Pain in the Bones,
Side and head, Female Weakness, Sterility, Leucorrhaea arising from internal Ulceration and uterine diseases, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Emaciation and

General Debility.

With their departure health re

turns.

PREPARED BY
l, Mass.
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowel
Chemists.
Practical and Analytical

CARPETS.

MISFIT

2.80

of

a
a

which are very prevaalent and afflicting. It
purifies the blood, purges out the’ lurking humors
in the system, that undermine health add settle into troublesome disorders. AYER’S SARSAPARILLA

ADVERTISEMENTS
READY!

Stil-

Mandrake

ash and Iron, makes
A most effectual cure of

—

NOW

and

with the Iodides of Pot-

Wm, G. Skinner and Miss Nina M. Cook, bothof R.
In Davenport, N, Y., July 23,by Rev. 8. R. Evans,
Mr. John B, Holmes, of E,
Worcester, and Miss Mary
E. Tobey, of D.
In Olneyville, Sept. 26, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr.
Frederick P. Huut and M iss Theresa C.Lippold,both
of Cranston.
;
:

43

2.15

Songs,

166

76 East Ninth Street, New York.
73 Randolph Street, Chicago.

1460

3.60

Tt contains

use.

BIGLOW & MAIN,

4.13

3.20

by Lowry,’

CAROLS,

.6.00
2.00

3.79

[3

N.

Doane & Sherwin, the Song Book com=
piled for the Great Chautanqua Sunday

25.00
10.28

se

Hotel, Brilo.

ae

11.00

Farmington Falls **

7.10
10.00
10.00

5,00
20.85

Va.

45 col 7.00 Franconia N H on debt
per Mrs N K George
Mxs J E Cushing Caledonia N 8 for L M
r J Mariner
Phillips Me per D Pease

18.50

1.00

W.
Ge

55 Mrs N K George "50 Calvin Aldrich

3.35

2
20.00
2.00
4.00
2.50
1.00
30.00 «
8.80
5.00
21,40
60

Treas.

ouifiperL, D Felt
Carvers
bor Me on debt per W H Littlefleld
.
.
2
White Rock Kaun per E C Harvey
Ellsworth
QM Me Female Miss Soc per M
M R Gott
RevE Hafutag and wife
;
A friend to
sions Springvale Wis |”
L Ross Lisbon Me
| Minneapolis Minn
on debt per M ¥
:
i
Daques
Dover
Mich per J H'Walrath
Rev G H Pinkham 1.00 Mrs Benj Bowles
1.000 W Harris .50 Mrs Nathan Russell

10.00

2%
180
430
1.00

be

Hotel, having
sary and Invalids’
sand cases of those diseases peculiar to woman,
posi
have been enabled to perfect a most potent and
tive remedy for these diseases.
To designate this natural specific, I have named it

00.00

PEER
SIRT,

Jo

45,00,
5,00

ABC
Ch Oshtimo Mich
|
Van Buren & M Mich
Ch So Gorham Me
Ch Scarboro Me
R P Fnlleravd wife do
7 J Wheeler and family So
3
Gorham Me
Ch MtV Lowell Mass to cons
Mrs G8 Ricker L M on outfit
Friends in Mich
Oh Milton Mills N H
Ch Blackstone Mass
A Friend Strafford N H
Ch 1 Harrisburg Pa ondebt
do
do
outfit
Ch Strafford Vt.
*
do
on debt
Ch Willlamgtown Vt on debt

World's DispenBy an immense Jpnetice atusthetreated
many thou-

45.60
N. C. BRACKETT.

Sept. 21.°

35

I

Harper's Ferry,

Maria Stone per Mrs A S D Bates
Martha Riley
3]
Betsey Tharlow
Main St S S Lewiston Me per 8 W Cook
Mrs Searle
1.20 . Mary A Stone
90 ‘Mrs M R Libby
C P Russell Lowell Mass

5.00

Ch Burns Ill

DEMERITTE,

LL Page

21.87

N

outfit
Ch Bolton P Q on debt

9°00

Mrs Keziah Reed *
Mrs Julia Robson
E Cong ch New Haveu Ct
Col by Wm H Bell
Narey Shepard per Rufus Clark]
TS
Lovet
Waterloo ‘Ia 8S per:J J Tafts -

1.00
2.20

4.40
:

5.00

do

Ch Watson Mich

N H
M O

«

WOMAN

5.00

teacher

Jos Loring
J M Pease
.
Rev Jesse Robeson

10,00
bi

*
i

15.00

H.

For Myrtle Hall,
Mrs A IR Smith
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4.40
50.00
5.00
3,00
800
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ch Me for zenana

LL. A.
Dover, N.

21.80
7.15
7.76

do

20.00
2.00
6.00

320.57
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*

French Creek
QM NY
Ch Sherman NX
Oh Gray Me

Mrs

A A Coburn Patten Me for teachers,

5.00

do om debt
do onoutfit
*
Walnut Creek Y MIllon debt
“ie

make

5.00

Sent directly to Harper’s Ferry for Myrtle
Hall Mrs Lavinia Fox Ashford N Y
25.00 to cons herself L M
F B ch Hillsdale Mich
Aux Limerick Me for For Miss
Ch _Lodonyille Io .40, Col ch MadisonIo
1.15, Miss Alice Reid 50, Mrs J A
Sheldon 1.00
Ladies Burnham ch Me
Aux Court St ch Auburn Me

i Fy TE

8 Searle do do
«0
Olneyville Miss Workers do
3.00
Several friends do do
2.85
A friend do -do
1.00
RI &MadgsYMdo
do
.
13.25
Ch Johnsburgh N Y outfit
14.00
Ch Frankfort Ill
6.25
Ch NoParmaN Y
8.76
do dc Gen Y M on debt
16.03
RochesterQM NY
4.14
Ch Belmont N H outfit
4.40
. Wom Miss Soc Belmont N H
Ch Pierpont
NY
on debt
5.7
Ch Philadelphia NY
of
3.93
Huntington Q M Vt
a
7,15
5.56
Ch Warwick Cen W R 1
o do
outfit
5.65
Ch W Stephentown & Nassau
N Y outfit
20.50
Chl Madison N H
©
“ Sutton Vt ounfit
5.10
* Stratton Vt
on debt
2,40
do
do outfit
1.60
Oh W Nottingham NH *
6.20
Ch W Buxton Me
6.30
Ch New Berlin Wis
“
10.00
146
do do
8.00
QM Wis. *
Honey Creek
142
*
Ch
Miss P Arnold Pawtucket
‘Wom Miss Soc Sace Me on
debt
50.00
192
Ch So Berwick Me
Ch Winnebago Wis
1.75
Me
Mrs A Hutchins Garland
lowa Y M
on debt
10.2%
Tama Q M
A
28.00
Ch Cherry Valley Ill
4.90
H M Bailey Buffnlo Io
500
££ and M M Pinney Gt Bend
Kan
‘
3.00
Ch 2 Sandwich N H on debt
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i
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Emmons figorgetown Me
1.00

I. D. STEWART, Publisher,

BUDLONG PUBLISHING

H.00
5.66
7

Cen Y M on debt

Whitefield

10.00
10.00

Ladies of RI Asso for passage of Miss
Ilattie Phillips their selected missionary

CAE od
an Ma Wright
rig
do
Mrs L Harris’ ' do do
A Irons do do
8 Harrington dodo * *

Will the friends of the Star go

to work forit at once?
* All letters on business
dressed to

C0., New York,

°*A CARD.
of

and

~correspon-

20d Lisbon

Phillips’s salary
Aux Wasn St ch Dover
do Seneca & HuronQ
do Danville N H

Mrs H Harrington Woodstock

will find the latest market

eow20

r

Western

Aux

Ch Whearland Mich on debt
6.00
do ontfit
1750

freshest and best matter in every part of
the paper. Farmers and produce-dealers

ieee an

Amazon,

questions,

3.00

du Maine St ch Lewiston Me
do Augusta Me for zenana teacher

Band of Helpers Limerick Me for Mass I

Silas Cook Lewiston Me

Tleotrio, Bolts, addres

For particulars regarding

A Week at Hillsdale.
+ Possibly many readers of the Star may feel
an interest to hear something of our ‘institution at Hillsdale, from one not

Universal

the grand prize for ** Spool Cotton especially adapted for use on Sewing Machines.” Out of more than

licly set apart to the work of the gospel minis-

_ baptism was

the

WILLIMANTIC

Hartford, Conn., for a special
have decreed to that Company

ined publicly, and all the questions being
answered satisfactorily, Bro. Chase was pubtry by prayer and the laying on of hands.

at

thread

have singled out the

exam-

was

Chase

and

decide that it is the f Willimantic.”
It appears from the Associated Press despatches, and from the list of awards: published in the
Paris newspapers that the jury on cotton textiles,
yarns and

Pursuant to appointment, a council appointed by Meigs Q. M. to examine Bro. Cephas J.
. Chase, and if found qualified, to ordain him to
the gospel ministry, according to the usages of
the Freewill Baptist denomination, met with
Third Rutland church for that purpose on Sab
bath morning, Sept. 15, 1878. After a sermon

and

Society.

I Phillips

Ch Gt Falls N Hon debt*
do outfit

of doctrinal

agen-

A Friend Gray Me for For Miss
Mission Band Milo Me lor salary of Miss

outfit

Mrs Carpenter. do.
8 Knightdo do

Mission

and zenana work ai

Ch Lancaster N H
Ch 1 Smithfield Me
Ch So Buxton Me
ig
B C Jordan 80 B
n Me
Grandma Lewiston Me outfit

SPECIAL FEATURES,

sermons, essays, discussions

F.B. Woman’s

W A Nealley
LM
A friend Strafford for Myrtle Hall
Aux St Albans Me

debt

Ont
Ch OlneyvilleR I
L Capwell *

*Of this sum 3.55 was raised by voluntary
of Lizzie A Jackson.

Aux 2nd ch Corinth Vt

=

Ch Cook's Prairie **

F. Sec.

Mission Band Blackstone Mass for salary
MissI Phillips
AuxW Topsham
2 each Myrtle Hall

Ch Portsmouth N H on debt

Among the special. attractions in the
next volume will be articles from an able
corps of editorial and special contributors,

of

agree

at the Paris Exposition

with the Judges at the Centennial,

united

one

and

The Jurors

People.

(Col.)

the world.—Pueblo

ed in the church have been put away, and they
are now in a good working condition, Three
or four conversions
with the church.

|

Business Fotices,

and are deterreinforcements

;

cy

ced her weight from 1

pounds to 192 pounds, and there isa general improveA gentleman writing from Bosment in health.”
or attention to
ton, says: * Without special cha
Anti-Fat reduced me four
Allan’s
of
diet, two bottles
The well-known ‘Whole=
and one-quarter pounds.”
sale Drugglsts, SMITH, DOOLITTLE & SMITH, of Boshas
ton, Mass, write as follows: * Allan's Anti-Fat three
reduced a lady in our city seven pounds in“Allan’s
weeks.” A gentleman in St. Lohis writes:
Anti-Fat reduced me twelve pounds in three weeks,
ounds since
and altogether I have lost twenty-five
commencing its use.” Messrs. POWELL & PLIMPTON,
“To
write:
Y.,
N.
Butialo,
of
Druggists,
Wholesale
GentleTHE PROPRIETORS OF ALLAN’S ANTI-IPAT: whoused
m en,—7The following report is from thehadlady the desired
1t (th e Anti-Fat)
Allan’s Anti-Fat.
a
offect, reducing the fat from two to five pounds
I hope
week until 1 had lost twenty-five pounds,
an
Anti-Fatis
lost)”
have
I
what
regain
to
never
Ite promotes digestion,
blood-purifier.
unexcelled
for
curing dyspepsia, and is also a otent remedy
Obes»
Pamphlet on
Sold by druggists.
rheumatism:
ity sent on receipt
of stamp.
BOTANIC MEDICINE CO., Pror’zs, Buffalo, N.Y.

98.88

74.60

E. N. FERNALD,
Me., Sept. 30.
:

Lewiston,

A friend Providence R Foutfit
9.00 .
Ch Weld
Me
2.40
Ch Little Falls Me
C477
om Miss Soc Lyman Me
10,50
Kennebunk and K Port Me
on debt
440
do do
outfit
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and activity of his church. Several pastors who have done such a work, can bear
witness to the truth of that: statement.

promises

that

missions throughout theQ. M.

Me

92.60

100.00

&

2043.96

10.00

‘W B Knight Brunswick
on ontfit

every family in his parish? The results
would soon be apparent in the fresh life

church‘ to ge the subject in their respective
There is an awakening on the subject of
es.

Soc.

11.05
2.00
10.87
5.00
5.00
25.00
5.00
5.00

Sarah D White Wiscassett
Me. onoutfit .

be over estimated. Will not every minister interest himself to put the Star into

the various subjects ss temperance, Sabbathschools, education were discussed, the
ject of missions was the most prominent.
wo collectors in each church were appointed

Ed

Whitaker Bible school

8
A trie n a Bristol
N

ligious work of the denomination can not

Whi

H.M

1.80

20

10 00

St Me

Main

Ch Lewiston
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5.00

do do on outfit
A Johnson
‘ ondebt
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Ch W Bethany NY
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Ch DanvilleN H
Ch Balmont **
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Wom Miss Soc do
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tR I
*
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Mus J E Hill
W Campton N H
Ch 3 Holderness N H on debt
Ch New Hampton *
»”

The: importance of the Star in stimulating an interest in the benevolent and re-

Avg.

F.M.

Mrs F A Clark Corinth Me

‘TO PASTORS.

session with

church,

Valley

23, and continuing

the church, by Rev. L. Dexter; and Benedic-

prayer and covenant nieetings
mined to hold the fort till

term

pledge among our youth, and
desecration.
will convene at W. Poland,
preMinisters’ Conf., Tues.
J. M. BAILEY, Clerk.
M.

ATHENS Q. M.—Held its Aug.
the Pleasant

lowship, by Rev,
F, E. Davison; Address to

Lewis DEXTER, Clerk of Council.
a

Q. M.—Held its August

1.00

Ch Garland Me on debt

Bowdoin QM

ALLAN'S ANTI-FAT is the great remedy for Corpulency. It is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless.
in the stomach, preventing its con=
it acts on the food
directions, it
version into fat. Taken according & topounds
a week.
person from 2 to
reduce
will
posal
In placing this remedy before the pubile as a
know.
so
do
we
obesity,
for
cure
tive
of
3
which the following fro a lady in Columbus, Ohi,

10.00

interested on debt

One

oh

With the beginning of the next year
we hope to have two hundred denominational news-gatherers.in the field, East and
West, who will keep our readers posted
on what is ‘transpiting in every part of
our Zion.

to preach the gospel for oue year. Resolutions were adopted in favor of circulating the

7:30 in the evening. These took place in the
following order : Invocation, by Rev. L. Dexter; Reading of Seripture, by Rev. J. M.

J. M. Brewster served in his stead.

W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

at W. Falmouth. A
pleasant
interview.
. In accordSixteen churches were re
ance with the request of 2d Buxton church
Bro. T. F'. Millett was examined and licensed

religious experience, call to the ministry, and
doctringl views, after which the council voted
to proceed with the installation exercises, at

tion, by the pastor, Rev. A. L. Gerrish,
chairman, being absent in the evening, Rev.

in

prayers

Q. M. is reviving and we ask your

our behalf.

|

C. 2 :

i

5.00
30.00
5.25
2.00

.20 on debt

Ch Doughty's Falls Me
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Ch and friends No Leeds Me
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WatervilleQ M
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D 8 Manter W Waterville
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Tea
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Liberty O
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Editorial

Tul
on-the. living

DENOMINATIONAL

believe our

We

being children of the Lord.

as to his

and satisfactorily examined
oughly

last

6—S.

Sept.

and

E

tions of the day, and particularly a department of Denominational News that
makes the Siar indispensable in every
Freewill Baptist family.

by letNearly all the churches were reporte
ter and full delegations, and representatives
from most of the churches.
Hague and JohnsLoon
burg report several added by baptism,
Lake is to have a session of the Q. M., to begin

met at their house of worship, Sept. 25, at 3
_ o'clock, P. M. The council consisting of Revs.
Burlingame, of Georgiaville, A. L.
M.W.
Gerrish, of Olneyville,A. Given,of Greenville,
8. 8. Barney, of Watchemocket, F. E. Davison, of Pawtucket, and J. M. Brewster and L.
organized by the
Dexter, of Providence,
choice of Revs. A. L. Gerrish, chairman, and
L. Dexter, clerk. The candidate was thor-

Editorials

4.
Anad-par
notes
and-paragraphs

Q. M.—Held its

church,

session with the Hadley

A couneil called at the request of the Free
Baptist church of Georgiaville, R. 1, to examine Rev. John T. Ward, and, if thought

proper, to install him pastor

great questions of the day, practical
thoughts on experimental religion, anecdotes and facts of interestin science and natural history, the progress of the Arts, latest
‘news from all parts of the world, embracing items of political, social, educational,
personal and religious information, book
notices, a department of missions devoted
especially to the interests of our own
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point of observation. They
every
almost
have ample room for five hundred students,
which I hope some day they may have, with
plenty of means to do the work with.
The “Institute” had several practical and instructive lectures from Drs. Durgin, Dunn and
Butler; two from Prof. Fisk on cosmogony, or
world building; one from Prof. Copp, stirring
addresses from Rev. E. N. Fernald, and a very
pleasant and instructive lecture, by Prof. Rideout, on the «Telephone and the Phonograph,
with practical illustrations of talking and singI think no institution in our
ing a mile away.
country has such facilities for the practice of
and its kindred arts as Prof. Rideout
telegraphy
in his new department building at this college.
A part of the time of the Institute was occupied in a very free discussion of many topics
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labor, President Durgin has been

jected that she had not the abilities nor quali=
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thirty years she has been a most efficient’ missionary leading a great many children and
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towards the support of missionaries, reserving

only enough to clothe herself in the cheapest
Afterwards, she, found that she
manner.
could earn more if she were qualified for
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et
aBeek.

Not satisfied with this, shedecided

to make it her life work to earn money to- give

Ch Pascoag

All money collected within the bounds of the Central
Association should be sent to C. A. Hilton,No. Parma,

In placing the Morning Star before the
want of funds to carry on the current work
of the institution. Depreciation of values, | public for another year we do so with a
and the diversion of the endowment fund for
building purposes has sadly crippled the work- firm conviction of its increased usefulness
ing powers of the institution. But this col- as a family visitor and religious instruclege is doing good, thorough work and much
tor. Says:a member of the faculty of
of it. The faculty are all delf-sacrificing, and
God-fearing, and we must not see them toil Ambherst College, writing under date of
unaided. Though a bad time to raise money
Sept. 20, 1878:

she drew it from her finger and placed it inthe

made
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Central

and success, the only embarrassment being the

missionary sermon she ever heard, and it deeply touched her heart, She was distressed because she had not even a cent to. give. She
thought of her ring, a cherished gift from her
mother, then lying in her grave. ‘It was very
«dear to her, but Christ's cause was dearer, and
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The President and faculty of the college

a poor orphan child, Her name was Lavina
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from that State.
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Thon knowest, Lord, the burden and the pain
Of this frail tenement—this house of clay—
Disease and death within it soon shall reign,
Oh, pardon if I’ve murmured in the way !
and

wherefore

shall

supply

if these hints shall induce

some mother to more carefully study her
children, and her duty to them, my object will be attained. There has been a
great improvement in infant clothing
within
a few years. Let it be always
soft, warm and loose in every part. Of
course, cleanliness

will

be attended

to,

but do not go to an extreme that way,and
bathe too much—a strong child every

And then this foolishness of daily care—
what

more; and

our

need,

morning, in hot water,—a frail

one

not

so often—it is too tiresome. Another
‘When thou hast surely promised to prepare
thing—don’t over feed. Many a babe
The pastures where ’tis best thy flock to
gets a dose of paregoric or whiskey only
feed!
because its stomach is oyerloaded and it
And there are sometimes thoughts that burn
cries. Also keep the air and the child's
and ache,
.
surroundings pure and cheerful, and you
Deep in the heart where love sheds unseen
will
have no need of drugs. Throw the
tears
vile things to the dogs and give your
For hasty words—O Thou the burden take,
child as good a chance for life as you do
And wash its stain forever from the years!
your kittens and pigs; and then with a Sabbath-school ! ” mocked the boys.
Lord, I have brought my bgrden all to-night,
healthy body you will find "the task of . Dick was so busy thinking he scarcely
That thou mightst rest me for a little way,—
noticed them.
¢ A Satan’s job, as sure's
governing much easier and pleasanter.
Nay--all the path; and on unto the light,
I'm alive,” he said to himself, wheeling
That shines my * welcome-home” at close of Think, mother, on you rests the responsiday.
bility of our nation’s weal or woe, and about and running swiftly down the hill,
Eee.
the happiness of your child, to a great beyond the sound of his tormentors. Heated and panting he threw himself under a
.| extent, for time and eternity:
SAFE-FOLDED.
tree.
‘There, old fellow, you didn’t
0-0-0
>
Oh, it is hard when’ o’er the face,
‘We scarce can see for weeping,

catch me this time!” and he shook his fist

HOW DICK WENT TO THE PICNIC.
“ Where in the world is that boy ?”
Mrs. Frye took her hands from the suds
and went to the barn.

The little, loving baby face,
, That last, still shade eomes creeping;

Full hard to close the tender eyes,
And fold the hands for sleeping.

at the invisible foe. Thursday evening
came, and Dick had earfied thirty-five
cents, selling eggs and running on errands,
but fifteen more were needed before he
could ga to the picnic. It did seem ‘too
bad. That talk Monday afternoon down

* Dick, what are you doing?”

Yet, when the world our own would claim,
It doth not-greatly grieve us;
‘We calmly see as days go by,

“ Making a box for the cat. Going to
sell her, and get money to go to the picnic, Friday.”

Our little children leave us,—

And, smiling, heed not how the swift,

on the wharf had given him some new

idea. He wondered if Jesus really did
think about him excepton Sundays. Somehow he had felt differently since beginning
to pray every day instead of once a week.
“Do you s’pose I should have stolen
those berries, if I hadn't asked him that
morni
tong
keep me from doing wicked

Thankful that he was in no worse mis-

Soft-footed years bereave us.
Oh, mother-hearts! I count you rich
Beyond mere earth-possessing,

chief, his mother went back to her washing, and sighed to think how poor they
were. Dick kept busy at his work, making his box like the cattle cars he had
seen on the freight trains, open at the
sides and on top, with only narrow bars
nailed across. - Part of an .old barrel

:

Whose little babies never grow
Away from your caressing—

Safe-folded in his tender arms
- Who gives again, with blessing.
—Caroline Leslie, in Sunday Afternoon.

things?” he’ querfed «I'd like to see
Mr. King again. Guess I'll walk up that

hoop served for a handle, and it was with

Family

Circle.

“18 IT WELL WITH THE CHILD?"
BY S.A.SMITH.

: ~—Inarecert-number-of-w-teadhango

yy odical I saw this question,

peri=

* How

early

shall a child be taught obedience?” Hav-

ing had considerable experience in these
things, perhaps I can help some dear
young mother whose heart is full of love
and anxiety for the precious ‘bud of

promise” which God has given her, as an
unsoiled page, on which she is to write

much of its. future history.

God bless

the mothers of our land, and

give

them

wisdom from on high, that in the coming
years its name be not dishonored and its
ruin made sure through lack of efficient
home training.
There is a very general lack of faithful

parental discipline. The child that is not
taught obedience to properly constituted
authority, will hardly learn it in after
‘life, when habits of self-indulgence, and

recklessness are already formed.
“~When the boy at home learns
that he
. may traxbple
on parental authority
impunity, the will not be

slow,

with

in

after

«years, in trying
te do the same. with the

laws of his country.

Methinks these law-

less and pepaltyless homes are a prolific

source from whence our: houses. . of correction and prisons

are filled. Children

are born with tendencies to evil, and God
, has made it the parent’s duty, (especially

the aber

oo

edema

‘there is much

a head with a pairof frightened eyes was

the

nothing.”

in that word

The minister had the queerest way

“train.”
Undoubtedly it has its fall
meaning in the Word of God. I always
query, when I see the wretched outlaw

of

talking about men in the Bible, just as if
he were acquainted with them.
‘It was a little strange,” he continued,

behind our prison bars, whether his ¢¢ that Christ should ask him to push out
mother died when he was a babe, or, if into deep water; the last place to find
living,

what

did

she

teach

Did shg enjoin obedience

and

her

fish, isn’t it?”

child.

then

im-

“ Yes, sir; they
shore, most always.”

press on his young mind lessons of puri-

ty and honor? - Did she teach him to hon-

sister and woman.

Oh! sad, sad

early, as well as later record,
and nearly all, our criminals.

is

keep

in .near the
:

‘It wasn’t a favorable
If ever you go to the sea

or God and his parents? And did she instil into his mind reverence for mother,

time, either.
of Galilee, I

dtlvise you not to try fishing

of many,
And who

is pouted or the little hand raised in defiance to your wish. Check the first ris.
ing of disobedience, and do it with as

much love and tenderness as you would
give the fond caress. Be firm and earnest.
+ Let not the bright eyes see a lingering
smile, or your authority is at an end.

in the fore-

And if I were in your place, I would ask

Jesus to help me in this matter.”
~ *¢ Ask him how to earn ‘money? said

The little minds comprehend the expreéssion of our countenances much ‘sooner

Dick, aghast.

‘of voice.

see the way clear yourself, and he is the
Sight. Just thé time to go to the Lord,

think

;

“ Certainly.

than we are apt to think, as also our tones
mothers

of those

;

Why

:

not?

You

don’t

things more, their care and trouble in when we need him, and men can not help
governing a family might be greatly les-

sened.

Perhaps these few hints are

us. Do you want a ticket given you,
suf.’ Richard? You know the superintendent
are has a few for those who can not afford to

ficient in this direction. But there
sonfe other things on which mothers do
not think. ‘When you mix that whisky,

buy.”

.

make the smartest men,” said Mr. King.

+ But, Richard, don’t let yotirself out to

its- lining. membrane, and thus

cteate ‘a demand for more?
Do you think. Satah's service,

ing for just such boys as you; hut don't
be fooled by him.. If you feel afraid that

Mother ean you thus early
lay. the founda.

:
hed nes and crime
i
I tion Pr pie
of wretches

ade

A

ee

od

I daresay he has

nty of odd jobs to be done this week, ple
wait-

What the end may, and probably, will be?

[LE

a

* No, sir,” replied Dick, with _emphasis,
“ Boys who help themselves always

sugar and water, do you (hink you are
preparing an irritating poison for the delicate little stomach, that shall excite’ and

inflame

I'll meet

him.”

A distant
train.

Dick always made it a point to be at the
depot at such times, for people oftgn
wanted a boy to carry bundles. A lady
stepped from the cars laden with a traveling bag, shawl, umbrella, and

|.

numerous

packages:

“Ah!” cried Dick; following her into
the ladies’ room, ** here's a first-class job,”
and he chuckled with delight.

‘More, sir.” Something in his throat
made it difficult te say much.

“Ah! yes. Bible pay—good measure
pressed down—running
over.
You've
found him a good Master this week. Better take him for life, my boy.”

report

fast be sent to him.

At this Mr.

spoke out, and said that Mr.

a member of the

House

Beck

Rainey

was

of Representa-

tives, he was a member of the committee

in charge of the funeral remains of Charles
Sumner, and he wasas much entitled to
respect as any other member of the committee, *“ and,” concluded

for one am

Mr.

Beck,

«I

not going into that dining-

demonstrate by one witness, at least, that to retain the most
of its present subscribers
Seridan’s ride was an actuality, and
that and capture a good many new ones,
The Ocit deserves to be preserved among the an- tober number is an elegant ond, and in
point
of
litera
ry
excel
nals of the noblest acts of American sollence and artistic finish is Burpassed by none of its. contemporaries.
diers.— Gen. Angus, in Baltimore - Améri
The
- opening paper, which
is numetously illustrat.
can.

ed, describes the Art schools of Netw

boy at the picnic than ried.
because he had tried to help himself in the

right way.— Selected.

“ Nearly all of the ornaments in this
Prof. James Richardson
room have a story attached to them,” 1 liam C. Brownell.
said to a friend, as she was admiring an contributes an article on *¢ Neophonography,» :
the new
exquisite little bust of Charles Dickens, by #poemmethod of spelling. This is followeq
, ‘ What the River:Saith,” by Miy.
that stood on top of one of the book cas- nie Fry, and that
by an illustrated sketoh enes in my library.
titled ¢* Artemus Ward at Cleveland,
” by C.
‘“ One sunny day last autumn, a little C. Ruthrauff. E. L. Viele contributes a paper,
Italian boy eame along to my door, with which is illugtrated, giving interesting ren.
a basket of plaster of paris wares on his iniscences of “ A Trip with Lincoln, Chase
and Stanton,”
Charles F, Thwing’s college
head. They were very pretty, and the articl
e treats of
children almost went wild over them, as Brander Matth “ College Journalism,” and J,
ews has an article on « A Comcountry children always do over any un- pany of Actors,” besides
a communication,
usual display.
the former being also illustrated.
There is a

‘‘ You have no bust of Dickens? T said

second paper on * Recallings

to the little fellow, after I had looked
over the articles, and had bought a love-

ly vase.
“s Deeckens? he

dow, he said, ¢ Snow come—I

not then.

Snow

Cornwellgand

it
:
said, in his funny,

broken English, looking puzzled at first;
but presently a smile broke over his fair,
bronzed young face, as he went on,
‘ Deekens’
busto—write
stories—little
Nell—=no.! Then pointing out of the winall go

bring

away,

Senator Bruce, of Mississippi,
and Rep-

AN

OR

CI

Po

A FT

A

rr

with associates have always appeared to
scrupulously observe the golden rule.
There isnotaDemoeratic member of either
house of Congress who does not speak of
them and treat them with respect. If Mr.

Bruce was one of the most distinguished
of the white citizens of Mississippi, his
colleague, Senator Lamar, could not treat
him with more deference. In everything
of a public character that affects the State
of Mississippi Mr. Lamar ‘always before
acting consults with Mr. Bruce. During

‘the last session of Congress the almost

“unanimously Democratic

on his arm, and the two at the head of the

Senate.

passed

him

I come

again; then I bring Deekens, lady.

‘“ We were preparing grapes for preserving, and when Minnie gave him a
nice large bunch, which,ranning out into
the garden, she had picked from the trel-

A short time ago Senator Beck, of Kentucky, said to me in his bluff,honest way,
‘Rainey and Bruce are meq," both of
them, and I am for them all the tine.”

Susan

M.

Spalding.

The

serials are continued, and there are two
or
three excellent short stories.
Prof. W. G.
Sumner devotes g thoughtful paper
to the
subject of *“ Socialism,” and the Depart
ments
are well sustained.—New York: Seribne
r &
Co.

St. Nicholas; from the same publishers,
is
full of useful and
beautiful things, such as
will delight, profit and cultivate its readers
.
We can imagine its't housandsof bright readers
going into ecstacies over the contents of the
October number.
The October
Wide Awake opens with a
pleasing frontispiece in
crayon by
Robert
Lewis, iliustrating the fanciful opening story,

bowing and smiling, and turning

paged ““ Classic of Babyland,” make

around

the num-

to bow again as he passed out of the yard. ber very attractive for both old and young,
We spoke of him several times during “ Naughty Zay” by Mrs. Carrie Wright and
the story of“ Arty” im large print, also have
for the committee. This was in the in- the winter, and planned, idly, as we then very charming pictures
.
* Miss Muslin and
fancy of “civil rights,” and there was thought; where our prospective bust of Miltindes Peterkin Paul” get themselves intoa
much staring and whispering on the part the great story-teller should be placed. funny predicament as usual:
The serials,
True”
of the guests who were at breakfast, but Onespleasant morning in’ May, as I was “Trying to
and
“ Doe and her
no comments sufficiently loud to be heard assisting John in getting my flower-- Knights,” are interesting. In the first named,
were made. The members of the com-: beds ready for the bulbs and seeds, I matters have progressed to a very exciting
crisis. For solid reading there

mittee were especially attentive to Mr.
Rainey, which soon established his status

on a firm foundation. After this Mr.
Rainey was not troubled with * indispo-

sition,” and no question was raised at any

place as to his presence.— Baltimore Sun.

is a fully illus

heard the latch in the door-yard gate rattle,

and turning around, saw another plasterof-paris vender coming up the walk,
smiling pleasantly,
as he placed his
lone tray of bust and vases upon the
1

grounas

3

+O

was in command of a
detatchment convoying a large ammuni- yellow house, and I sal come to ze ‘house
tion train froh Winchester to Cedar wiz many grapevines—one in ze apple
Creek.

We had been harassed by Mos-

tree, wiz Ze seat under it.’

action

at the front.

Our train was making toler-

ably good time, and we

were near Mid-

per-

ceived a cloud of dust in our rear upon
the turnpike. We had no idea what
caused it until Sheridan came into view
from the surrounding cloud. He had
been down to Washington, and conse-

quently had on his uniform of Major-Gen-

eral, which was covered with dust. No
jockey on the last quarter of a ‘four-mile

grapes, and he vas so tired and so homegick—and he come here not again: oh, I
sal now go!’ And the poor ‘Ttalian with
the
tears . streaming down his olive

cheeks, hurriedly turned

away.

Before

we could speak a word of comfort to him,
he had replaced the tray upon his head.
and trudged along alone with his grief.”
—Mprs. Annie A. Preston, in Youth's Companion.
6-0-0
+o

DON'T FRET.
If you feel mad, let it all out at once,—

heat ever rode harder than did - Sheridan, that is, if you can’t keep it in altogether.
as he thundered down that Virginia pike 1 don’t say that you can always,—judgin
from experience. I have tried ‘it, an
on his big black horse.
His head was
down, his body slightly inclined forward,
and his soul thrown into the race against
time, with the fortunes of his army as the
stake. As he drew mear to us, he perceived that our train blocked the road,
and it would require some time to clear
it. He solved the difficulty by cutting
through an open field to our left, and

striking the road after he had gof, ahead
of us.

now and then have succeeded ; and now
and then I—haven’t, But you have a
great many worries, you say, I don't
doubt it; nor do 1 doubi that you need

them.

Your patience would not grow if

it were not tried.- The law of muscular
development applies to the virtues. Only
by exercise are they developed. I know
how hinge in the household, in the

and on the

Nothing
time.

farm,

goes right.

will get

Nothing

mixed

store,

up.

comes to

Work don’t get on half as fast as

it should, and—yes; I know all about it;
but nevertheless I still say, *“ Don't fret.”

He had outridden almost. everybody
who started with him from Winchester.

Golden Rule.

near him was Gen. William P. Fessenden,

On Sunday morning she told her little
nieceto put on her things and take the

The only officer I remember recognizing
Jr., of Maine, who was some ten or fifteen

Fessenden), and was noted for speed, but
had no chance alongside of Sheridan and
his tremendous black. After these two
came Sheridan's staff’ officers, stringing
out in a long line, and all of them protty

of Boston Streets,” ¢ The Chestnut Roasters,”
may

be

included.—Boston :

bundle under her shawl to the lady’s
house. ¢* Nobody will see it,” she said.
““ But is it not Sunday under my shawl,
aunt ?” asked the child.
Ere”

“ Sam, you are nol honest. Why do

you put all the good peaches on the top of
the measure, and the little ones below
¢ Same reason, sar, dat makes de front

de

back
!

gate

D.

Co.

Lothrop

Arthur's Magazine, now in its
volume, continues to hold its place

&

forty.sixth
as a well-

conducted publication for the home circle, its
fashion plates and pattern-descriptions uniting
with its other characteristics to make it a desirable visitor.—Philadelphia:

Son.

T. 8. Arthur &

($2.25).

:

There is no good
reason
why the horse
should not be a subject of medical exegesis. He
is a useful animal, although he has been deTIaicu

i

- occasion

Tn

to

say

10

SAICLY.

that

Dr.

D0

B. J.

We

[ake

Kendall,of

Enosbarg Falls, Vt., has prepared a volume
entitled A Treatise onthe Horse and his Diseases, the

same being illustrated

thirty-five wood-cuts

with

about

that show the positions

and actions of sick horses better

taught in any other way.

than

The

can

be

various ills

that horse-flesh is heir to are described, with

numerous recipes and explanitions of giving
medicine.

(25 cents).

Cassell, Petter & Galpin (New York)

issue a

catalogne, which will be sent to those

apply-

ing for it,giving a descriptive list of illustrated
and fine-art volumes,

juvenile

and education-

al works, water colors, crayous, mathematical
instruments, &c,, such as they publish and
keep for sale, and such as they will be glad to
send by mail to any one forwarding the re-

Hf

M. Joaquin Menant, of Rouen,is preparing a
comprehensive

work upon the engraved stone

cylinders of Assyria and Babylonia, which will
be issued shortly.
;
THE

SUNDAY-SCHOOL.

Time and use only

increase

the

popularity

of the Transfer Designs illustrating'the International Sunday-school lessons, published

by

L. Prang & Co. (Boston). * The printed suggestions to superintendents that accompany
each moathly issue, are practical and valuable.
Transferred to the blackboard the designs make
the lessons as plain as daylight.

The contents:

of * The

National

school Teacher for October embrace

Sundayeditorial

miscellany, an article by Rev. J. H, Kellogg on
“ The Gospel of Recreation,” about
thirty
pages of helps and hints on the month's les-

sons, and the usual
chit chat,

news,

yariety -of Sunday-school
methods

of work,

claims to be undenominational,

ete.

It

strictly evan-

gelical, and adapted to the wants of superintendent, teacher and scholar alike. It is,with-

out doubt, a useful publication. —~Chicago:
Adams, Blackmer & Lyon.
Mr. F. H. Revel, a Chicage, publisher,’ has
undertaken a new thing in the department of
Sunday-school musi¢. It is the publication of
a collection of the choicest songs, words and
‘musie,suficient in numberto last a school sev-

eral years, and excellent enough never to be’
old, which he sells at the low rates of $5 per
hundred.

This

is the

opportunity

for

Sun-

day-schools with low treasuries. The one before us is marked “ Number One,’ suggestive
both of its excellence and of others that are to
follow it.
.
There are but few if any

ro

of your house marble and
chiefly slop bar’l, sah.”

trated paper about * Light-Houses” by Mary
Lockwood, an article by Fanny Roper Feudge
on the “ Feet of Chinese Women,” and Number VIL of Mrs. Lillie's
English Literature
papers, this one treating of Milton and Bunyan.
Number Xo-of Miss Brown’s—“-Chitd-FPoiers——

duced catalogued prices.

¢ « How much shall T pay you for the’
who struck us
Dickens?’
I asked, as I handed the bust
at frequent intervals between Martinsto
wy
sister,
and started fo go for my
burg, Bunker Hill, and Winchester. On
portemonnaie.

by’s cavalry on our way,

resolutions - compli-

;

a Public

committee marched into the dining-room
and took their seats at the table prepared

Legislature of lengths in Sheridan's rear, and who afterwards told me that his own English mare
menting Mr, Bruce for his course in the was a present from his father (Senator
Mississippi

from

Life,” by the late Robert Dale Owen,
poems
by Bret Harte, James T. McKay, Henry
8, .

room without Rainey.” This was taking lis purposely for him, and I had’ given ‘ The Secret of the Trees,” by Lucy Lincoln
the bull by the horns. Senator Hoar,who him a few pleasant words, the gratifica- Montgomery.
* Phronsie
Pepper’s
New
Shoes,” by Margaret Sydney, is also delightwas also one of the House committee, tion he showed was touching to see.
‘4 Le sono infinitamente obligato,’ © Tam fully illustrated by Jessie Curtis. These pictwas dispatched to Mr. Rainey’s room with
ures, together
the unanimous and peremptory request of ever so much obliged to. you'—he' zaid, ing, ‘ Weighin with Miss Humphrey’s drawg the Baby,” and the score of
the
tears
glisten
ing in his shining black pen and ivk drawings by Boz
the committee that Mr. Rainey join them.
for
Hop'-oMr. Hoar soon returned with Mr. Rainey eyes. ‘ God bless ladees!’ he continued, _my-Thumb,” Mrs. Clara Doty Bates’s six-

dletown, when, on looking back, we

REPRESENTATIVE COLORED MEN,

York,

showing the pupils at their work,
and thejy
studies, whether of life, antique model
s, op
what not. The article was prepared by
wil.

+

Dick thought he would like to, and resolved to ask his teacher about it the next the 19th we started from Winchester be* ¢ Notting, netting; you speak so
fore daylight. We were not more than
Sabbath.
Friday dawned clear
and
kind
to my little brodder, and she,’ pointfive miles from town when we heard the
beautiful, and there w.
happier sharp
ing
to
my sister, ‘did gif him ze sweet
cannonading that denoted an

noon. By the way, I suppose you will resentative Rainey, of South Carolina,
go to the picnic?”
!
present notable instances of the fact,
“If I can earn the money.
That's which is no longer denied by those who
what I want these fish-for—to sell.”
: are fair and impartial, that it rests entire¢ Peter found some money in a fish's ly with the colored people themselves
mouth once.”
:
whether they have the respect and goodDick opened his eyes.
“1
never
will of the superior race. Both of ‘them,
heard of that.”
. iret 5
have uniformly conducted = themselves
“Didn’t you? | Read the seventeenth with’ perfect propriety since their entrance
chapter of Matthew when you go - home. into public life, and 'in their intercourse

the

shall tell the account their parents must
give at last? But how early shall this
training commence? Soon as the little lip

Did

maybe

whistle announced the coming of a

same

The announcement made by the
publishers
of Scribner's Monthly for 1879
will be likely

Ihave only written this much to

“ My thoughts immediately flew to the
4
thrust through the bars, ¢ this'll never
little Italian boy who had called the
SHERIDAN'S RIDE.
do. You're not such a beauty that your
in
autumn previous, and seemed so grateHaving been an eye-witness of Sherilooks will help me any.” Down went
‘Have a carriage, ma'am?” he asked,
ful for the bunch of grapes my sister had
the box, while another bit of shingle was
dan’s ride to the front on the morning of
given him, and had promised us to bring
politely.
added to pussy’s prison. ¢ Le’ me see,”
| October 19th, 1864, I am perhaps in a pothe bust of Dickens. But this young
‘Yes,
is
there
one
here
?”
he mused, crowding back poor Tabitha’s
sition to make some comments. on the lat“No, ma’am, there never is at this
Italian man was not the same person;
-head, ‘ you're worth about a quarter;
ter-day historians who proclaim that instation. But I'll take your things up for
although he resembled him very much,
then if those hens will lay a little extra
cident of the war to be merely a romantic
you.
Cheap, t00,” he added, seeing she
he
was agood deal older.. =
this week, I'm all right.”
fiction. The battle of Cedar Creek had
* ¢I haf bring ze bust of Deekens to ze
hesitated.
Dick sallied forth into the July sunbegun in the early dawn, and Sheridan
lady,’ he said, bowing, as I approached
The lady smiled. “I wasn't thinking
shine, but found that cats were a drug in
was then at Winchester, on his return to
him,
the market ; everybody owned one; so he | of that. I was wondering if I could walk his head-quar
i
—
*~ But you are not the one who was to
3
+
Tam
very
tired.
|
came home tired and discouraged, and
moned to Washington to attenda military
Do
you
know
where
Mr.
King
lives?”
bring
it?’
:
let pussy out.
consultation, which—as was afterwards
What! the minister? Guess I do—it's
“No, fo, lady,’ he replied; very sadMrs. Frye was washing the dinner
developed—settled the work of Sheridan’s
only up there,” pointing to the house.
dishes.
army in swinging down the valley, cross- ly; ‘he vas my brodder. He now in
* Oh, well, if you will take my bag‘“ I say, mother, I'm going fishing.”
ing the Rapidan, and striking the left of heafen. He died, it vas so cold. But he
gage, I'll go then.”
¢ Well, don’t tumble overboard,” she
the confederate army around Richmond. say many times, * Some day ze cold snow
¢ Two—four—five—yes, that's gre. »
go away, and I sal carry ze dusto of
said, anxiously.
As is well known, on the nightof the 18th
she
remarked
as
Dick
placed
the
bundles
Deekens
For more than an hour Dick sat on the
Early had started his troops, and on the grow.” to ze lady where ze grapes
on
the
hall
table.
But he died, and,I haf come. to
‘How
much
is
it?»
end of the wharf, patiently watching his
morning of the 19th of October he had
‘Ten cents, if you please.”
:
line, but the fishes seemed to be taking
forced our lines and driven back both the carry it.’
jo
“There's
twenty-five
,
just
half
«How
did’
you
find the place?’ we
what
a
an afternoon nap.
Eighth and the Nineteenth corps. It is
hackman
would
have
charged
me.”
asked,
as
we
brushed
away the tears we
“I don’t blame ’em,” ht muttered.
perfectly true that early on the morning
Dick’s face was radiant.
:
:
could
not
suppress
at
the touching little
¢ I'm most melted here in thesun. My!
of the 19th Sheridan heard at Winchester
“Does that make you enough, Richard?"
aE
here comes the parson.”
:
of the disaster and started to rally his recital.
“¢OH,
inquired
Mr.
King,
who
was
standing
he
told
me,
my
brodder,
to
* Fishing, Richard?” Mr, King never
troops.
.
i
come
by
ze
church
wiz
ze
clock,
and
ze
called him Dick.
: near.
That morning I
* Yes, sir; but they don’t bite.”
‘“ Ah! Simon
Peter had that same
trouble, once.
Out all night and caught

ehild,) to ** train” it up in the right way.

Mother,

way,

no little satisfaction that he held it up to
view.
:
¢¢ There, Tabitha Maria, how do you
like your new quarters? Not much room
to turn round, is there? But you've plenty of good air—needn’t be afraid of
smothering. Ohho!’*he continued, as

breakfast,the

of Mr. Rainey’s indisposition came from
his room, with the request that his break-

Fiterary Bebieto, ’

Sunday-school

teachers

better helps

for

snd scholars in

the

study of the International lessons than the:
Seholar’s Quarterly, published at the office
of the * Sunday-s¢hool Times,” in Philadelphia.

The explanations

of

the

lessons

are

complete, and are accompanied by maps of the
country in which the scenes were enacted, be- sides review charts, responsive exercises, and
a dictionary of that portion of the Bible from

which the lessons are’ taken,

The issue for

of this year is before us,
the fourth quarter
and amply sustains all that has been said in

favor of its predecessors,

Be IF eal
ot = uf

wrong,
.
And all about the cares around me cast.

bination you press to your heart and call
your child? Just one or two things

——

NN all

Lord, pity me, for I have struggled long,—
Thou knowest just how much of trial I have
passed,
Thou knowest the daily strife against earth’s

whole
com-

ee

HY PT Tl

Sweet, never-failing help, to thee I come.

the sensitive little brain, and the
nervous system, of that wonderful

RR

Te

tressed,

blown.

!

a.

:
dis-

sore

wittingly, for the opium they contain.
What think you that narcotic is doing with

:

a

is

un-

.

en

‘My hands are helpless grown, and weak and

&e.,

well tired out with the pace he had set
them since they left Winchester.
The
cavalry escort was about half a mile in
the rear, with their horses considerably

rT er Tw en Sr

Dear Lord, as thou dost bid, I come for rest;

the

Mr. Beck then narrated an incident show-"
right kind of work, think of Peter. Good- ing the innate modesty of Mr. Rainey,
bye, my boy.”
and his regard for the feelings of others,
“Hi!” thought Dick, ¢¢ wish I was your which he said cemented the man to him
boy.”
as long as life. Mr. Rainey was one of
‘Mother, I'm going blackberrying. the committee, as was Mr. Beck, who
Where can I find a pail? Quick, the boys was then a member of the House, apare waiting!”
pointed by the House to go to Boston with
Dick rushed into the room where his the remains of Senator Sumner. After
mother stood ironing, flew .to the little. leaving Washington there was some talk
cupboard, and began rummaging among among the members of the committee as
the dishes.
to the possible reception that would be
¢¢ Joe Shaw says they are thicker than accorded Mr. Rainey at the hotels, and it
hops. Hurrah for the picnic!” and he was thought that embarrassment might
was off again swinging the pail above his ensu¢, although
nothing
was
said
head. When they reached the spot there on the subject in Mr. Rainey’s
presence.
were only a few stunted bushes by the On arriving at New
York the committee
roadside. The other boys began clam- of the two houses
went tothe Fifth Avenue
bering over a stone wall, but Ditk stop- and took quarters.
When the hour for
ped short.
j
dinner arrived the members of the com“Where are you going ?” he asked.
mittee went in a body to the dining-room,
*“ Over here is a place? Come on.”
Mr. Rainey alone being absent. He re‘ But isn’t this Squire Dean's place?”
mained in his room, sending word “that
“Of course, you greeny. What of that ? he
was indisposed, and requesting his
Wie sha'n’t get caught, for the folks are
dinner to be sent to him. Every member
away this afternoon.”
of the committee was wel. satisfied that
‘But it’s stealing just the same if we Mr. Rainey’s indisposition
was not serious,
don’t get found out.”
but was assumed out of delicacy for their
‘‘ How long since you turned deacon ?” feelings, and to avoid
any ‘possible consneered Joe Shaw, at which the others tingency
of embarrassment to them. The
began to laugh.
next morning, when the committee was
*¢ Nice little boy, so he was! Goes to assembled for

children.

sometimes

with

CRT BE HGWe He WT

which are administered,

numb;
weariness is great—my mind

your

you

I

BY MRS, L. E. THORPE,

Of

to

But what about the soothing syrup,

furnish

PL

calculable blessing

AS THOU DOST BID I GOME.

not

GS

Poetry,

My

a

the Lord can

and be guiltless? You need to think
more ;—to read and study, and.your enlightened maternal Jove will be an in-
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THE MORNING STAR, OCTOBER 2, 1878.
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
Patience and gentleness are power.— Hunt.
Character is a perfectly educated will.—Nov
als.

get to the end of it.

"No matter whether or not men of the futare
happen to know your name; if they are uncon-

talk

tial discovery

neither way

to the settled course of things.—&henstone.
Man was born to be rich, or inevitably
grow rich by the use of his faculties, by the

of time will cure.

Bible says,

.

I have known vast quantities of nonsense
talked about bad men not looking you tin the
face. Don’t trust that conventional idea. Dis-

you out of countenance any

to be got

Sickness is poor-

spirited, and ean not serve any one; it must
husband its resources to live.
But health or
fullness answers
its own ends,and has to spare,
runs over, and inundates the neighborhoods
and creeks of other men’s necessities.—Emerson.

There are no little events with the heart.
1t magnifies everything; it placesin the same
scales the fallofan empire of fourteen years
and the dropping of a woman's glove, and almost always the glove weighs more than the

empire.— Balzac.

Bsn
gn on. gn on oe

- THE OWLS SUPPER.
The

The

a Providen-

Owls Fly at the College Boys.

Vivendus remarked that the collegesare
now
beginning their fall and winter
terms, He said:
“The boys have had a splendid summgr for play ; they will play the mischief
now they have to bone down to hard
study. We shall hear of their antics,
hazing and the like.”

Laicus THE LAWYER.—Yes, quite like-

ly: clergymen generally are college pres-

idents, and not one in ten of them is a
practical man: they are full of theories,
but few of their theories work.
They
imagine that young men can be coaxed
with sugar-plums : it’s nonsense.

it was

devilish.

The

pastimes, involving physical injuries to
one's fellow beings, I have very small
hope. They are worth saving, because
they have souls. But as to their having
anything in them capable of being polishedto shine in useful positions, the
prospect-is dark. The Boy is father of
the man; and such boys will become such
men.
Proressor INpEx.—The figures will
not bear out the very interesting but
fearful view of our friend whom I interrapt. The wickedest man I ever knew
in college was reformed after graduation, and became a self-denying and
| greatly useful and distinguished missionaty of the Cross.
Nothing is too hard
for renewing grace.
And I would not
go so. far as to dény that some of these
mad-cap boys may yet become very decent men.

A

any

strong

average age older

would have

manly

in

their deportment, and Tess dis-

dead

things

; but the idea that the

:
I am with the squire
the

law

administered

lessly, rigorously, inipartially
riably.

the fresh-man, is the inferior of the upper student, and therefore a fair object
of persecution, obtains in our colleges,
as a deduction from the fagging system
of England.
In that country the poor
fag never dreams of retaliating upon his
master. But after a while the fag be-

Gomes an upper man, and takes
from the

new

comers,

and

a fag

on

him

he

Tevenpos himself for all the sufferings
. heen ured when himself a slave:
Our
boys retaliate. One man js as good as
another in this country, and a little bet-

ter.

If the freshmen

strike back.
to another.

are

beaten they

One scene of violence leads
And the college’ becomes

an arena for pugilists rather

than a

of science,

Laicus.—I do not deny the

hall

correctness

of the Dominie's genesis of hazing in
American colleges. But it is to be noted

that the state of things is vastly

different

here and there in regard to public

ment.

senti-

In England those sports that in-

volve sufferitig, like

to speak of

prize-fighting,

horsesracing,

not

fox-hunting,

&c., are approved by She most intelligent

part of the people.
Parliament. adjourns,
even in the most critical. moments; to

the fagging system live. Here, our type
of civilization is higher inthese relations,

her

death was tri-

H emorr

Fairport, N. Y.,

his;wagon,

April

turning, his spirited team took fright and ran,

with the deplorable result above stated.
Williams was born in ‘Wales, Jan. 11,
When

he was seven years

of

age

the

trying

A

kindly

heart,

generous

*¢ Well, mamma,” said

in the head, &e.

Sores,

fol-

S.

Myer,

of

among

its important

gifts: a lignum-vitse

reeently

presented

3

who
fear-

form a*¢ School of Beauty” in England,
the members pledging themselves to: do

everything in their power to render theme
selves comely by natural means.
Prizes
are Lo be given to those who can move
and

so

furnish'ev-

idence of good health and physical: unconstrainment. Something of this kind

is needed

here,

Although

American

women have, to a great extent, seen the
folly and ugliness of lacing and going

thinly clad in.
still many who

waist attractive,
i

cold weather, there are
think an absuedly-small

and any number

i

Y

3

of twelve

children.

Whilé

yet

quite young-he removed with his parents to
Herkimer Co., N. Y., and thence a few years
later, to the place where he has since ‘resided,
and where he died.
Bro. Downer was twice
married, and leaves three sons and a daughter, with the afflicted wife, to mourn their loss.

For many years he had

been

connected

with

the Fairport F'. Baptist
contributing liberally

church, at all times
to its support. For

nearly half a century he read and prized the
Morning, Star. Although very quiet and unassuming in manners, his sterling worth won,
for him
a large place in the confidence and
affections
-of the community in which he lived.

that so

hey can (a)net wall coms

do these ri-

Truly a good man has been
to his reward.

called from

labor

CELESTIA, Jounesst daughterof George W.
Downer, died:in Perinton, March 3; 1878,
During the long-and painful illness of Bro.
Downer, none were more untiring: in their

| efforts to minister to his wants than this
youngest daughter, Celestia. Her physical in-

healthy and
and awkward ones, as all women must
be who eramp their waists, wear shoes
too small, or dress in any way to inter'fere with their freedom

and

satisfaction..

Nature and beauty are one. No woman
can be beautiful who fetters or hinders
nature. The more nearly she approaches the natural the closer she comes to
loveliness.

Women

have

heard. this

thougand times, and ‘accept’ it a

firmities

seemed

to

be

forgotten,

while

she

watched by the bedside of him for whom

had always shown

a: most

ardent affection.

Only for a little time'was she to
and then God gave his beloved

Christian character

was

she

mourn
sleep.

hers, which

test in the daily life and example,

him,
That

has

rather

its

than

formulated creed: A life of pain and bodily
weakness is ended, and .the eternal life, in
which there is no sorrow,
wiped away, is begun.

and

all

tears

MRS. MARY STAPLES, wife of Lyman

are

Tall-

a | man, died in Perinton, N. Y., May 5, aged 36
years. The brief illness and unexpected death

Yet, in their blind worship of false gods,

they sacrifice themselves to infirmity and

deformity.

in every family, ready for use

Inflamed

It is entirely inecomprehensi-

ble to men that so many women Will endure pain and incur disease from a mis-

The natives of Tonga cut off part of the

little finger as a sacrifice to the gods for
the recovery of a sick kinsman.

of our friend, seem like some unpleasant
dream; and only as Wwe miss her from the
places she once frequented, do we realize that
we shall know: her no more on earth. A won-

derful character was

or Sore

It can he used without

e

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY .—Northwood, N. H.
J. H. HUTCHINS, A. B,, Principal, with a
complete board of assistants. For further partic-

H

Ague

N | pples,

hers,—mild,

but

strong

and
self-reliant,
peaceful and yet: active,
Those who knew her best, loved her most.
Clearin her perceptions of truth, independent
in hel methods of thought, vigorous in the ex
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ment Thursday, May 80.
the Secretary,
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Ridgeville, Indiana.

selectthe

large lists of the
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will open March 12, 1878, and
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28.

Teachers &c., are invited to send for Catalogues
and Circulars, containing
most useful and newest
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For

RE GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
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Bristol, Ct.
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the Principal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
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USTIN ACADEMY.—Center Strafford, N. H:
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private

IDGEVILLE

retin

HIGHEST

term

walnut, ete., from $1.50 to $6 each.

MUSIC

feel their

Philadelphia,

— Fall

This Institution is one of

in the State. Terms
moderate.

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs-

assau, N.Y.

"ADVERTISEMENTS

1875;

i

Whitestown; Oneida

*

Santiago,

1878.

J. S. GANDINER, Principal, '

8 ELEGANT, New Style Chromo Cards, with
name, 10¢. post-paid. Geo.I. REED & Co.

‘WiLLiaM F. Moopy died in, Augusta, Me.,
June 9, aged 35 years and 9 months, In the
spring of 1874, Bro. Moody professed conversion, and was baptized and united with the
Free Baptist church in Augusta.
Burdened
with cares, suffering, like many another, from
ill health, the result of exposure in the service
of his country, he maintained a patient, cheer_ful trust in God, which carried brightness into
the hours of care and trial.
His death was
preceded by a long and painful illness. In the
midst of all he was triumphantly hopeful, rejoicing in the prospect of the better life. His
end was peace. A wife and son, an aged
mother, brothers and sisters are left to mourn
their loss.
C. 1 P.

Matchless —Unequaled,~FRANZ

26,
best

Aug

Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advantaes. For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev. W. COLEGROYE, A. M., President.

ners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.

leaves

a husband and five children,

SEMINARY.

gins

and

time : “The Ten Plagues oi
Egypt, 4 new games on 40
illustrated cards, BO cts.

etc., for church use—constantly in
stock at reasonable prices.
:
Silk SS. Banners in colors and
A | gold $5. Collection dishes in carved

died

She

HITESTOWN

Send for C atalogue.

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine St.,N. Y,

and did

She has béen a member of the

For full catalogue
;
IRVING B. SMITH

Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.

on Sabbath morning, Sept.
1, aged 56 years
and 8 days. She has suficred for a number of
years, but for the last six weeks her sufferin,
B, church for a number

Y
t)

on

all in her powerto. make mother happy. Her
| last sickness was severe
and
protracted.
Though old, she was confident that she would
live again in that world where there is no old
age, no death. Two sons and two. daughters
mourn their loss.
E. J. DoYLE.

‘are untold.
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With three carearranged courses of study.
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at

E. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway,

another

Hicks,
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Philip Phillips,Singer. Al80 a new Bible history pas©

Three complete courses of study,

Seminary and English Course.
address the Principal. |

64 cards. This 26th thousand reduced 75 to 50 cts.
“ They stand without a ri-

meet them all again. For the Jast twenty-one
years she lived with her daughter, Mrs.
Stew-

wife of Alvah

8S.
asA

IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming Co., New
York. This'school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

London.

History

LITERARY

ILTON

CO.

American

2, 1878.

ton, Muscatine Co., Iowa.
Special arrangements for the coming year.
Spring term begins
March 26, 1878.
For particulars address the
Prin.
eipal; CLARENCE KE. BROCK WAY,or-A. O. MUDGE,
Secretary.
Wilton Junction, Iowa.

50 New Parlor Games.
Of

Sept.

Sec-

INSTITUTE.—J.

ihn ui:

50c., $1.00, and $1.75.
PREPARED ONLY BY

0ND’S

TASKER,

BROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent
sistants. Kall term begins August 27, 1878.

first-class school.

and Company’s trade-mark on surrounding wrapper.
It
is never sold in bulk.
None other is genuine.
Always
insist on having Pond’s Extract.
Take no other preparation; however much you may be pressed.

Prices

E.

—~Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Classical. Send for Catalogue.
Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & Treas.,
Lyndonville, Vt.

cle ‘hassthe words * Pond’s Extract,” blown in the glass,

The Harmonia.
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Mrs. HARRIET,

YNDON

CAUTION...

EXTRACT

or

:

Fall Term commences Monday,

diseases if the Extract is used.
The pamphlet which accompanies each bottle gives
full directions how it should be applied.
An% one can use it without fear of harm.

POND’S

Principal,

‘

Northwood Ridge, N, H., Aug: 1, 1873,

need bo called in for the majority of female

But fall

art, who was always kind and loving,

retary.

and

it will never be without it.

Iw AVG

after

ulars address the

The

until nine of her dear children died.

ecutionof her ik oses, she was still most
thoughtfulof other’s feelings, and desirous to

‘| think well of every one. She was the pastor’s
true friend, voieing her friendship by cheering

Breast.

is cleanly

efficacious, and mothers who have once used

of faith she looked to the day when she would

|

in

Extract

FOR

one

With competent

ly curing when other medicines have failed,

For Broken Breast, Sore

great trial with Christian

hard one;

SEMINARY.—Waterbury

Vt.
Fall Term begins
September
Lizzie
COLLEY;
Principal;

ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.

and

fortitude, and struggled with her children in
this new
country
to secure a home. Her lot
be a

MOUNTAIN

assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
Partioniats address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
v. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

after their arrival Bro. Shafer was taken ill,
and in Seglember of the same year he died, but

seemed to

REEN
Center,
10, 1878.

when used according
to directions its effect is simply wonderful.
P H |
Blind, Bleeding or Itching. It

Mgrs. ADDIE M. H00GS died in Oakland,Cal.,

‘bore her

/

| es, is the grehtest known remedy; rapid-

as » member of the board, and his place was
unfilled to the day of his death.
As one by
one the trusted and faithful fathers in Israel,
are called home, the church feels to cry, Help
Lord; and as the goodly men cease may our
Heavenly Father raise up others to take up the
work laid down by those departed.

Sister 8.

in caso

panacea,

SCHOOL.

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
1! Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi‘cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers. Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term
begins
Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.

Eyes.

is a

THEOLOGICAL

No Scituate, R. I.

the slightest fear of

It

COLLEGE

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution enters upon its, fiftieth Loar
Sept. 2, 1878. For further particulars address
the Principal.
J. W. STOCKBRIDGE.

soreness without pain.
Faceach

§

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

Earache, Toothache,and

church decided to leave his name still standing

|-

is of

harm, Juice allaying all inflammation and

which—was

GrORGE W. DOWNER died in Perinton, N.
Y., May 15; 1877, aged 79 years.
The deceased
was born in Lebanon, N. H., being the oldest

of a family

ru

x

—For further information address the Pres.
ident, 0. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOUN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.

Tt is healing, cooling and cleansing.

of accidents.

et My friend, you seem. to be very near ‘their loss.
.K. M. L.
death’s door, and likely to be called away
MRS. ABIGAIL, wife of Peter Shafer, died at
at any moment.
Are you willing to go?” the residence of her daughter, Mrs. Harriet
«« Yes,” replied the sick man, ‘ perfectly
willing. ¢ Thank God,” replied the min- the 80th eit of her age. Sister Shafer exister, ** all the neighbors are willing too.” perienced religion when quite young and united with the F\ H. church in the State of N. Y.
— Boonton Weekly Bulletin.
In 1847, with her hunsbapd and children, she
- The discussion as to whether the Wash- moved to Michigan, St. Clair county. Soon

thority Says that the efforts are making.
by a number of women of prominence to

with ease and grace,

kept

Aug
3
w= She-was-the-day
found in a San Domingo cave and is sup- of C. W. Eaton, formerly of Manchester, N.
long a member of the church there, and
osed to antedate the discoveries of Co- . H.,
whose death was recorded in these columns
umbus. It is the figure of a human be- in 1856. Her mother, Mrs. A. M. Eaton, subing, most horribly distorted,
with
a sequently married Dr. O. P. Warren, apromcavity in its breast, where it is supposed inent physician of Oakland, Cal., where Mrs.
Hoogs’s residence has been for several years
the offerings of votaries were received.
previous to her death.
She was a woman
of
Butler (Benjamin F.) has left the Re- unusually sweet and winning character, and
publican party, and this reminds us of by her many excellent qualities of head and
the individual who was very sick, send- heart had won for herself a large number of
who deeply deplore
her untimely
ing for a minister.
The minister inter- friends
death.
She leaves a greatly afflicted husband,
rogated the sick man, and finally said: and one son aged 6 years. Many will mourn

aor

and inva-

I would

B

4.

Lewiston, Me.
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.

W. C. DurGIN, President,
Hillsdale, Mich.

symptoms

is the only

Collegi-

ICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
a
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
a

Burns
and Scalds. "i. tio
heat and pain it is unrivalled, and should be

of Perin-

=O

D.

Ulcers, Wounds

and

ton and the farm where he has since Jived and
where he died. To the community in which
he had lived for nearly half a century, nothing
in his praise need be said. His works ‘ do
follow him.” For several years, physical infirmity has prevented his meeting with his
brethren, as they assembled for the worship of
God, yet his interest in the cause of Christ has
never abated. The church has lost one of its
pillars, the. community a regp®cted and honored neighbor and friend,—the family a loved
husband and father. He had been so long and
closely identified with the Fairport church,
that when failing health made it irapossible for
him to act in the capacity of a trustee, the

Vir-

Fall Term commences
For Catalogue address,

The most obstinate cases are healed and
cured with astonishing rapidity.
Tor allay-

17, 1801, being the oldest of a family of nine
children, only two of whom survive him.
In

ginia City, Nev., has rediscovered a lost
Egyptian art, He tempers copper tools
to a more lasting cutting edge than steel
tools will hold, similar to that of the
copper implements with which the stone
for the pyramids was cut.
The Missouri Historical Society ranks

either

reliable,

essential service in these cases.

town of Stillwater, Saratoga Co., N. Y., Feb.

he,

of first

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

studies. Admits both sexes.
fluences. ‘Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
tion, incidental
and library fees, only jis a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25
a week. Room,40 to 78 cents a week. Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
#

Catar r h « cific for this prevalent
and
distressing complaint ; quickly relieves cold

to the

Feb., 1825, he removed to the town

it on appearance

of these dangerous diseases.
The Extract

, April

Fall term

ate, Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
artm

1
appliedas externally
asdirectThroat, « Ud
ed, in the early stages of the diseases it will
surely control and ¢ure them. Do not delay

|

lowing the death of Bro. Williams; ** Samuel
Williams,” said he, ¢ was the first person that
ever asked me to attend church
and seek

Christ.”

bleeding,

Monday,

Thursday, June 20, 1878.

ILLSDALE

e
Diphtheria andgargle Sor
and also

und was especially helpful to the church in the
meeting

has

head, stomach or bowels,
cured by tho free use of the
No other medicine will cure as
¥
nn
or
stanching

hages.

and best of

term be;

beging Monday, Aug.
26. Send for Catalogue and
cf sular
:
'Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. P
al.
¥
New Hampton, N, H., July 26,
1877.

and is used by Physicians of all schools with

management of its finances. He will be missed. It was a blessed testimony, given by one

of the brethren at the covenant

preparation

Cheapest

Spring

Summer term begins

15, and closes

a certainty of success. For bleeding of the
Jitizs it is invaluable. Our Nasal and ¥e=
male Syringes and Inhalers are material
aids in cases of internal bleeding.
.

family

the deceased removed to the town of Perinton,
Monroe Co., and at the time of his death had
lived 3
the same farm for forty-one years,
Bro.
Wi lliams was widely known among the
F. Baptists of this State, and his contributions
to charitable objects were frequent and large.
Chicago, Buffalo and Rochester, churches had
received of his benefactions,
and Hillsdale and
Storer Colleges were not forgotten by him. He
possessed a great amount of executive ability,

Jan. 98, 1878,

known

external or internal, it is always

Bro.
1809.

removed to this country,. and settled in the
town of Trenton, Oneida Co., N. Y. In 1833,

went un-

matism.

other

Commercial College,

any in New England.

without
relief, can rely u mn being entirely
cured by Using Pond’s
Extract.
, Neu ral
ia All neuralgic pains of the

prominent member of

being thrown from

NZ
HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each,

ever Jestormed such wonderful cures of
this
distres
disease in its various forms.
Sufferers who
have tried everything else

5. He had been to Rochester, and while re-

guilty of some misconduct,

egant edifice.
It is said that Dr. J.

allow its member to see a horge-race.
—N. Y. Times.
-'Noblemen, mingle with roughs at the taken notion of beauty.
.
O-b-B--0
oe
ropes to see a brutal, prize-fight.
Only

in such a state of public sentiment could

Rheu

was

The church is also being built at the expense of his estate, and will be a very el-
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A London medical journal of high au-

than

new-comer,

No

;

the F. Bapiist church in

a law-

.

and dazed, and more

of the

N. Y., May

Educational,

DESTROYER
AND
SPECIFIC
INFLAMMATORY DISEASES
AND HEMORRHAGES.

are speedily
Extract.
quickly.

killed by

®brtuaries.

living.”
Scourging on the bare back is a
common punishment.
Refinements in
torture are invented.
These cruelties
are still practiced in the schools of England that answer in grade to some of
our colleges.
The system is defended
by many great and good men in that
country.
We could not tolerate such

and

PAIN
FOR
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She had ever lived a cons

SAMUEL WILLIAMS, a

have every student ex» | ington Monument shall be carried up 485
pelled on conviction of complicity in or 550 feet awakens interestregarding the
there has always existed the system of violence involving injury to any human hight of the great buildings of the world
« fagging,” out of which the *‘ hazing" being. Also
I would
add to expulsion The pyramid of Cheops is 480 ft.; Stras474 ft. ; St Peter's, Rome,
system of American colleges has grown. such punishment as the civil law pro- bourg Cathedral,
A'boy is taken to be the fag or waiter, vides. Were I the president of a college, 458 feet; St. Stephen's Cathedral, Vienna,
the servant of a boy in a
higher class. I would send to the couris of justice every 445 feet; Salisbury Cathedral, England,
Cathedral, 405; St.
The upper lad may be the inferior of
oung man whom I could convict of an 406 feet; Antwe
the younger, But the fag must perform
nfamous crime.. To talk about in loco Paul's Cathedral,London, 404 feet; Milan
for him
most menial services, and parentis—the place of a parent—is all Cathedral, 400 feet; Capitol of the Unitbe subjected to punishment at the ca- gammon. The boy is sent to college ‘to ed States,307 1-2 feet from base line of the
" prices of his
pett; tyrant.
The brutal study his lessons and recite them. If he building tp the apex of the Statue of Free
DT
inflloteds on helpless boys hb
becomes an assassin, let him be hung. dom. Cologne Cathedral is 450 feet high,
this infamous system are almost incred- If he becomes a brute, let him be dealt but will be 511 feet when carried up to the
ible. For example: a gentleman says, with as a brute. If he goes about with a contemplated hight. Let us have 550 feet
“When was at school I was the fag of a pistol, or a knife, or a club, to wreak his forour Washington Monument.—Chrs:
young man, and having brought him his evil passions on the innocent, he ought tian at Work.
coffee not hot enough, I was commanded to be cut off as soon as possible from the
to stand in front of him and to put my companionship and countenance of eduhands down, one on each side of my cated
gentlemen.
thighs. Then with a violent,
swi
LArcus.—And such medicine would
blow on the side of my head with :
arrest the epidemic.” Hazing is a low
right hand, T was felled to the floor asf vice ; manliness despises it, and young
PARTICULAR
NOTICE. Obituaries should be
I were a log.” Recovering my Senses, I men who take delight in it are not worth
BRIEF and for the public.
For the excess over
was told to resume my position. - With educating. If they
ever are useful, it
his left hand he brought a similar blow will be in those callings that require the ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by peron the other side of my head, and down
least am. cunt of brains and the most of sons who do net patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
I went again as one dead. These knock- muscle.—N. Y. Observer.
downs were repeated until the brute was
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
a
kk ee ”t”otpbo
tired of the exercise, and I crawled away
words: VERSES are inadmissible. «
i
bleeding

sisters

sympathy

sistent Christian life, and

City,L. I., both of which are in the course
of construction, is to cost over $80,000.

measures

leges.
Seciovs

posed
to riots merely for the sake of mischief. But in the schools of England

sorrowing

umphant.

¢¢ what's the use of having a thinker, if
you can't think?”
The monument to A. T. Stewart in the
Cathedral of the Incarnation at Garden

cal, mental and moral variety of his species.
You see the difference in school,
i
i
in the church
Lini co

it useless to take

little boy,

the matter.”

VIvENDUS.—I fear I am not rightly
understood. The point I make is that
a mean boy becomes a mean man.
He
carries with him through life the physi-

students than in the colleges. of this
country, and the young men being of an
more

church of Fairport.

upon being asked why he could be so
naughty, replied that he thought he was
not doing wrong.
‘That's no excuse,”
said his mother; ‘¢ thinking doesn’t help

3

to reform or to punish these college
crimes. They are surely greats offenses

are

and

the heartfelt

The

poor, ready at all times to assist those in distress, active in church enterprises, interested
in the denomination of his choice, his loss is
no common one to the church and community.
He leaves a wife and several grown up children. May God raise up some one to take his
place in churchwork.
DARIUS TALLMAN died in Perinton, N. Y.,
Aug. 23, aged 77 years and 6 months.
During
the
pést year the losses by death in the Fairchurch have been numerous and keenly
elt. Bro. Tallman is the third one from the
were killed.
This shows that one out of board of trustees who has fallen within a
every 66 Russian bullets had its billet in | twelvemonth,— Bros. Guile, Williams, and
a Turkish body. The best Prussian rec- Tallman; all of them men Jong in the work,
and men who had borne many of the burdens
ord is 114 shots for each man killed.
of the church. Bro. Tallman was born in the

Judgment condemns,
and theirs will.
but for men loving low, sensual, - beastly

the first of a college student.
In the
universities of Germany and of England,

ours,

have

earnest purpose.

temptible perpetrator may be reformed
The bank of England was started in
into a man, and live to repemt in dust 1694 with a.capital of £1,200,000. = A
and ashes; but more probably the devil .century ago, in 1778, its notes in circulahas him so surely he will go on as he has tion amounted to £7,000,000; now they
begun, and rush down some steep place exceed £39,000,000—and the bullion has
into the sea of shame and ruin.
I have increased from £2,000,000 to £24,000,no faith in the character of that sort of 000.
young men. Frolic is the natural air of
During the late war the Russians fired
youth.
They may do much that our 10,000,000 cartridges and 150,000 Turks’

here with his. * Intui- “Grace does kelp to overcome the natural
were
tions.”
.
attributes.
But what is bred in the
MR. JouNs.—Or Dr. Hopkins with his bone will come out in the meat.
A col¢* Love asa Law.”
lege student who will do a mean, dasLaicus.— Yes, I remember their pas- tardly, cowardly act, putting on a mask
sage at arms in the N. Y. Observer.
1 and beating a fellow-man, secretly indo not undervalue sound ethical ‘prineci- flicting wanton injury upon a human beples. But one hour of wholesome law ing, will, in nine hundréd and ninetyenforced is bétter than years or volumies nine cases out of a thousand, be a dastard
on the origin of obligation.
and a coward to the end of his contempti-,
DomiNiE UTREYT.—I am with you. ble life.
Order is heaven's first law; obedience is
Mr. Jonns.—Then you would think

than

of the

the M. E. church, and for two years or more a
member of the 8, 8. connected with the F. B.

woman's boots was made from the stock
in just eleven minutes, in sightof visitors.

McCosh

the first duty of man ; the first of a child;

nfember

For

15, figed 21 years and Tmonths.
The deceased
had been for some seven years a member of

aid $5,000 to get rid of him and recover

con-

a

entire community,
:
MARY BLAIR died in Dior

her letters.
At a great shoe manufactory in Lynn,
Mass., recently, a pair of kid side-laced

that

been

proof of her

brother

der the bed to avoid the lightning, and
came out to pour kerosene oil in the stove.
Some people are fastidious about means
of transit.
An English school-master named Heap
‘sued a Miss Mervis for breach of promise. She compromised the matter and

of life would

meanness of

gave full

wasn't

«“ I took

A Portsmouth, N. H., woman

act can not be exceeded. There was no
manliness, no courage, no skill required ;
it was orn
brutality : as the

union of theught with nature.
Property is an
intellectual production.
The 'game requires
coolness, right
reasoning,
promptness and
patience in the
players.
Cultivated labor

The first wealth is health.

for

debt,”

go into

her,” said Spreadwater,

have followed. In March last a college
young man, in the dark, struck a student with a club, breaking the bones of.
his nose, inflicting an injury that no Japse

distinguished,
we are content to attribute them

day in the week, if there is anything
by it.—Dickens.

but

great loss

in

POND EXTRACT.

In her life the Chris-

Universalist church in Fairport, and her life
onely husband

yer’s advice, and signed every letter to
my love, ¢ Yours without prejudice.’ ”

torment of

parents,

many years she had

at

and

is,

swine; there is nothing too mean for hith
to do. When I was in college two of
these infernally-minded students set fire
to the college building in »which fifty
young men were asleep. = The fire was

‘| set in the attic, and

unearthed

so much out of the way.—Cincinnati
Breakfast Table.
A cautious lover. —“ When I courted

that

family who wanted to go and did

‘When misfortunes happen to such as dissent
from us in matters of religion, we call them
judgments ; when to those of our own sect we

- honesty will stare

the

the midst of life we are

a terror to his fellows.
e gets into
college, and the devil in him is of the

culti-

drives out brute labor.—Emerson.

and

his sisters, the grief of his

admirable, it is to see God’s wisdom blessing
an inferiority of natural powers, where the

call them trials; when to persons

the

he is utterly intolerable;

If there be one thing on earth which is truly
have been honestly, truly and zealously
vated.—<Dr. Arnold.
:

But

well to
remedy is not

when he has but one fault,

in
of

whit he says always cleaves to us.—Goethe.

any

touched yet.
We must bear in mind
that there is a time in the life of a boy

—DeSales.
There is no pfoetion no habit, so sitrong
that it can hold out in the long run against the
of talents
Something

about.”

been

and kindly, deed.

be admired, but a’ sopy to be imitated.

There iz no mistak about the plezzures ov welth ; the mistak is that plezzure is not happiness.—Josh Billings.
* How can we help our town?” asks a
Chicago editor. Did you ever try leaving itP— Cincinnati Saturday Night.
The compositor who made it read, ‘In

,. VivExpus,—That is all ve

and every person is his work.

misrepresentations of a man
whom we place confidence.

that

species,
have just
Newport, R. I.

known in the college again.

you if it is in the direc-

tion of your life; nothing is great or desirable
if it is off and away from that.—Emerson.
We must never undervalue any
person. The
workman loves not that his work should be
despised in his presence.
Now God is present everywhere,

I believe

word

tian
religion
found practical
expression.
Christ was to her not only a beautiful ideal to

‘Some men are as unsatisfactory as a
soapy door-knob, and twice as slippery.—
Wheeling Leader.
Fae
Two large bird skulls, of an unknown

gollege government might so deal with
itin four years that it would never be

. sciously modified by your life,it is ‘enough.

Nothing is beneath

PARAGRAPHS,

though lower in others. And it remains
a problem yet to be solved why students,
pursuing studies preparatory to usefulness and honor in public life, have a propensity to that amusement which involves
cruelty, brutality and bloodshed.
But
there is no sense in discussing the *“ Origin of Evil.” Let us rather ask how to

Literary Wiscellany,
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Skobeloff says that Russia will keep an army
of 100,000 men in Bulgaria and 45,000 in Roumelia, notwithstanding the treaty of Berlin.

{’ Peru has become a part the General

which bled

wound,

nately made only a flesh

Union under the treaty of Berne.
snr lr nine

freely, but it is not considered dangerous.
——Sewell Libby’s son, aged 14, at Machiasport, Me., shot his brother, aged 7, Monday
week, while handling a loaded pistol. The

Paris has 41 daily papers.
Gov. Smith of Vermont is in Paris.

The saddest thing

the whole matter is that so many

Polling

Queen Victoria has 26 grandchildren.’
James Gordon Bennett will return to Europe soon.
Ex-Gov. Bullock of Massachusetts will pass
the Winter in Paris.
It is said that Edison has a yearly income
of $60,000 from his patents.
The Woman’s Congress will meet at Providence, Oct. 9, 10 and 11.
Mr. Bancroft, the historian has laid up real
property at Newport valued at $30,000.
Miss Kellogg says there is no contralto in
London equal to Annie Louise Carry. *
It is confirmed that the Paris Exhibition will

about

are killed

or injured who are not primarily
for the pistol’s presence.
Abolishing

Vermont’s valuation is $87,694,509.

responsible

Places.

Tle abolishing of polling places so that

vot-

ers have to travel fifteen or twenty miles in
order to reach one of them, does not look like

the fair thing.

John’s Island, in South

Caro-

lina, is 20 miles long and contains a thousand
voters. Two of its three polling precincts
have been removed and its voters are now
compelled to travel to the least populous extremity of the island to vote, making a journey of 40 miles to a large proportion of their
number. The design of this
is apparent.
Ninety-five out of every hundred of its votersare Republicans and the
Democrats wish to
keep as many as possible™of them from the
polls. Such practices do not pay in the long
run for any party or any section of the country. Politicians of all schools may doubt this,
but it is the truth.
Encouraging.

remain open until Nov. 9.
The best families in New South’ WRles are
returning to the old Welsh costumes.
. Ex-Senator Sprague of Rhode Island is writing greenback letters.
The Fulton street prayer-meeting celebrated
its twenty-first anniversary, Monday.
_Gen. Butler’s
sixtieth
birthday
and the
Massachusetts’ election fall on Nov. 5:
The Philadelphia Permanent Exhibition has
reduced its debt from $273,500 to $43,900.
President MacMahon and the Duchess
of
Magenta send $1000 to the yellow fever sufferers.
A clerkin an upper Mississippi steamboat
has inherited $2,500,000 from his grandfather,
an English baronet.

;

Dr. Cuylerhas these encouraging words to
say in regard te the temperance cause.
We
clip from am article of his in the Nat.
Tem.
Ad.:

Four bundred
hatters,
Newark (N. J.) firms who
contracts, have struck.
Gen. Grant ' arrived at
evening, and was received
and others.
King Alphonso has sent
to Mrs. Julia C. R. Dorr

After a pretty extended outlook over the
temperance mevement—from .the Atlantic to
the Pacific— iI have been favorably impressed
with its general health and vigor.
By far the
most active efforts now are made in the direction of what's commonly known as “the Gos-

1 temperance work.”

In every

Queen Mercedes.

part of our

The State

:

Latest

Convention

of New

Hampshireswilllbe held at Nashua, Oct. 15.
Don’t

“| fatal cases up to noon,Sunday,in New Orleans

Believe in Butler.

The Boston’Post can not be reconciled to
Batler. :It says: “ The venerable Peter Coop-

er thinks he can not consent to run again for
the Presidency upon the National ticket, but
believes that General-Butler stands a very
good show of getting to the White

House

by

that route. - Perhaps the latter may get in if
he can get somebody to -hbold the ladder for

him at the back<window.”
The

J

but

W.

Lewis's nineteenth infantry had a two

fight with

the Cheyenne Indians
Friday

H.

evening,

rout-

savage, 17

saddle

there

is

Colonel Lewis was killed and two of his soldiers
wounded
inthe
—engsgement.——O0n—
Sunday morning the steamer Adelphi explod-

Inthe

But the people

who-cast ‘the ‘silent but effectual ballot are
swayed
by the foree of events and the influences.of the living time.”
The Baltimore «Gazette says of the Green-

bagk agitation,’ #hat *“ the movement everywhere-seems toberather a general bursting
out.ofsparty trammels than a settled and consistantpursuitof ideas.” There must be one

large ecception to this, and that includes

these who are badly in debt and those who are
‘These have a desperate hope in

“the prevalence of Giweeaback rule,

ponies

and

about

60

head

of cattle,

ed her boiler in South Norwark, Conn., harbor just before landing at Greogorys Point for
Dorton House passengers.
The portside of
the boat was completely torn to pieces, from

the paddie-box to the midship gangway. The
boat kept afloat with sufficient headway to
reuch the wharf.
outright and ome

There were seven
died soon
afler.

killed
Some

twenty are severely wounded, four or five of
whom
will die. The
scarcely hurt, can not

engineer, who
was
explain the accident.

The boiler was new, in 1875, and passed by
the -inspectors last July.——A special from
Richmond, Va., says the State treasury is
empty. There is no'monéy to Tun the public
schools, and the Governor has ‘applied to the
banks for a loan.——A Washington special says

The -straight-out Bemocrats of Massachu- criminal proceedings against members of t
setts; ignoring the ¥Woreester Convention, heid J old Indian contractors’ ring are about to be be.one themselves in’ Faneuil Hall, Bdstod, on gun, and none of the old ring are to be consider
in amy future bids for contracts.—Gil-

Wedndeday, and memiimated

Hon. Josigh G.

Abbott for Governor, adopted a bard-money
¢pMtform,.end was marked throughout by am
anti-Butler spirit.
aii
It is.a «dangerous
game to play with wild

beasts whieh are suppesedto be tamed.

The

savagenesssof
their matures is likely

to show

itself unexpectedly.

a young

.Afew days ago

girl in Rome, Mich., sas horribly mangled

by

a pet bear,

to

which "tore one

pieces. Itwmas

stated thet

thigh

the

nearly

child would

die.
A-strange hallucination recently led a wom-

an at an English alms-house to confess that a
troubled conseience compelled her to deelare
that she had mpndered her three children at
long intervals dm the past.
Investigation
‘proved that the ¢hildren were still living and

grown up, and the eonfession was

the result

of dejusion.
Dean Stanley will have nothing to complain
of in the matter of a hearty

country.

reception

He visited New Yorkand

in

this

Philadel-

hia on Friday, and ovas entertained by the Bible revision committee and Geepge W. Childs
respestively.
k
The already long list of killed amd

‘whieh tae years of laber on the

wounded

St.

Gothard

tunnel has cased,is added to by the death of
two persons and the wopnding.of several by a
gunpowder

explosion, at the mouth

tunnel am

Wednesday.

of that

The Emropeans are tryieg to take fold of
the matterin the right direetion. At Ceblentz

“and Treves there is a law prohibiting boys
under 16 from smoking in the streéts or places

«of amusement,
and the police have taken to

:
«enforcing it vigorously.
Letters from Shanghsi indicate the reports
of the China famine were not exaggerated. It
is stated that 50,000 people are starving in the

_ single city of Tsinanfu, and that 15,000 had
already died there of hunger and disease.

the

oldest surviving son* of Alexander Hamilton,

died at Ws esdence e near Irvington, West

chester county,
N. Y., on" Tuesday, in the
ninety-firatyear of hisoge: x
OR

a

CIA R a-

er

ea

;

A

J

5

The govermment has decided. that
eight
hours is a duy’y’ a
government
rking more than that time
fitled to extrapny,” - - - * -

; laborers worl in

Educational.
The Porter prize of $60 to the candidate who
passes the best examination for admission to

the Freshman

class of Amherst

College

are

en-

admitting

the

One of the worst things

the plant, & most beautiful arrangement

an

inner

room,

or

and

books—and

sleep on

top

one

one of hair—if you can afford it; if not,
without other things tifl you can.

go

made hair mattress is as far as the bedmakers have gone; and it is one of the
luxurious necessities that no well-to-do
house should be without.
Have the mattresses
made in sections, so that they
can be easily turned and handled. Over
the top one should be spread a thick cover, just its size, made like a ‘‘ comfortable.” This not only adds te the softness,
but protects the mattress. The covering
should be light in weight and open in texture—that is to say, of wool, both for
healthfulness and comfort.
The ideal bed
has, aside from the sheet, nothing but
the best rose-blankets,
and
not
only
enough’ of them to ensure the requisite
warmth.
It ought not to be necessary to
say—but we have observed that it is,—
that beds should be aired every morning,
least once a ‘month, in addition to scrupu-

poor girls:—Prof. Elias Loomis, of Yale Col-_
lege, is said to have created great consternation at college by publishing *“ Algebraic
Problems and Examples” withont a key. According to a new rule of the faculty, any upper
classman
detected molesting
a Frenchnian

and

thoroughly.—Golden

beaten

and

professor of chemistry at Dartmouth College,

Greek instruetors at Michigan Univérsity

re-

ceive $900 salary.——Only five colleges have
anything like a satisfactory endowment; these

are

Columbia with $5,000,000,

John

Hop-

kins University with $8,000,000, Harvard, $2,

500,000, Cornell, $2,800,000, Princeton. $1,000,
000

Less than halfa. dozen more

tolerable-sized

have even

endowments : Tufts,

$750,000,

Cincin-

nati University, $500,080, Yale, $500,000. So

far as we can ascertain,no other college has
an endowment exceeding $450,000. These

facts speak for

themselves,

Our

college en-

dowments are like the Indians definition of a

surface, ““ All long and wide,but no deep.”’—
EBraniner
and, Ch rondele. Dr, Sanford, of
Syracuse University has aceepted a eajl to the

professorship of Latin in the University of
Chicago,

;

no drops

drop of water and scorch the leaf.

Me.,

is

said

to

wool than any other town

in the

satisfaction.

sales

of Patent

Included

in

Wisconsin

and

an

advance

of

him are forbidden:
and

been

State.

tained. but buyers are not disposed to respond to
the high rates paid in the couutry, and it is very
difficult to get aver 20c for the best dairy lots coming on the market. A few choice Vermont daries
run up to 18 @ 19c, but best New York State dairies
seldom go over 17 @ 18¢, # 1b. Medium darieis
that run into summer make are low of sale at 14

A warrant in

ples. The barrels cost twenty cents.
The cramberry crop on Cape Cod is reported smaller in promise this year than

uncertain

for many years past.

Chicago has just shipped her first cargo
of grain to Great Britian, A Canadian
steamer took out 17,000 bushels of wheat
direct for Glasgow.

Common

They need to do so;

The

international

. phylloxera

the

'Benjolars district in France,

It is almost a crime, and it is a grevious
sin for a farmer to let good land lie idle,

sulphur of carbon has been used for the
pest.
:
So perfect were the Egyptians in the
manufacture of perfumes, that some of
their ancient ointment, prescrved in an

|

or only half productive, at such a time

still retains a very powerful odor,

alabaster vase in the museum at Alnwick,

as

this. Such neglect is a tripple wrong—
first, to the man himself and to his fam-

i uykbe between
old.

ily; secondly, to the country which relies
on the best efforts of every man and woman to restore prosperity, and last, but by

The

of unemployed

who

would

try Gentleman.

.

:
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HINTS ON HORSE KEEPING,

stalls

for

horses

they

«can

of great

get

value;

perfect

changing their position, recover

in

by

from

the

fatigue of a hard day’s drive, and be ready
for their task the next day.
The food
best adapted to the horse is oats and hay
of the best quality, occasionally varied
with a bran mush, with turnips or carrots

as an alterative. The growth and development of bone and muscle depend greatly
upon the food they eat.

It is important to

seleet such as contain all the elements
neededto form the bone and muscle of
the horse, [It is self-evident that the nutritive matter supplied

by

the

food

must

tion in some degree corresponding

that attained by the

with

horse that is daily

need daily exercise, commencing with
eight or ten miles, and gradually increasing to twenty per day. This exercise,
with appropriate food, will harden their
muscles, strengthen their limbs and prepare them to perform their tasks without
giving out on the road, materially declining in flesh, or seriously exhausting their
physical powers.
:
.
If we perform long drives with horses
accustomed
to short work only, the sudden transition from indelenge to great

ertion
their

will relax their muscles,
joints,

depress

their

ex-

weaken

spirits

and

the

larkspur.

Steep

about

a

“hours not a louse can be touund.

|«

R

This season half a score of Marshfield
farmers have cut off from about 800 acres
of reclaimed marsh land some 580 tons of
excellent red top hay.
Previous to the
diking of these marshes the owners of
these lands considered themselves fortunate when they could sell the annual crops

from them at the rates
acre.

of one dollar per

This grand improvement is

worthy

a more extensive following.—Am. Cultivator.

It is a mistaken policy to stint young
fowls, for rich food and plenty of it is what
they need ; and there is no danger of overfeeding if they are growing and have their
liberty.
Old fowls that have their growth
and are shut up can easily be fed too
much, but do not fail to feed the young
ones all they will eat. A good feed of
‘whole grain of some kind, just as late as
they can see to eat it, is one of the means
of makircg fine stock.— Western Rural.
For some
sort of vegetables, as lettuce, cress, radishes
and others, the
Chinese system of keeping the soil continuously wet is the best thatcan be adopted. It produces a crispness in the vegetables that is obtained only when there
.has been no check in the growth.
Our exports of agricultural implements
have been trebled; of iron, steel, and manufactures of those metals have doubled,
andof cotton manufactures have nearly
trebled in the last ten years.—Am. Cuitivator.

J
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No fashion publication has ever reached
the excellence attained
by ¢ Andrews’
Bazar.” Its columns not only give the
latest fashion notes from abroad but it has

break down their constitution. , The leading cause of 80 many valuable horses being spoiled by long drives is from being
a literary, dramatic and social department
short. of work.
They ‘are mot
prepared ‘in the hands of competent editors.
Even
for such severe exertions. .
Cond
E]
will prepare them to perforni
‘their.
‘wor ‘the children are not forgotten as a special
cheerfully, last out with sound limbs, department for them has heen reserved.
apd preserve their constitutional vigor Published by W. R. Andrews, €incinnati.
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Christian writer,
RS. ANNA SHIPTON,
The
« Precious Gems” are sketches newly revised by
the Author, and now first collected in one volume:
—a valuable aid to impress reli
truth, and encou
Christian effort in Mission
Work.
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Loose boxes are important
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during the business depression of the last
few years, when the country has needed
every stimulus to profitable production.
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S. MarsHAL,
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ceipts since the first of January, 454,932 packages,
against 102,441 packages for the same time last
year. Exports for the week have been 647 paekages.
here hits been a good demand for strictly choice

for over

Pub. and Bookseller, Con.
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creditors of said Bankrupt,

12,782 packages, including 1,277 boxes and 11,505
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tree hung up in the window of a room
make. A large portion of the supply is not so dewill drive away mosquitos.
sirable, and sells mostly at 8 4 $8iic # 1b. Some
fine mild Western has
n selling this week at
Farmers in Western Massachusetts re- 83gc,but
7) @ 8% ¢ cover the bulk of the sales. The
ceive seventy-five cents a barrel for ap- market closes firm for desirable grades, but after
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the matter of William A. Baker, Bankrupt in
Bankruptey.
A warrant in Bankruptcy has been issued hy
said Court against the estate of William A. Baker,

have been small at $3 50 g $4 ¥ bbl.
OAT MEAL.—There is a fair demand for Oat
Meal, with sales at $4 75 @ $5 for common Western, and $5620 ¢ $6 ¥ bbl for favorite and fancy
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By L.. Bates,
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rate.
CORN MEAL.~There is a fair demand for Corn
Meal for the Provinces, with sales at $2 40 @ $2 50
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Sopecially as the winter wheat Flour continues
give go

month at least wash the stem and branches of all the hard wooded plants with a
soft sponge dipped in lukewarm water;
this prevents the lodgment of insects and
contributes to the health of the plant.—
Am. Cultivator.

brushed

studying L driven on the road
for “ordinary work.
"For one week previous to the start they

philology at Leipzig for two years, associate
professor of Greek and literature.——The

Allow

to

Rico. 547

general that this difference will not

water to stand on leaves in the sunshine;
the rays of the sun form a focus in the

tire bedding,
mattresses, pillows and
blankets, should be put out-of-doors in the

be equal to the exhaustion,or natural waste
will atence be dropped into the next lower of the body, te keep up condition. |
The horse that is about to be driven on
class, ne matter how high his standing.
So’
vigorous a measure has borne its natural fruit a journey needs hardening by exercise—
preparing by sweating out the body to
in utterly dwarfing all attempts at hazing, until freshmen have been seen even occupying purify and increase the circulation of the
blood, and also by hand-rubbing the legs
the junior's fence without hindrance=—Mr,
to make them firm and elastic—a preparaEdwind. Bartlett has been appointed associate

has been

always injures them.

lous cleanuess in other particulars, the enin the sunshine,

go

the water to drain off before returning it
to its place.
:
Never wet the flowers of a plant; water

A well-

NEWAND

THAT BOY OF NEWKIRK'S,
16mo. Illustrated. $1.25.
A bright story for boys. :

18h Provinces. ‘The market for Fiour remains
without improvement. The trade are still pur.
chasing moderately, but more active movements
are looked for, There is a good stock of all leading brands of winter wheats, but spring
Patents
are still quite scarce and small lots of old and well
known brands still command extreme prices.
New spring Patents have not arrived in sufficient
quantity to test the market, and for these there is
rather an unsettled feeling. Buyers look for a
cansiderable decline as soon as supplies begin to
come forward freely, but at the same time the
oor quality of the spring wheat, and the difficulty,
hat
Western millers experience in obtainin,
wheat good enough to make their best brands may
lead to a wider range than usual. At this time
last year there was a difference of only $1 26 ¥ bbl
between the price of choice Patents and choice
winter wheats, notwithstanding Patents were
about as scarce then as now, The present differ
encey is about$3 4 bbl, and the feeling is ver

a little weak soap-suds is beneficial. This
washing should carefully be done with a soft
sponge or cloth inthe case of plants with
thick, polished leaves, such as camellias,
oranges and daphnes.
Where plants have
hairy
leaves,
or the substance
soft,
water is best applied with a small syringe,
fitted with a very fine rose. To use this
place the plant on its side in the kitchen
sink, syringe it well, turning it from side
to side. Let it stand a few minutes for

the whole the easiest,—though there are
plenty of patent beds to pick from.
On
these put two light mattresses,—the botthe

to

200

Surinam, 600 to Halifax and 8,128 bbls to the

least once. a week.
Use water moderately
warm, and if the plants become very dirty,

a hard mattress,

or seagrass,

plants

-

Caynune, 131 to Hayti, 850 to Porto

yet

te,
Mich

Lansing,

bbls,, of Which 868 bbls were to Liverpool,

rule is obvious: wash the leaves of the
plants, both under ‘and upper sides, at

copper-wire springs, put into slats, the
simplest, cheapest, most cleanly, and on

tom one of husk

our

Lands in

3

The receipts of Flour for the week have been 50,-

unwashed for a whole winter, when the
pores are much smaller, more numerous
and delicate than those of the body.
The

placed on slats hardly less hard, we "Pail
to understand.
A low,
strong,
roomy
bedstead, with the best of springs, is the
foundation. = We have found the spiral

has

been awarded to A. G. Rolfe, of Ayer——
| President Chadbourne of Williams College,
| will do all the work of the natural history de| partment this year, and give the money saved
to the chapel for necessary repairs.——Two
lundred and fourteen pupils, representing
twenty-three States of the Union, besides Japan and India, have attended the summer school
of Languages at Amherst College.——M. Boukhrvostof of Orel, Russia, has hgqueathed $500,
000 to the Primeipality of Montenegro, to
found a bank at Cettinje, the profits of which
are to be devoted to schools, and doweries for

and J. H. Wright, who

we are willing to allow

and

No

responding week ol 1877, and 58,037 bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 6,319

to

obstructed;

cheese

966 bbls of all kinds against 50.849 bbls for the cor:

on the lower side in by far the greater
number.
They ‘vary in different plants
from several hundreds to more than 150,000 to a square inch of leaf.
Now we are careful in our own persons
to bathe frequently, lest, as we say, the
pores of the skin become

Commission
Cellar

Sisto

FLOUR.

sides of the leaf in most plants, bat usually

finery there,or do anything that did not keep
human beings pent-up for hore than an
hour at a time,—and use the parlor or
drawing-room to sleep in. Plenty of air,
light, and space should be secured for the
|
sleeping apartment, whatever other room
suffers.
After
a good deal of experience,
we have come to the conclusion that the
best bed which’ our civilization has produced is none too good for a Christian
who has due respect for himself.
How a
man can spend money for a gaudy carpet,
for fine furniture,—or even for pictures

CO.,

&e.

Quincy Market, Boston.

answer this need. They are filled with
breathing pores, which allow ‘exhalation
when moisture is freely supplied,
and
check it when
the supply
falls
off,
These little mouths are found
‘on both

display

&

in butter,

apples,

LS

not

work, and whom it is every man’s duty
to employ whenever there is opportunity
to make their work remunerative.—Coun-

0-0-0

Brown, $720,000, Lafayette, $600,000,

Colonel James Alexander Hamilton,

Ti

more aad his band arrived home, Sunday.

to

and is

about the ¢¢ flats” and apartment houses. in
cities, that are now so popular, is that the
bed-rooms are so small, as a rule, and
often dark also. A bed-room shut off from
the sunshine and the direct out-door air
is a cell,—a miserable dungeon—we care
not how richly it may be furnished. If
we were shut in to a choice, we would re-

hours’

near Fort

Y.

“At such times they hold back and

out of-awork.

outlook.——Lieutenant-Colonal

N.

great political skanges that the exigency of
events. brings abeut, it is not the .old leaders
protest against
the inevitable.

ble

ing them and capturing one dead
the

nevertheless:

‘thatlead.

and 264 new ones reported, only 108 of which,
however, have occurred since the 26th insta nt.
Dr. Thomas Molley of Boston was among the
victims, Sunday.
The malady is still on .the
increase in some portions of Mississippi, but
generally the week opens with a more favora-

Wallace, Colorado, an

Force of Events.

The truthof the following from
limited,

News.

Yellow fever claimed thirty-two victims at
Memphis,Sunday, and the disease is dying out,
simply for lack of material on which to feed.
There have been 2,648 deaths in the city since
the scourge firs} appeared. There were 52

:

Prohibitory

his personal thanks
for her sonnet on

Murch, the greenback successor as Representative of Hon. Eugene Hale, has
been a
sailor, lumberman, dairy-farmer, rigger, stonemason and granite-cutter. °

and large meetings are being held, and the
old-fashioned pledge of total abstinence is.being used with great success. Some inebriates
- who gave eneouraging evidence of reformation
have indeed gene back to their wallowings.
Many others have ‘got their feet upon the solid
rock of:@ trust in God, and hold out well.
Churches ant pastors are enlisted for this line
of effort to a greater degree than at any time

+ since the war.

working for two
have
State Prison
“is
Paris, Wednesday
by Minister Noyes

reference

sunlight and air.

ceive calls in

Miscellaneous.

boy will die.—Fred I. Glidden, son of William Glidden, accidentally shot himself with a
pistol, Wednesday evening, at Gorham, N. H.
He can net recover.

Postal

with

small,

dealers

dried

-

of

Provincetown was accidentally shot Tuesday,
"by the discharge of a cartridge from a pistol.
The ball struck the top of her head, but fortu-
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too

beans,
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Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is

taken by many:of other religious views, because 01
its real worth.
TERMS:

vance, $2,60,

$3.00 per year;

or, if paid in ad-
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Seltzer

Aperient

The enemy takes iv
‘It is an incomparable
specific for ‘constipation, biliousness, dyspepsia,
nervous debility, gout, rheumatism; and
rds a
delightful, sparkling, cooling draught, eminently
beneficial to sufferers from all febrile complaints.
- SOLD

BY ALL

DRUGGISTS.

as

address

will

please:

town, and

when

they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star goes to Press Tuesday morning,
and pilin fl,
Ko or insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous,
Each subscriber will please notice the date’
of payment on the label of his paper, and nov
allow it to be in arrears.
“8.
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as well

give both the old and new
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When
a Campaign
Wages
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8. PAPERS.

Two Sabbath-school

papers, The Little Star
alternate weeks, and
n Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published monthly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance.
Sample copies sent free.

“and Myrtle, are publis
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AKING

Address,

= Rev. I. D, STEWART,

OWDER
Pure.

“ROYAL” has a iarger sale than all other baking
powders
combi
because of its unquestioned
Purity, Uniform Strength, : Healthfulness and Efficacy, P roo ared from
in GRAPE CREAM
TARTAR,
imported expresaly for this peerless powder direct from the
Wine district of France, it has veeived
the Indorsement
and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of eminent physicians -

-and scientific men everywhere.

No family having once used

the Royal Baking Powder will “ever be

without, it.
ROYAL hag taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third gore !
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages, in tin cans only of Grocers.
{
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"Ida Schepp, aged7. years, shot herself through

are passed in bed, it is strange

HOUSE PLANTS.

A plant breathes like an animal, and not
through oné mouth but through thousands.
As is well known, the plant draws up. its
food from the soil through the roots in a
liquid form.
This food very much diluted
must be concentrated, and thus assimilated to the plant. ‘We have, in the leaves of
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The widow of Daniel Webster, now quite
aged and in feeble health, is sojourningat New
Rochelle, N. Y.
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And still they come.
Six hundred Mormons
arrived at New York on Wednesday, and left
for Utah on the following day.
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Considering that
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Pistols are a nuisance; often a fatal nuisance.
It is the merest burlesque to speak of their
self-defensive properties in tie hands of the
youngster and civilian; butit is far from the
burlesque to note the casualties which occur

for future
usefulness.—National
Stock Journal.
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-A Springfield, Mass., paper manufacturing
company, finds that it can undersell the English ‘manufacturers
in
remote New South
Wales.
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On Sunday week a memorial statue of the
late Rev. Mr. Desmet, the Catholic missionary
to the American Indians, was
unveiled at
Dendermarde, Belgium,
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